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ABSTRACT

THE MICHIGAN AUGUST WORKING CONFERENCE

AS A METHOD OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

by Sarah Jane StrOud

This study focuses upon the historical organizational

and procedural aspects of the Michigan August Working Conferm

ence as a means used in the Michigan Secondary School Study

to bring about participation and cooperative endeavor for

curriculum planning, reviSion, implementation and changeo

It presents (1) the educational picture extending

from The Progressive Education AssoCiation's establishment

of the EightxYear Study in 1930 to its influence upon the

state of Michigan; (2) the workshop method as the procedure

basic to the August Working Conference's activities and to

the philosophy of the Michigan Department of Public Instrucu

tion; (3) the establishment of the Michigan Secondary School

Study in 1935; (4) the history, organization and characteru

istics of the August Working Conference from 1940 through

1955; and (5) an evaluation of the August Working Conference

drawn from the implications of the information which show

that it was an effective and needed means of curriculum dew

velopment at the time it was in use and that this kind of

Procedure could meet some of the requirements for solving

today‘s educational curriculum problemso

Primary sources used are the compiled minutes and

records of the Michigan Secondary School Study, artifacts
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produced at the conferences by the conferees, correspondence

and information in both archival records and the personal

files of those Who at various times held leadership roles

in the Michigan Study and in the August Working Conference

and interviews With members of the Department of Public

Instruction active during those years when the Study was in

progress.

Secondary sources are those professional education

journals, books, and unpublished materials relating directly

to the central theme and to the general topics of workshop,

small group dynamics, cooperative procedures, change, and

curriculum developmento

The significant findings indicate:

1. Michigan's educational leadership, realizing the

importance of the implications for secondary

curriculum revision produced by the EightuYear Study, initiu

ated the Michigan Secondary School Study in an effort to re»

move the inadequacies of its own secondary curriculum.

2. The workshop way, calling for active participau

tion by all those involved in the decisions and

action required to bring about curriculum development, is

an excellent vehicle for bringing together those primarily

concerned with curriculum problems; for creating an atmosm

Phere open to cooperative problem solving; for stimulating

and nurturing the growth of creativity, leadership, and

meaningful ideas; for providing that kind of support which

the profession needs in order to carry Out sustained efforts

toward improvement through informed, intelligent use of in-

novationso Worksh0ps were found by both the Progressive
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Education Association and the Michigan Secondary School

Study to be of significant value to the participants.

3. The leadership for curriculum change must have

its impetus and receive continuing support from

administrative personnel. The leadership must be strong,

well organized, and dedicated to the democratic processes of

decisionmmaking and problem solving, if these decisions and

solutions are to be interpreted into action and leadership

by the classroom teacher as he works with his students.

4. If curriculum development is to be seen as an

onagoing process and used in meaningful ways by

the classroom teacher, there must be a means provided for

cooperative endeavors and decisions through active partici»

pation by all concerned. The August Working Conferences

grew in number and in attendance when they were actively and

enthusiastically encouraged by the State Department of Public

Instruction in its concerted effort to bring to these con»

ferences excellent consultants, adequate financial support,

administrators with their teachers, and to develop local

leadership.

5. The magnitude of innovations both conceptual and

technological being introduced into the curricu:

lum today is causing many educators to observe that we are

in the midst of an educational revolution. However, though

the educational system may be attempting to overcome the

Cultural lag there is a feeling of public pessimism about

the ability of the educational system to meet society's

needs. There is a growing dependency on and acceptance of

the federal programs now in progress. While both state and
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federally sponsored programs list workshops as one of the

methods given top priority, there is little or no evidence

that these workshops follow the guidelines empirically de-

termined by the Eight—Year Study as necessary to their ef-

fective functioning. These curriculum development endeavors

reflect an emphasis on purposes serving national needs

arrived at by specialists and on the implementation of these

purposes through the use of specific innovations. This does

not necessarily reflect the unique needs of teachers and

students as they perceive them, nor does it allow for the

formulation of solutions in which the innovations are used

because they have been studied for their value and thereby

chosen as suitable instruments for improving the situation.

6, The August Working Conferences were consistently

evaluated as valuable and they grew in number

and in attendance from 1940 to 1949. They began to diminish

from that year until 1955 at which time there is no evidence

that any were held, and no clear evidence to indicate why

and how the State Department reached its decision to termin-

ate the activity.

7.The literature presents our society as growing in-

creasingly urbanized, technological and depersonalized; our

educational system as lagging in its efforts to provide a

curriculum for producing citizens adequate to the growing

complexity of life; the need for continuing involvement in

Planning and producing a dynamic educational program; the

need for leadership from an organization with professional

status and the necessity for on-going and sustained partici-

Pation in decision making by those who must implement and
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live by these decisions,

The recommendation is made that the Michigan Departm

ment of Education give studied consideration to again incorw

porating into its present program for curriculum improvement,

the concept of the workshop as formerly used so successfully

in its August Working Conferences,
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PREFACE

The following study was undertaken because of the

valuable personal and professional experiences derived

from participation in the insservice education opportuni-

ties found in the August Working Conferences, These con-

ferences proved of sustaining worth, Through the years

following my participation, I have continued efforts to

increase my understanding and use of the workshop way,

and of the concept that the learning—teaching process is

a social transaction best accomplished when the uniquem

ness and worth of all are given prime consideration.

ii
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

A primary and essential responsibility Of any prom

fession is to give priority to the perpetuation and improvem

ment of its services in such a way that the welfare of those

to be served is enhanced. These services must be viewed as

helpful to both the individual in need and to the society

in which he must function. One of the paramount responsia

bilities of the teaching profession is to give priority in

its thinking and subsequent actIVity to curriculum developw

ment.

Bringing about curriculum change has never been

easily accomplished. In the light of today's increasing

life complexity, it appears to be even more difficult to do

with any degree of organization, validity, and use of intelm

ligence in the approach.

This study records the history and presents the

description and evaluation of a method formerly initiated

and used by the Michigan Department of Education for bring=

ing about curriculum development-«The Michigan August Workm

ing Conference. The proposal, overview and introduction

are included in this first chapter.



Purpose

It is the purpose of this dissertation to present

a description of the Michigan Augusr Working Conference,

a method of secondary Curriculum development; its estab~

lishment, organization and implementation by a group of

Michigan educators; a description and analysis of the method,

the workshop way, with literature and related research basic

to the concepts; and, an evaluation of the method with recom:

mendations for its future use.

Scope and Significance

The scope of this study‘ (1) identifies and describes

the history of the development of the ideas and events and

their organization into effective concepts which lead to the

inception of the Michigan August Working Conference; (2) dew

scribes the organization and growth of these specific cone

ferences, by presenting their programs, activities, and prew

sent status, and by identifying those individuals respons-

sible for the origin, progress and direCtorship of the conm

ferences; (3) identifies and describes the workshop way with

its principles of learning, group dynamics, and leadership

development as they relate to curriculum revision and (4)

attempts to draw some conclusions concerning the effectivew

ness of the method as a means of curriculum development,

and to make recommendations for subsequent utilization in

the light of present day needs.

This study is made with the hOpe that it will give

those concerned with curriculum development an understandm

ing of a process through a detailed description of its actual



realization; that the material presented will serve those

who wish to profit by and utilize that which has been done

in the pasta The description of the objectives5 the actin

ities and the methods of the original organizers of the conm

ferences could serve as a guide, and thus become a bridge

of communication between the initiators and those who%

realizing the efficacy of cooperative actionfl wish to rem

activate the program or develop a similar program in the

light of today’s societal needs.

Limitations

With the exception of those years when events oc~

curred which are assumed to have led to the initiating of

the August Working Conference, the scope of this study is

limited to the years 1940 to 1955. These are the years in

which the Michigan August Workshop was an active, onmgoing

conference sponsored originally by the Michigan Department

of Public Instruction and later in cooperation with the

Michigan Association of Secondary School Principals.

The study does not attempt an investigation of the

specific curricular results coming from the workshops. This

is not because effectiveness was considered an unimportant

area for study or irrelevant to the contentso Rather, be»

cause of the passage of time from the last conference to

this historical accounts coupled with the rapidity and mas-

siveness of the changes within our culture and its educam

tional system, effectiveness was Viewed as something impos=

sible to measure scientifically or with any degree of ace

curacyo



Data Source

Primary sources of information are: materials prom

duced by the conference in the form of minutes, agendas,

programs and written evaluations; interVLews with those

educators who organized the conferences and assumed leaderw

ship roles.

Secondary sources of information are those listed

in the bibliography and written by educators and those who

are considered authorities in the disciplines of philosophy,

psychology, and sociology as related to education, learning,

and group dynamicso

Procedure

The procedure conSists of collating and organizing

the information available and pertinent to the description

of the development of the Michigan August Working Conference

as a method of curriculum developmento

Definition of Terms

Augusc Working Conferencei Because it had signifiw

cant uniqueness, the August Working Conference needs defining°

It was held annually, for one week, in a camp enviw

ronmento It was organized so that all members participated

in some measure in the operational procedureSwmplanning,

organizing, assuming responsibility in groups as discussion

leaders, recorders, consultants, and evaluatorso Local curs

riculum planning was emphasized and many of the participants

Came as members of a school team consisting of administran

tors, teachers, school board members, parents and other inn

terested lay citizenso There were no institutional



 

connections, no credits to be earned, no grades to be given,

nor written work to be labored over, Because of this come

plete absence of the usual formal classroom activities, prom

cedures and requirements, it may be assumed that those in

attendance came with genuine and personal interest in the

matters concerning curriculum improvement.

Workshop? The term workshop method as used in this

study, refers to that procedure in which taskmoriented

groups meet to solve problems of common concerno For the

AuguSt Working Conference, the method included three essenw

tial steps; all members were involved in the initial workm

planning session; all members were involved in workmsessions

concerning problems of personal Significance, and finally,

all members participated in summarizing and evaluating

sessionso

Two elements of the workshop method are significant

to the operational aspects of this particular conferenceo

First, the time duration was sufficient to allow several

things to occur: the establishment of genuine and group

determined goals, the growth necessary to effective action

towards decision making, the development of an in=group

feeling which allowed easy, direct communication among group

members, maximum use of consultants, and emergent, partici»

Patory leadershipo Second, the informal physical environw

ment of the camp setting was a climate which was supportive

in: promoting freeaforming associations, easy communication

for sharing concerns, values, and attitudes; and minimizing

any threats which might arise from the formality of a
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classroom or institutional atmoSphere, a competitive evaluatm

ing system, or the visibility of Status symbols, positions,

and behavior°

Curriculum: Because the curriculum itself is bem
 

coming of greater concern to the growing public, the term has

become part of the public 5 working vocabulary, Its use is

no longer confined to our college departments of education

and school faculty meetingsa it is heard in our POTOAo

meetings, and in the community curriculum councils, in our

board of education meetings, and in union meetings° While

word choice and breadth of meaning may vary from school to

school, or from curriculum specialist to specialist, the

definition in general and inclusive terms, and apprOpriate

for use here defines curriculum aS' The school's arrange»

ment of its time, space, resources and people in a way which

produces those learning experiences considered valuable in

the development of human beings who can live effectively in

a democracyg

At the time of the Michigan August Working Conference,

there was a marked trend to view the curriculum as fundamenm

tally based in experience, and the curriculum or "experiences"

provided by the school were to be as "broad as life itselfo"

The school was to afford experiences in all the major social

areas. It was to be functional and dynamic by anticipating

such problems as the growing generation of future citizens

might encounter in a democracy.

Curriculum development and revision was viewed, by

these leaders promoting the conferences, as a continuous

and onmgoing process by which the schools could become and
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remain an effective instrument in a world of continual change,

The doctrine of formal diSCLpllne was repudiated for the

basic content of the curricUlum was alterable as social

changes occurredo

Also at this time. the curriculum was perceived as:

the concern of all members of the teaching profession working

cooperatively with the community’s lay members; focusing on

the needs, interests and purposes or students living in a

democracy; including attitudes. appreciations, mode of be~

havior; and, implemented by improvements in the teachers

themselves and their classroom procedures.

Organization

Chapter II presents two aspects of the workshop rele»

vant to this study. first, the workshop way is described and

the components of the concept as a way of learning and bringm

ing about change are supported by related literature and rew

search; second, the use of the workshop by State departments

of education and national programs is presented as one of

their effective actiVities in the field of curriculum den

velopment.

Chapter III describes those factors and activities

of the national and state educational scene which led to the

establishment of the Michigan August Working Conferenceo

The Progressive Education Association met in Washing_

ton, DOCo in April, 1930, and at this conference founded the

Commission on the Relation of School and Collegeo This co a

mission was directly responsible for the Eighthear Study

to explore possible ways of insuring youth entrance to



colleges while at the same time providing their partiCipaa

tion in some experimental attempts at significant curricuw

lar reconstructiono

EVidence is presented which shows that from this

nationawide effort, came a growing awareness by individual

states and their educational leaders of the need for state

actiono Evidence of important conclu5lons coming from the

Eighthear Study experiments became an impetus for Michigan

to institute its own study for curriculum reformo The Mich»

igan Secondary School Study was instituted in 1937. Its

purpose was to study the need for reform of the secondary

school curriCula offered in the high schools of Michigano

The results of the Study and the delineation of the

problem led to the directive from the Department of Public

Instruction to initiate the Michigan August Working Confer-

ence in August, 19400 The educational administrative situam

tion in the state of Michigan in this period preceding the

establishment of the August Working Conference was conducive

to the emergence of leadership for curriculum change° These

workshOps, which put particular stress on the active partim

cipation in all phases of the activities would not have had

this vital characteristic had it not been for the educational

climate directly fostering ito

Chapter IV is a detailed account of the Michigan

August Working Conference; the description of its estabn

lishment and purposes; and, the individual conference setm

ting9 membership, program; goalsfi activities? and leaders.

Chapter V points up some of the results of the in-

dividual conferences presented in the primary source



material; reViews results presented by the secondary sources;

draws implications from these results for evaluation of the

Michigan August Working Conterence as a means of curriculum

development, and presents recommendations for the consideram

tion of again integrating this method into Michigan's prom

gram for curriculum improvemento

A Rationale for

Curriculum Development

The following introduCtion is presented as a rationale

for curriculum development through cooperative enterprise,

which calls for a broad range of participation seen as rele~

vant to the urgency of present curriculum needso

Historicallyj the American educational system has

evolved with society in an effort to provide those services

perceived as necessary to the educational development of its

children and youtha The American citizen-wprofessional and

laymmhas given continued and concrete evidence that the edum

cation of all children is a cherished right° The basis of

responsibility for maintaining this right is becoming as broad

as the concept that education in a democracy must be free,

compulsory and universal, As the realization of education’s

importance grows, there appears to be an eversincreasing

P0pular interest in direct participation in educational plans

ning previously considered the concern of only those directly

engaged in the teaching professiono

One of these areas of concern is curriculum developm

ment, revision, implementation and changeo It has evolved

from an administrative directive handed to teachers without

Question, to that which teachers plan with administrators
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and other teachers, to something which is the result of both

professional and law effort achieved after intelligent plan:

ning together, An Association for SuperviSion and Curriculum

Development pamphlet briefly describing a century of curricuw

lum improvement stated;

As the common school grows to include the years

of the high school and as millions more attend

from kindergarten through junior college,

further curriculum improvements Will appearo

If the rapidity of change which has characterw

ized the pasc 50 years continues, we may ex~

pect new ideas to emerge with increasing tempoo

Relatively undeveloped areas in the general

curriculum will be recognized and introducedo

Areas in need of greater stress such as the

esthetic, the appreciative, and the formation

of purposes and values will find fuller ex»

pression. Findings from new research and the

creative participation of many individuals

will change present practices to meet new

realities.

Most recent is the movement to include parents

and other citizens of the community in cur»

riculum building. Lay or parent advisory

councils are being organized to confer with

curriculum committees on the goals to be

achieved and the outcomes to be reachedo

Public opinion polls are being used to help

discover what the members of the community

want their schools to do for their children°

In these ways the school works with home and

community as a partner in the education of

children and youth.1

Most concerned in curriculum development is the

school's staffsathe superintendent, the principals, the superm

visors, the curriculum director, the school services persona

nel, the teacher3«uand the studentso Obviously they are the

ones who deal with curriculum matters on a day to day basis.

IASCD, "One Hundred Years of Curriculum Improvement

1857m1957," prepared by a committee consisting of Prudence

Bostwick, J. Cecil Parker, Gladys Potter (Washington, D. Cot

National Education Association, 1957), po 80
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However? that everyone involved in the results of the edum

cational program is also involved or represented in the

planning of the program is important to the success of the

programo The planning of opportunities for learning in a

democratic SOCiety must be a continual interplay of ideas

among individuals and groups of individuals interested in

keeping their society‘healthy and virile enough to be supm

portive in ways that will allow them to operate in a demon

cratic setting, The following material is presented in

order to illustrate the grOWing awareness of the significance

of curriculum development and increasing interest in being a

part of the planning of this development by individuals not

only in the teaching profeSSion) but also by those in related

fields, and by the general publico

Jo Cecil Parker nationally known for his years of

work in developing guidelines for action in bringing about

curriculum improvement, reiterated the necessity for a wide

basis of involvement and participation when he stated:

Continuous attention is given to the interreu

lationship of different groupso Groups cons

cerned with education at the elementary,

secondary, and college and university levels

need to show mutual conSiderationo None of

these groups should seek to dominate another

. . o . High school teachers can learn much

from teachers of elementary school, if they

are willing to listen? and college and unim

versity personnel can use profitably the

unique skills of both groups° All profess

sional groups need to maintain liaison with

community groups . . o and include positive

cooperation of a similar nature with counsec

lorsg nurses, attendance clerks, custodiansa

secretarial assisrants. Above all there must

be a constant interchange between faculty
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groups and student groups at all educational

levels.1

Another educator, Wendell Hough, who began his interw

est in curriculum development as a classroom teacher and

maintained it as adminiStrator and college professor, obm

served:

The teaching staff‘s concept of curriculum

and its attitude toward experimentation and

innovation would seem to influence the learn:

ing environment of the school . . . . Estabw

lishing and re:establishing priorities in the

curriculum are paramount in the activities of

the staff. Experimentation, innovation, and

evaluation Stimulate and enhance change. An

innovative staff systematically examines and

proposes curriculum priorities as a natural,

onwgoing part of the curriculum improvement°

Parents and other interesred citizens are in‘

eluded, not as casual observers, but as active

partiCipants in the educational enterprise.

Their contribution is important at home and

can be at school. Furthermore, too many

staffs have suffered disappointment in having

to withdraw program improvements because of

citizen reaction. An uninformed or misina

formed citizenry, in a day when education is

equaled With future success, cannot long be

expeCted to give needed support.

Change, it has been found, comes as a result of the

Push and pull of many forces--some supporting and encourag~

ing, some restraining or channeling in other directions.

Most of these forces involve other people and interaction

is essential, Today, perhaps more than at any other time

in educational history, curriculum change through revision,

 

lJ. Cecil Parker, Curriculum In America (New York:

Thomas Crowell and Company, 19b2).

. ZWendell M. Bough, Jr., "Priority in Selquirection "
Educational Leadership, Journal for the Association of ,

SuPervision and Curriculum Development, XXIII (February

1966), p. 385,
,
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improvement, and implementation has become the concern of

many people representing a vaSt array of interests.

Some are members of professions in the related dis-

ciplines of the behaVioral Stiences, the psychiatrists.

psychologists, pediatriCians, sociologists. anthropologists,

and philOSOphers.

Fritz Redl, a psychiatrist, described a "good edum

cational setting and wise educational regime" as one which

provides the child with a constructive and challenging

activity program, a learning situation made of "fascinating

life tasks," one from which the child receives motivation

from "friendly behaVior on the Side of adults and their in«

. . l . . .. .
stitutions." Moustakas, the psychologist, in discuSSing

"self" and the kind of educational environment and curriculum

needed for its healthy development, Stated:

We cannot teach another person directly and

we cannot facilitate real learning in the

sense of making it easier. We can make

learning for another person possible by prom

Viding information, the setting, atmosphere,

materials, resources. and by being there

. . . . The educational setting which most

effectively promotes significant learning

is one in which (a) the threat to the self

of the learner is at a minimum while at the

same time the uniqueness of the individual

is regarded as worthwhile and is deeply rec

spected, and (b) the person is free to exm

plore the materials and resources which are

available to him in the light of his own

interests and potentiality.

A 1Fritz Redl and David Wineman, Children Who Hate
(New Yorkr Crowell-Collier Company, 1951), p. 279.

2
Clark Moustakas (ed.), The Self (New Y k2

Row Company, 1956), p. ll. " _ or . Harper
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Robert Glaser, Professor of Psychology and Director

of the Learning Research and Development Center at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, saw increasing growth in the relation»

ship of psychology to educational practice because of:

(a) the increasing recognition among psycholom

gists that their work has been too remote from

the many problems of classroom learning . .

. , (b) the increasing sophistication of the

behavioral scientist to provide it with know;

ledge relevant to the educational process,

and (c) the increaSing national sponsorship

of centers and laboratories dedicated to

mutually supporting relationships between bed

havioral seience and educational practice.

Paul Goodman, a sociologist whose present writing

concentrates on the relationship of the problems of youth

and the educational practices he claims may be causing or in

some way reinforcing the problems, pOints out that there can

be no one perfect educational program because it must always

be related to a changing society.

There is only one curriculum, no matter what

the method of education: what is basic and

universal in human experience and practice,

is the underlying structure of culture.

This philosophic content fans out as speech,

as finding where you are in space and time,

as measuring and structuring, and being a

social animal. It may be called English,

geography and history, arithmetic, muSic,

physical training or Greek, history, logic

and Rugby, or trivium and quadriVium (plus

games); or literature, social studies, seience

and eurhythmics. It is the same basic cur-

riculum; the differences are in method; and

they concern how to teach the curriculum and

make it second nature to the students, una:

blocking rather than encumbering and bringing

out the best. The curriculum is only super»

ficially what 'a man ought to know“. It is

1Robert Glaser, "The Design of Instruction," The

Chan in American School, Sixty~Fifth Yearbook of the

National Society for the Study of Education, Part 11

’

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966 215.O
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more fundamentally how to become a man-in~

thedworld.l

William Frankena, writing about the "new world of

philosophy," suggested that it be taken as a basis for

serious consideration by those who plan the curriculum and

by those who administer or teach in schools.

It is reasonable to argue that there is a

place for a stress in education, both in and

out of school, on . . . existential virtues-m

authenticity, decision, commitment, courage,

autonomy, responsibility, devotion . . . as

well as on the analytical ones (emphaSizing)

the intellectual or logical . . . . Other

recent philosophers seek to be more directly

normative and to lay down ends or principles

for human conduct, social or individual. In

fact (a) those abilities and dispositions

which put the individual in a position to

live the best life he is capable of, and

(b) those which equip and dispose him to

respect the lives of others and perhaps even

to help make them as good as possible too.2

Frankena noted also that philosophy might and should

have a bearing on the curriculum by'

(1) providing normative premises, (2) provid-

ing premises of other sorts, (3) providing

conceptual or linguistic analyses, methodolo~

gical elucidations . . . , (4) being included

in the training of their teachers and admin-

istratorsn

In addition to those in professions related directly

to education and academic interests in the curriculum, there

are those With economic vested interests now perceiVing the

curriculum as an area for their concern: the test makers,

1Paul Goodman, Growing Up Absurd (New York: A.A.

Knepf, Inc,, 1960), p. 83.

2William Frankena, "Philosophical Inquiry," The

ghéflfiias_ém§£iggg
_8chool, Sixty-Fifth Yearbook of the National

Society for the Study of Education, Part 11 (Chicago: Univer-

Sity of Chicago Press, 1966), p. 2480
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the teaching machine inventors and manufacturers, the tele_

vision companies, film producers, texrbook publishers; the

architects, legislators, foundations and labor unions. For

example, the preface to the recorded proceedings of a sym»

posium on automation and its relationship to education

stated:

In recognition of the challenge to education

posed by the advent of automation and its

impact on society, the International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation made an unrem

stricted grant to the National Education

Association late in 1960, for the purpose of

undertaking a project on the educational im»

plications of automation . o . . IBM and

NEA agreed that the goal of the project is

to make recommendations on how education can

answer the ramifications of automation and

was constantly struck by the interrelationm

ships among the problems automation has

created for education, labor, industry, and

all other sectors of society.

In these proceedings we find Other statements with

directives for curriculum developmento

Automation is a major historical event whose

effects are so significant that the present

age has sometimes been called a Second Indusa

trial Revolutiono Hence, educators must ex~

amine, if they would be in tune with the time,

the many ramifications of the impact of auto-

mation and related technological changes in a

society.

. . . the advent of automation and other techs

nological changes lends new urgency to the

need for reform, The pace of change has now

accelerated to the point where inadequate rem

Sponses to industrial innovations could create

lasting damage.5

1Luther H. Evans and George Eo Arnstein (eds.), .

Automation And The Challenge To Education (Washington, D.C..

National Education Association, 1962), Preface v.

2Ibid., p. 10
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Labor has long seen its particular vested interest

as directly tied in with the whole educational system and

has continued since 1908 to appOint special advisory comm

mittees with membership from both school and labor groups in

its efforts to develop policies cooperatively and for:

. . . mutual understandings and programs

beneficial to students, and to actively supm

port the concept of and seek federal funds.

On the premise that the federal government

has the responsibility and the financial

capacity to help the states maintain their

schools and services for children, the Feds

eration has for over forty years fought for

federal aid for education.

Further interest in curriculum matters by industry

is evident in the following statement by Director of Research

for the AFLQCIO, Stanley H. Ruttenbergf

America needs a general education for a free

society plus a good look at what specifics

America‘s economic and social revolution dee

mands . . . needs to work on the significant

fact that America‘s educational system is

not equally available to all Americans, and

that American educational institutions~~in

fact, many American educatorsumhowever pron

fessional they may claim to be, have not kept

up With the profession because a revolution

has taken place without their taking action

that is in keeping with the change.

Children Study American Industry, a publication writ-

ten for those directly involved in developing and using a cur=

riculum which will be advantageous to industry and technology,

made these claims:

This study can be started in the classrooms

and carried on in the classrooms throughout

1AFL-CIO Proceedings, 1955. Mimeographed sheet,

unPaged.

2Stanlev H. Ruttenberg, lgiéo
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the elementary grades . . . . Industrial

arts should be included as part of the ele-

mentary school curriculum because of the

values they contribute to the development of

children. Some of these cannot be obtained

without this type of activity . . . need for

planning, rewards of work, . . . recreational

interests, . . . safety, industrial produc-

tion and organization, knowledge of the tech-

nological nature of society.

As mass media more and more surrounds us, and con-

stantly informs us, it must also come in for careful evalu»

ation by both the consumers and the producers of curriculum

materials. To date, the textbook has been the chief instruc-

tional tool and Edgar Dale makes the possibly shortsighted

statement: ". . . no adequate substitute for the textbook

has been provided . . . and as long as there are coherent

bodies of subject matter which can be systematically stated

. 2 .
and presented, there Will be textbooks." Publishers, how-

ever, are giving increasing attention to the whole field of

'materials, giving experimental tryouts for readability and

"supplementing textbook with additional materials and develop-

ing an integration of various types of instructional re—

sources."3

Architects, too, are now involved. They listen to

new ideas and approaches that will hopefully bring about

"better" learning, and then create buildings and arrangements

1Harold G. Gilbert, Children Study American Industry

(Dubuque, Iowa: William.C. Brown Company, 1966), p. 1.

2Edgar Dale, "Instructional Resources,“ The Changing

American School, Sixty-Fifth Yearbook of the National. Society

for the Study of Education, Part 11 (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1966), p. 97.

3T‘h3nd_ n- 98-
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of buildings and space which will allow these ideas to be

put into action. East Orange, New Jersey is building an

"Education Plaza” which will consolidate the thirteen school

buildings it now operates. Pittsburgh, is contemplating an

"Educational Park" for a major district of the city. Here

will be centers for learning "saturated with talent and

tools" to which children will be brought. Gores, describing

the curricular implications as related to this the archi~

tectural breakthrough stated:

The supplementary Education Center represents

a major effort in the search for new forms .

. . . It attempts to do for a cluster of

schools what no one school can do for itself

. . . while improving educational opportunity

it can, because it enlarges the attendance

district, provide a heterogeneous student

body in racially imbalanced neighborhoods.

After a hundred years of essentially standard

design, dictated by standard specifications,

the school house has broken out of its boxes.

Educational change has brought architectural

consequences. Indestructability, antisepsis,

and cheapness are no longer the first condi-

tions of design and construction . . . . The

new school proposes to nourish the child's

spirit and dignity. We are coming to accept

the school house as more than shelter for the

younga-it is a facility for living and for

learning how to live.1

Innate in the continuous growth of the population

are other new pressures for curriculum revision simply by

virtue of quantity. However, this population also exerts

pressures consciously to insure its children a curriculum

that will "do" something which will help them to attain

tangible evidence of "success" and the "good life." This

1Harold B. Gores, The Changing American SChool,

Sixty«Fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study

of Education, Part 11 (Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
h"\
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public is segmented into groups becoming more and more vocal

as each sees its particular stake in the public schools.

Church groups want time in the public schools or public sup-

port for their own educational and separate systems. John

Birchers and other extremist groups go into textbook publish-

ing and radio and television broadcasting. The D.A.R. objects

to time spent in teaching about the United Nations. The K.K.K.

persists in its devious ways to maintain separate schools for

Negroes and Caucasians. Ethnic minorities focus their efforts

upon educational needs which will help them become a more

worthwhile segment of society rather than something forever

second rate and on the fringes.

Within the last few years, the Civil Rights movement

has become an increasingly powerful force adding its voice

to demands for curricular change. It is reaching into pock-

ets of our populations-both rural and urban ghettoesmuwhere

the public's participation in school affairs, if existing

at all, has been negligible. In the overwall awakening to

their worth and the realization of their ability to make con-

tributions to society, these minority and deprived groups,

Predominantly Negro, are actively concerned with the neces-

sary revisions.

At the 1965 White House Conference on Education,

Allen stated:

For 350 years, Negro Americans have learned

that separate facilities for them.almost al_

ways mean inferior facilities. . . . The

problem involves the need for educational op-

portunities for Negro Americans . . . unless

such an expansion occurs soon throughout the

nation, educational deficiencies will seri-

ously impair the Negro American‘s ability to
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keep up with, much less gain on, the employ~

ment upgrading required by automation. Not

all, but much of this problem can be attrib»

uted to public education . . . . The problem

of racially separate schools is growing more,

not less, complex as it evolves from 'dejure'

to 'defacto' segregation.

The widemspread activities of the extreme right

groups during the year of 1964 give the following informau

tion specifically related to education: an "estimated"

$30,000,000 was spent on political, educational and other

programs; a hard core of about 150 rightist groups persis-

tently and destructively criticize current school programs,

and most of the other 1600 similar groups occasionally aid

and abet them; abolition of the federal income tax in order

to reduce federal aid for education was advocated; claims

were made up a Textbook Evaluation Committee that the col-

lectivistwinternationalist philosophy has been "slyly and

slickly" inserted into books so that the average parent or

school board member can no longer tell what is a good text-

book; recommendations were made to have all social studies

courses eliminated on the grounds that these studies origin-

ated as a Communist plot to weaken the curriculum and train-

ing of pupils; school board members and individual teachers

were selected for harassment at meetings, in classes and in

their homes with the result that in some communities large

blocks of teachers resigned in protest over attempts to

 

1James E. Allen, Jr., "Extending Educational Oppor-

tunities," Contemporary Issues in Education, Bulletin #3,

1966, Consultants Papers for White House Conference on.Edu-

cation, July, 1965 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare), p. 97.
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dictate both what was taught and how it was taught.1

Another segment of the population, small but in~

tensely concerned that the educational system prov1de a

curriculum for their needs, is made up of those parents

whose children are mentally, emotionally, and physically

handicapped. The term "universal education" includes their

children whose needs, until recently, were unknown, unrecogv

nized or not perceived as coming within the sc0pe of public

school responsibility. Today‘s enrollment of handicapped

children represents from ten to fifteen percent of the

nation's school population. The figures show that enroll»

ment in classes providing speCial modification and adaption

of school programs for the mentally handicapped alone have

increased from 87,000 in 1948, to 213,000 in 1958, to over

3,000,000 in 1964.2

The follow1ng statement by DaVis, a United States

Senator, urges a better opportunity for millions of children

who need special schooling.

In this country there are six million exceps

tional childreneasix million boys and girls

who differ from the so«called average enough

to warrant some type of special school adjust»

ment. Some are blind, some deaf, some have

emotional disorders, some brain injuries;

still others have multiple learning disabilie

ties . . . it was not until 1956 that Congress

earmarked any aid for the education of the

1E.Wo Davis, "Extremists, Critics and Schools,“

Educational Leadership, Vol. XXIII, No. 1 (Washington, D.C.:

National Education Association, October, 1965), pp. 53-75.

2Samuel Kirk, "Educating the Handicapped,“ 922222?

porary Issues in Education (Washington, D.C.; U.S. Governm

ment Printing Office, 1965), p. 90.
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handicapped . . . . In eleven States fewer

than 10 per cent are enrolled; in fourteen

states, between 10 and 20 per cent; fourteen

have between 20 and 30 per cent; five between

30 and 40 per cent; and in only six states

are as many as 40 to 50 per cent enrolled.

. . . We have, then, a national problem.

These statements and quotations present only a sure

face sampling in quantity and quality from a multiplicity of

sources which verify the progressing interest of society in

the development of the curriculum. Many more facets of our

culture could be represented, but the purpose of the quota~

tions presented is only to illustrate the growth of active

concern, participation and influence now taking place in this

specific aspect of education. From the current literature

it becomes obvious that in this latter half of the Twentieth

Century the interest in the entire educational system has

become intensified. This interest, positive and negative,

professional and lay, has brought both praise and attack,

help and hindrance, progression and retrogression, and con»

fusion both within and without the ranks.

All of these many indications of activity directed

at curriculum revision also give evidence that this part of

our educational organization is being examined and evaluated

from an increasingly representative population and from both

rational and emotional viewpoints. There must be, however,

more than "looking at," value judgements, and authoritative

directives. An accumulation of new knowledge must be accom~

t advan-

Panied by an understanding of how and where to use i

tageously. The primary need is for change and progress

__
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which will bring and keep our solutions to curricular problems

at a level of thinking indicative of the use of informed ina

telligence. The informed intelligence must come from coopere

ative procedures which include the widest possible repre~

sentation of a society if that society expects to build upon

a democratic heritage with a dynamic democracy as its goal.

The cooperative and informative procedure must extend

beyond that among professional educators. It must be extended

to mean between them and the Other professional groups, veste

ed interest groups, and the lay public which supplies both

the finances and the ultimate concernm-the growing, learning

human.

That the developmental procedure must be viewed as

necessarily continuous would seem logical in a society rapidly

advancing in all fields of research; and, in a society prim

marily empirical and pragmatic in its foundation and in its

evaluation and use of research, progress, human endeavor,

and ideas.

The basic challenge for education in the United

States, then, is that of finding ways to put into practice

and to channel the best that is known about the teachings

learning process. In turn, if this process is to produce

citizens who can live as effectively as possible, it must

be incorporated into a framework or curriculum designed to

bring acceptable, valuable, and unique ways found satisfying

to both the learner and to his society. For a democratic

PeOple, the curriculum, the school‘s organization of its

time, space, materials and people, must be established by

-A-.., n .. - A —-A ,O Q Q G 0' " ‘
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evaluated in the light of new knowledgeo In a recent issue

of Educational Leadership, a periodical concerned primarily

with curriculum improvement, Fish described as follows the

situation as it is seen by many today“

We are living in the midst of a revolution in

education, and curriculum is the most impor~

tant battle line of that revolution, At no

time in the history of public education has

there been greater pressure or greater need

for curriculum evaluation and changeo

Some of the pressures and forces at work would

give breadth and depth to our educational pro:

gram. They would cause parents, pupils and

teachers to reach out for greater quality of

experience for all within our school class:

rooms° Other pressures would force curriw

culum into a mold of the past, limit the opm

portunities, and make innovations and adapta-

tions of new concepts and new knowledge dif«

ficult or impossibleo

There is only one way in our society to assure

the success of the revolution that is upon us

in education, Involvement, consultation and

continuing dialogue among all concerned groups

is the necessary waya The responsibility for

an effective school curriculum for children

from infancy to adulthood lies with all meme

bers of our societyo Parents, least of all,

can escape the responsibilityol

This statement, together With the foregoing evidence

presented supports the premise that a varied and increasing

number of interest groups are taking an active part in bringu

ing about curriculum changeo There exists a need for those

professionally prepared in the field of curriculum developw

ment to give leadership in providing a framework by which

these interests can proceed with their endeavors in an ore

Sanized, intelligent and cooperative wayo

1Lawrence D. Fish, "Curricular Change Involves

People," Educational Leadership, Vol° XXIII, No. 1 (Washing-

ton, 0.0.: National Education Association, October, 1965),}L.49.
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It appears to this writer that a study of the Michiw

gan August Working Conference is boch appropriate and timelyo

Appropriate in that the conference provided an approach to

curriculum development whereby a representative population

worked c00peratively and effectively to make intelligent

decisions with the aid of professional consultantso Timely

in that the time is long past when we can afford to make

curriculum decisions for educating our young on a hit or

miss basis; or, on the assumption that from an authority or

from research the "right" ways will filter down through the

ranks, to be accepted, understood and executed by a teacher

in a classroom.

In 1939, the Steering Committee established by Michi-

gan's Superintendent of Public Instruction to study the State

curriculum needs, made the following statement:

The needs of our youth, the nature of the

pupil population, and the nature of our

social order are challenging the secondary

school of today to enlarge its conception

of its functions and to improve its instrucu

tional programo Many existing secondary

school programs do not meet adequately the

needs of all youth now in attendance, Many

people of secondary school age are not now

in attendanceo As a means of contributing

to the meeting of this challenge, the Michim

gan Study of the Secondary School Curriculum

was initiated in 1937 as a longetime project.1

Their statement of conditions made thirty years ago,

appears to be applicable for describing today's educational

Pictureo The recommendation that the Michigan program for

1"Changing Secondary Education In The United States,"

Secondary School Curriculum Study, Bulletin No. 2 (Lansing,

Michigan: State Board of Education, October, 1939), p. 27.
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curriculum improvement incorporate the workshop program used

in the August Working Conference also appears applicable for

it was an effective means of bringing about solutions to cur-

riculum problems by those whose responsibility it should and

must beawthe teaching profession in its entirety working

cooperatively with society in an effort to develop citizens

who can find selfrfulfillment in a democracy and who will

understand the dynamics necessary for its perpetuation.



CHAPTER II

THE WORKSHOP WAY

The following chapter is not written to give the

reader a comprehensive study of the workshop concept with

its many facets and implications for the learning process.

Rather it is a brief survey of the concept in its relation~

ship to the Michigan program, and its use by state departw

ments of education as reported in the literature.

The workshop is defined by Good a5?

An arrangement under which special facilities,

including particularly a wealth of resource

material and specialized personnel for group

and individual conferences are provided by an

educational institution for individualized or

small group study of educational problems

that are of special interest to advanced stu~

dents of education or to teachers in service.

The "workshop way" is a cooperative working arrangement where»

by problem solving, the responsibility for the action and for

the occurrence of change, is placed upon the learners where

it must be if learning is to take place. It is a way cona

sistent with our basic democratic valueSf respect for all

humans and a belief in their worth and dignity; faith in the

capacity of human intelligence to solve problems; that those

1Carter V. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education (New

York: McGrameill Book Company, 19457, p. 453.

28
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affected by decisions should be involved in making those dew

cisions.1

The workshop way recognizes research which shows that

group solutions to problems tend to be superior in many ways

to individual solutions.2 This research claims that: compem

tent group activity brings forth contributions from all memm

bers and thus increases the amount of information available

for use in solving a problem, in an open communication system

more possible hypotheses can be drawn from the information,

thereby creating greater scope for the critical thinking

necessary for effective evaluation.

The history of the workshop in education is an acw

count of a development of a way of learning. It is probably

the most recent and widely used means for the in-service edu-

cation of teachers and other school personnel, and appears

to have originated about 19363 as an outgrowth of the several

commissions of the Progressive Education Association.

During the early years of the Eighthear Study the

staff was experiencing difficulty in providing adequate cons

sultation to the teachers of the thirty high schools involved

1Earl C. Kelley, The Workshop Way of Learning (New

York: Harper and Brothers, 1951).

2"What Research Says About Teaching and LearnéZg,"

Efli_Qelta Kappan, Vol. XXXIX (March, 1959), pp. 242~3 .

 

"Evolution of Teachers' Workshops."3 p .

Leander L° Boykin. No. 3 (September, 1954),

£22£E£l_2£Teacher Education, Vol. V,

P. 191.

Its Modern De-4 t°on
L.L. Kandel, "InaService Educa i 9 1941), p. 634.

Sign," School and Society, Vol. LIII (May 17,
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in the Study. It was also concerned about the lack of time

available during the school year for them to work together

on the problems that developed as the experimental programs

progressed. In a conference between Ralph Tyler, the Study’s

Director of-Evaluation, and Robert Havighurst, of the General

Education Board, the Suggestion was first made that a portion

of the summer be used to prOVide the opportunity for those

teachers involved in the Study to work cooperatively on

areas of concern to them.1

The suggestion resulted in a workshop for thirty‘five

carefully selected teachers of mathematics and science. It

was held on the campus of the Ohio State University during

the summer of 1936. In spite of some undesirable aspects,

. . . This opportunity to share proved to beq

an exciting and valuable enterprise . . . this

workshop brought about such marked changes in

the ideas and practice of some of the parthlw

pants that a second, (for a) group of one

hundred and tWGHEYwSlX teachers from a Wider

range of subject fields was held the fOIIOWing

summer on the campus of Sarah Lawrence College

in Bronxville, New York withzthe same spon~

sorship as in 1936.

This second workshop established three of the accepted

Principles of good workshop procedurei (1) materials intro-

duced and problems to be approached are to be introduced only

when perceived by the participants as directly useful to them

and relevant to the problems on which they wish to work;

(2) delegations or teams of key teachers from a school, With

1Kenneth L. Heaton, William G. Camp, Paul B. Died-

rich. Professional Education for Experlegced Teacgers

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1'40), 9° °
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part of their expenses paid by school funds, come to spend

some of the time in planning and preparing for the needs

unique to their local system, and, (3) an informal environ~

ment somewhat removed from the complexity of the everyday

working world was best for the kind of intense personal "wee

relationship" of effective group work.

. . . the somewhat isolated environment of

the Sarah Lawrence College campus, the ope

portunity for everyone to live and dine on

the campus, and the many prOViSions for the

group enjoyment of leisure hours all en»

couraged informal as well as formal associa-

tion of students and staff and of students

with one another. It was soon recognized

that learning was taking place at the break-

fast table as well as in the conference room

or library and that the variety of associa-

tions was adding to the enrichment of the

personal as well aslthe profeSSional life of

the student . . . .

Research and further experience in the years followu

ing have served to reinforce these principles which the ori-

Sinal workshop members realized in those first two years.

The first prinCiple, that participants work on pro—

blems that concern them, now has a conSiderable body of lit-

erature to reinforce its validity. Bradford and Lippitt

found that for effective group relationships the individual

shares in the setting of group goals which affect his own

situation and in determining the methods used in reaching

group goals. They stated;

the

In autocratic and manipulated situations, b t

ou

individual has little if anything to say a

the goals, purposes, or methods of his own

activities and work. In effective group rem

lationships, the individual is asked to share

Ibid., p. 7.
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in the setting of the goal and in making sugm

gestions relative to how it can be reached.

It is only in such a social climate that the

individual can become important to the deter~

mination of that for which he is striving . .

. . Conversely, it is only through the ins

dividual's being permitted to participate in

the setting of group goals that such goals

have value for him.

Expression of individual differences of opinm

ion and frankness of feelings are more easily

possible in a permissive situation than in an

autocratic, manipulated one.

In group problemasolving of a democratic naw

ture, there is the encouragement of a permis»

sive, informal atmosphere. Such an atmos»

phere is important in determining whether an

individual feels free to speak honestly and

frankly. It not only encourages him to par-

ticipate when he is ready to do so, but

actually makes it seem natural and easy for

him to express his ideas . . . .

In many rigid and formal situations, feelings

and differences remain unspoken throughout the

meeting, but serve to disrupt and delay the

problemwsolving process at a later point. In

a democratic group situation, differences of

opinion are encouraged and brought into the

Open where the groups can find the common

factors within those differences and thus build

to a solid and accepted solution. Unspoken or

unexplored differences encourage widely varying

interpretations and perceptions of individual

members.

However, it should be clearly understood that

resolving differences in order to reach a dew

cision is not merely an attempt to get people

to like one another and through a false sense

of morale, come to quick or happy decisions

. . . . Individual action and responsibility

are more likely to result from shared decisionw

making than from autocratic decisionmmaking.

1Leland P. Bradford and Gordon L. Lippitt, "The

Individual Counts In Effective Group Relations," Selected

Bfifidings Series One, Group Development (Washington, D,C.:

National Training Laboratories-wNational Education Associa_

tion: 1961), P. 26.
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Kelley claimed: Crucial learning at any given time

has to do with the indiVidual's current problems; and the

reason for deriving what is to be learned from the learners

is that by that method people have an opportunity to work in

accordance with their unique purposes~ to do something which

makes sense to themol’2

Jackson's survey established that most teachers at-

tend conferences motivated by certain professional goals for

which they seek satisfactiono The teacher population sur~

veyed expressed a 9404 per cent positive satisfaction, with

the most popular feature rated for goal satisfaction being

small groups formed for specific purpose of discussing the

particular problems to which they were seeking solutionso3

Broudy's group decision studies showed: in general,

members are less motivated to reach goals set by external

figures than goals set through discussion and decision within

the group, that member acceptance of group goals is heightened

by a goalasetting procedure involving discussion and partici~

a , , , 4
pation in selecting the goalo

1Kelley, op, gigo, po 60

. 2Earl C, Kelley, "Human Values In The Workshop Techw

nlque," Brochure for Participants in Education Workshop,

Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan,

0 3J0 Do Jackson, "Do Conferences Satisfy Teacher Goals?,"

MEEEigan Education Journal, Volo 35, NOOSS (Lansing: Michi~

San Education Association, April 1957), p, 361.

4Harry So Broudy, "Criteria for Curriculum Decisions,"

ASCD News Exchange, Vol. VIII, N00 3 (Washington, D,C.:

National Education Association, April, 1966)o
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Thelen's inquiry into the "domain where private perm

sonal experience interacts with social problems," finds

action is best when guided by purposes, and that it is most

effective when each person in the situation understands and

legitimizes his specific purposes through open discussion.

"Under these conditions the effort of each person to achieve

his own purposes becomes identical with the taking of action

by the organization."1

Kidd and Casebere from their reView of studies by

others experimenting with workshops, abstracted these two

indispensable ingredients; the work of the workshop must be

focused on the interests of the participants; participants

must have an active share in planning and carrying out the

work involved.2

Goodlad and Hodgson came to nine basic guiding print

ciples for a workshop if it is to be operationally based upon

the learning theory which claims the whole being, not merely

the cortex, is involved in any learning; and that learning

cannot be divorced from the environment of social interaction

and emotional reaction in which it occurs. The principle

applicable here states: the workshop must be based on real

problems that teachers face on the job. They add that this

1Herbert A. Thelen, Education and the Human Quest

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. 209.

2John Kidd and James Casebere, "Workshop Rates The

WOrkshOp," Michigan Education Journal, Vol. XXXIII (Lansing,

Michigan Education Association, December, 1955), p. 198.
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getting at the problems demands high level skill in group

leadership and individual counselingo

Perhaps this personal goal setting is the most sigw

nificant aspect and characteristic of a successful workshop

for curriculum developmento The participant is engaged in

a personal venture worth deing because the learning is seen

as a direct contribution and crucial to his own selfmrealim

zationo He has chosen his own goals to meet his own pur~

poses, and when his endeavor is concerned with curriculum

research and development, Mooney stated:

a o o the researcher in curriculum is, in efe

fect, trying to find ways of providing for

children the kind of engagement with life

which he wants also to have for himselfo He

wants a curriculum for them which is psycho-

logically serVing them as his inquiry is

serving himo What he learns about conditions

which are good for freeing him in his deve10p~

ment are learnings as well for conditions

which are good for freeing children in their

development, what he learns concerning condi»

tions which are good for freeing the children

in their development are learnings as well

for conditions which are freeing for him in

his development, The interdependent reflexu

iveness of the researcher‘s (workshop partim

cipants) inner and outer frames of reference,

carries him onward professionally, and what

helps the child helps himo

The second principle, that teams of teachers working

on their local school system‘s unique curriculum problems

find this an effective method and environment for their

1John 1 Goodlad and Newton C Hodgson, "Reorganizm

198 a Workshop: Application of Learning Theory," Journal of

Teacher Education, Vol V (Washington, DC , National Educam

tion Association, June, 1954), p0 134:

2Ross L Mooney, "The Researcher Himself, " ASCD Years

$89k, 1957: Research for Curr%culumIm rovement, Chapter VII
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solution, is in part another way of stating the first prin-

ciple. There is, however, another ingredient, that of cow

operatively working towards a problem solution with one's

professional peers. Faunce statedf

The workshop conference sets the stage for

such local efforts by helping teachers and

administrators to become more skillful in

working together. Success reinforces our

courage and selfconfidence, and each successw

ful conference makes us more and more will~

ing to participate in the planning process.

It also gives us resources and techniques

that will be useful in local school improve-

ment . . . . These benefits of conference

participation have been noted in hundreds of

Michigan communities. They are most likely

to occur in those instances where a team of

teachers and administrators from one school

attend a conference together. A single

teacher from a particular school may be helped

individually by a conference, but may not be

able to do much about planning needed changes

in the local program. A representative group

of five to ten persons from a faculty can be-

come a valuable nucleus for translating the

values of the conference at the local level.

It is helpful also to get suggestions from

the faculty, before one attends a conference

as to what problems the other teachers would

like to see tackled by a conference group.

Here another of Goodlad's guidelines for the applicaa

tion of the learning theory to the workshop is relevant:

The peer group is a powerful educative force and the strucu

ture must facilitate its productive channeling as well as

facilitating the early formulation of relatively permanent

working groups within which a sense of unity may develop.2

. 1Roland C. Faunce, "You and the Workshop Conference,"

Michi an Education Journal (Lansing: Michigan Education

Association, March, 19555, p. 320.

2Goodlad and Hodgson, 22. cit., p. 134.
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Heaton found that school systems have interests and

problems peculiar and local in their significance and that

working groups including both adminLStrators and their class»

room teachers, together With workshop consultants became,

"one of the most fruitful ways of helping teachers return

home prepared to bring about needed improvement in their

1

school situation."

This second principle is innate to the concept of

the democratic way of life «that those affected by decisions

should be involved in making that deciSion. If the decisions

concerning the curriculum of a particular school are arrived

at through action which is motivated by the spirit of inw

quiry, Thelen found.

In this spirit, conflicting ideas can be

tolerated and turned into a source of

strength, doubts and resistances can be

diagnosed to throw light on new factors and

new perceptions of what the "real" problems

are; "personal" concerns and "ulterior"

motives can be rewinterpreted with the in:

dividual in such a way that he can satisfy

his needs better by working with the program

he is helping to define. The enemy or target

of action is, to the inquirer, the objectively

defined circumstances and conditions to be

changed. The target of change is the way

things are done and the way the action roles

are organized and coordinated. Action is best

when it is guided by purposes, and this means

it is most effective when each actor, each .

person in the situation understands his specie

fic purposes and legitimizesthem
by open d1$~

cussion throughout the organization. Under

these conditions the effort of each person to

achieve his own purposes becomes identicalo

with the taking of action by the organization.

The organizational
legitimization of indiVidu

ual striving makes individual striVing pos_

sible in the first place and provides the

lHeaton, Camp, Diedrich, 92. gig., p. 56.
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modus Vivendi of social action. It is the

key concept in "democracy." is a fundamental

requirement for autonomy, and it shifts the

organizational climate and concern from

bureaucratic maintenance to professionally

oriented inquiry.

Melby claimed:

It is the function of the administration to

give the teacher the same dynamic experiw

ence in growing as we Wish for the child.

The baSic problem of educational leadership

is the creation of an enVironment in which

there is the maximum opportunity for growth

on the part of teachers, pupils, and parents.

The problem cannOt be solved without the

abandonment of centralized administrative

control. This should be replaced by a co;

operative approach to leadership in which

the achievement of the group as a whole is

more significant potentially than that of

any individual. Only in this way can ad-

ministration achieve that respect for per;

sonality and faith in human beings which is

essential to the development of the demo-

cratic way of life.

There will, of course, be those who object

that a cooperative approach to creative

leadership is based upon a conception of

human nature which is far too idealistic for

attainment in the ordinary school situation.

It will be argued that individuals will not

put forth maximum effort in the attainment

of goals which are not essentially individ-

ualistic in character. It will be maintained

that the indiVidual teacher will not really

strive to aSSist other teachers in making

maximum professional and personal growth. If,

however, such arguments are to be advanced,

it is probably also true that we can hardly

expect to behave very much differently in rem

lationship to children; that is, it is dif«

ficult to see how a group of teachers who

fail to be motivated by group interests and

group welfare can be expected to render unm

selfish serVice to children. It is entirely

possible that the attainment of a genuine con

operative environment as far as the teaching

group is concerned is requisite for the

1ibid.
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development of a similarly effective environ-

ment for children.1

The third prinCiple discovered in the original workw

shops~«that a somewhat iSOlated environment helps all meme

bers, staff, consultants, and conferees to stay together,

not only for specified group work but also for individual

conferences, recreation, and meals, has received considerw

able reinforcement from the accumulated evaluative reports

of other workshops and from research in the field of group

dynamics. This kind of climate is conducive to building a

rapport among the entire membership which provides much more

interaction, exchange of ideas, and in general a good learn”

ing atmosphere.

Kelley stated;

The short workshop Will be much more successful

if it can be held at a campsite, preferably

away from any large city. When we have tried

to operate them at hotels in large cities, at-

tendance at the sessions is more sporadic.

There are too many distractions in a city.

People honestly think that while they are

there they must run errands, do shopping,

drop in at the office, and so on.

Another advantage of the campsite is that

people are more likely to come at the begin-

ning and stay throughout than they are in a

city situation. When a group gets together

primarily to listen to speakers, one may come

and listen for awhile and depart, but if one is

involved in planning, working, and evaluating

with others, he is needed throughout. There

are always some who "drop in," and of course

we cannot be so unfriendly as to exclude them,

but we urge people to come for the whole sesm

sion, and sometimes go so far as to suggest

that we doubt they Will derive profit from para

tial attendance.2

1Ernest Melby, "Organizing Educational Forces for

Curriculum Development," Our Changing Curriculum, ed. Henry

Harap (New York: AppletoneCentury & Inc., 1937), p. 139.
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Miles, in bringing together much of what is known

about the practical problems of helping people learn better

group behavior, claims:

Getting a location Out of the stream of work

in the school seems to be important, even

when students are involved. Schools using

camps or conference houses for extended meet~

ings have found that such facilities encoura

age hard work and the kind of creative think~

ing that is difficult when phone calls and

minor crises are everepresent. isolated

settings also mean that people will eat and

live together, which provides added support

and informal learning . . . . Meeting "crea:

ture comforts" with others seems to intensify

feelings of warmth and support. Food, es~

pecially, has been called the great social~

izer. Eating together during a workshop

often gives people the chance to relate to

each Other in a non»work centered way, to

reduce tensions and to verify learnings that

may have been only tentative or dimly seen

before.1

When the Michigan Secondary School Study was begun,

the values, the insights, and the knowledge which emerged

frnn'the Eight«Year Study were utilized to the greatest

Possible degree. People who were involved in the Eightw

Year Study were sought out by the Michigan leaders. They

came to work directly with the program and as partetime con»

sultants. They brought with them the ideas and understand»

ings pertinent to bringing about action lku' change in the

curriculum of the state. From out of their own experiences

had evolved an appreciation for the concept of the workshop

as a valuable means of bringing about change in the curricuw

lum. From their own experiences they had perceived that to

1Matthew B. Miles, Learning to Work In Groups (New

York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia

University, 1959).
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change the curriculum one must help people change. There~

fore, in order to change, people must be not merely cogniw

tively active but affectively involved, and in order for

this to occur, an environment must be provided which not

only promotes curriculum change, but which also supports and

reinforces it.

The workshop in the form of the August Working Conn

ference appears to have provided several of the ingredients

necessary for successful curriculum development; one which

could meet the needs of a state caught up in the mainstream

of rapid change caused by urbanization, technology, great

population growth, and concomitant societal problems.

The early history of the development of the Michigan

August Working Conferences gives evidence of informed and

democratic state leadership. The state gave leadership

through its philosophy which provided a milieu facilitative

and encouraging to experimentation, investigation, and adaptam

tion of new concepts in education. It then provided a means

for achieving what was needed for practical application by

giving financial support and the organizational and consul~

tant services of a highly competent staff. The professional

educational approach to public school problems in Michigan

has been in accord with Dewey's statement that, "Only by

Sharing in some responsible task does there come a fitness

to share it." In the years 1940 to 1955 there was a concerted

effort to provide more and more teachers an opportunity to

share in the responsibility and experience of keeping public

education a continually improving institution where all memm

bers could become effective and responsible citizens.
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The accounts of the conferences by those who attenda

ed, together with the year by year records, give evidence of

a profession enthusiastic and eager to Study its problems of

the larger society. The concern and action in some instances

was well in advance of society's as noted by the direct way

in which Negro teachers were, by conscious and direct action,

invited and encouraged to be a part of the workshop memberw

ship. Michigan's administrators encouraged their teachers

to attend, and they joined them in seeking new and better

ways. The conferences were always held in campsites where

facilities were maintained at a high level and considered

not only adequate but excellent by almost one hundred per

cent of those attending. ,

Thus the AuguSt Working Conferences met the three

basic principles established by the Progressive Education

Association's Workshops. They appear also to have reinforced

what some leaders in education and related fields write of

and tell the profession today192 that curriculum changing

comes about as the result of people changing; that people

changing comes when they are in the psychological atmosphere

of a working situation open to new ideas, materials and exw

periences, harmonious in its organization, and devoid of

rejection, threat and fear of failure.

.—

1Herbert 8. Coffee and William P. Golden, "Change

Within An Institution," The Fifty;Sixth Yearbook of the

Hgtional Society for the StudygoffiEducation, Part I (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 92.

2William M. Bocks, "The Relationship of Teacher

Characteristics to Belief Changes Following Introduction of

Norb-Promotion Research Evidence" (unpublished Ph.D° disser-

tation, Michigan State University, 1966).
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There is a considerable body of related evidence to

support this Statement. Rogers found that even though a

stimulus may be presented to a total audience, only certain

individuals will receive it, their reception or noncreception

being dependent upon a multipliCity of factors such as past

experiences, social values, mental set, and state of knowledge}

Willower found that school administrators who wish to

provide for productive change need to promote an open organiw

zational climate.

According to Corey if a teacher perceives the psychom

logical atmosphere as favorable he will make more effort to

change and improve, and if the environmental change has been

effected and implemented as a group endeavor, individual

teachers who might fear failure would have those fears allem

viated through the supportive surroundings.3 This latter

point becomes more significant in meaning for the ways in

which change agents must proceed when Lippett's research is

considered. He found:

Adoptions and new educational or social changes

require significant changes in values, attiw

tudes and skills . . . deeper personal involve-

ment in adopting new practices than in agrim

culture, industrial or medical practices . . .

1Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York:

MacMillan, 1965), . 110.

2Donald J. Willower, "Barriers to Change in Educaa

tional Organization, " Theory Into Practice, Vol. II, No. 5

(Columbus, Ohio. Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State

University, December, 1963), p. 258.

3Stephen M. Corey, Helping Other People Change

(Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1963), p. 21.
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and there will be more problems of resisw

tance to change and of learning.

Bocks in his related research found evidence that

there is a high and significant correlation between the

amount of staff innovativeness and the staff's perception

. , .. . t . 2

of the prinCipal's support for innovative teaching.

Jenkins and Blackman found relationships between adm

ministrator’s personalities and the atmosphere they are

likely to establish in the school. The procedures and pro‘

cesses the administrator uses and the atmosphere he creates

affect the teachers' behavior and their reactions.

In relation to the need for an integrated and hare

monious operational framework, Wiles made the following ob-

servation.

Unless there is a spirit of harmony among the

school personnel, there is little likelihood

that there Will be cooperative attempts to

move ahead on curriculum and instruction or

that individual teachers will introduce change

into their programs.4

Foster's summarization of the Rockefeller Report on

The Pursuit of Excellence, stated the rationale for the

1Ronald Lippett, "The Use of Social Research to Ime

prove Social Practice," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry,

Vol. XXXV, No. 4 (U.S.A.? 1965), p. 667.

 

2Bocks, 92. g;g.. Chapter II.

3David H. Jenkins and Charles A. Blackman, "Antecem

dents and Effects of Administrator BehaVior," The School

QQmmunity Development Study Monograph Series, No. 3

(Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1956),

Pp. 77-78.

4Kimball Wiles, The Changing Curriculum of the

American High School (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticemHall,

1963 , p. 260.
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August Working Conference as esrablished and carried out by

the Department of Public Instruction.

No educational system will be any better than

the quality of its teachers. In the effort

to bring about improvements, schools can do

all kinds of things wtth . . . administrative

arrangements (such as) ungraded schools, team

teaching, and bring in machines and any new

device available . . . experience shows that

it will not make much difference unless there

is a change in the quality of the teachers in

the system . . . . Change does not take place

by administrative order, curriculum guides,

or by state adaption, although they may exert

some influence. (It requires) new experi»

ences in a certain environment in which there

are tremendous opportunities for perception

in an open society.

During the years of the EightsYear Study and those

immediately following. many state departments of education

became actively involved in using the Study's philosophy

and successful procedures for initiating change in the cur~

riculum. According to a survey by Zirbes, McCrory, and

Porter, trends as early as 1930 gave eVidence of increasing

interest in curriculum development throughout the nation.

Statewide programs were listed as underway in thirtyutwo

states. There was definite direction away from revision by

administrative directive and towards revision and change by

means of a cooperative process of in-service education.2

"Promoting professional grOWth" replaced "correcting

deficiencies of teachers," thus creating a new concept of

. 1Richard L. Foster, "Poise Under Pressure," Educam

Elonal Leadership, Vol. XXII, No. 3 (Washington, D.C.:

National Education Association, December, 1964), p. 149.

2Henry Harap (ed.), The Changing Curriculum (New

York: Appleton Century, Inc., 1937), p. 2.
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the purpose and resultant actiVities of an effective adminm

istrator.1 This in turn called for a new relationship bem

tween the adminisrrator and his Staff. New methods evolved

for the "professional liberation of the professionally

trained teacher."2 States and individual school systems be»

gan working for the improvement of the entire staffs a direcW

tion necessary and inherent to the idea of cooperative attack

upon problems as well as to the concept of leadership as a

function of that person most competent in a particular situm

ation or problem to be solved by the group.

One of these new methods was the workshop. Boykin,

in a review of the history of the workshop, claimed that by

1954 it was one of the most used procedures to bring about

curriculum reform;5 Anderson and Smith substantiated this

claim when they found that in 1955, second to courses, work-

shops continued to be the most used form of inwservice eduw

cation.4 That workshops had steadily grown in use since 1936,

appears to be a reliably validated fact. However, the actual

kind and quality of these workshops listed and their use of

the original process envisioned and carried on by the

1Herman G. Richey, "Growrh of the Modern Conception

0f InuService Education," InmService Education, Fifty~Sixth

Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education3

Part I (Bloomington, 111.? Public School Publishing 00.,

1957), p. 57.

. 2Ge°rge C. Kyte. HOW To Supervise (Boston; Houghton~

Mifflin Co., 1930), quoted in Richey, op, 212°, p, 58.

3Boykin, pp. gig.. p. 191.

4;pid., p. 62.
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Progressive Education Association cannot be determined. The

accounts tend only to enumerate or to give very general de»

scriptions.

Other evidencesuggestingtflun'by1955 the states and

their departments of education were directly engaged in givm

ing leadership in curriculum development was presented by

Beach and Will in a federal government survey.

The ten years between 1945 and 1955 may well

mark the beginning of a new era in State

school adminiStration. During this period

every state made fundamental changes in

either the structure of the internal organ~

ization of its State educational machinery

in order to prOVide greater leadership to

the common school system. Such fundamental

changes do not occur WithOUt cause. Consti~

tutional amendments, statutory revisions and

administrative improvements are made possible

by the concerted efforts of interested perm

sons and groups. Significantly, the initia-

tive in this movement was taken by the chief

state school officers. . . . they have be:

come key agenCies for imprOVing the statew

wide charaCter and quality of public educaw

tion programs.

Chiara‘s study clarifying the state department’s

role in contributing to the development of secondary curria

culum, established as one of the criteria for an effective

state department that of, "gLVing leadership and service to

Providing and encouraging the opportunity for adults to

meet together to examine programs, discuss changes, make

. . 2 . .
plans, arrive at deciSions, and learn together." This kind

1Fred F. Beach and Robert F. Will, "The State and

Education," Department of Health. Education and Welfare,

Misc. 2; (Washington, D C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,

19555, p. 29.

Clara R. Chiara, "A Critical Study of the Secondary

Curriculum Development Programs of the State Departments of

Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State Uniu

Verna“ fv 10/1Q\ unnnanfl nnnu‘
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of opportunity was perceived as a prerequisite to any real

change in behavior within a syStem of democratic values.

Writing at this same period, Buck Stated;

Conferences Which follow the somcalled "Workm

shop" pattern are particularly valuable de-

vices for establishing mutual understanding

and mutual appreciation . . . . The estab»

lishment of recreation and study centers with

dining room and dormitory facilities where

groups of teachers can live well but inexu

pensively are projects With which the state

departments of education should be increasingly

concerned. Such centers can be of great

value in the problem of morale building and

profeSSional improvement.

In discuSSing services of state departments, Chiara

claimed:

State sponsored workshops can frequently be of

more aid to teachers than attendance at summer

school. Many states sponsor workshops in

various areas during the summer months for the

purpose of improving their teaching personnel

and thereby the educational program . . . .

It seems those state departments which have

stimulated cooperation among all groups in

making educational plans have captured the in»

terest of all people in the state and are mak»

ing unusual strides to setting up effective

curriculum practices . . . . Almost all of

the state departments of education conduct

some workshops in various areas . . . . The

workshop method of improving teachers in sera

vice and of revising curriculum practices is

coming to be recognized as one of the basic

means by which school programs can be improved.

One of this study's formulated and validated democram

tic principles underlying effeCtive state departments of edw

ucation programs for improving the secondary school curricu»

lum was:

1J. L. Blair Buck, "Personnel Services for Local

School Districts," The School Executive, Vol. LXVl, No. 11

quoted by Clara Chiara, lbig., unpaged COPY»

’
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An effective state department of education

stimulates and cooperates with teacher

training institutions and local communities

in conducting state-wide workshops in all

areas of education to help teachers in serm

vice better meet their own needs and the

needs of their students.

A Federal Government study concerning curriculum rem

sponsibilities read as follows:

In exercising leadership State departments

work in a cooperative relationship with

teachers, supervisors, administrators, parents,

civic groups, and other departments of State

Government . . . . As a means of effective

partnership between State departments and

administrators and teachers in local communu

ities, workshops and work conferences involv«

ing hundreds of persons are held each year in

the majority of states.

This government study's questionnaire seeking inforw

mation on ways of working, asked how state departments secured

good communication among staff members, with administrators

and teachers in field, and with citizen groups: twentyneight

states relied on staff meetings and eight on some type of

publication to keep the staff informed; twelve states and

territories specified the use of a newsletter for communiw

cation to the field. Others relied on conferences where oral

reports were made or on discussions in workshops. None of

the replies included an evaluation of the communication for

curriculum development and "the problem of coordinating the

1Ibid., unpaged copy.
 

2Howard H. Cummings and Helen K. Mackintosh, "Curri-

culum Responsibilities of State Departments of Education,"

De artment of Health Education and Welfare, Misc. 30

(Washington, D.C.: U. 8. Government Printing Office, 1955),

page unnumbered.
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efforts of staff members to provide continuity in curriculum

work is one that few state departments seem to have solved."1

Also included in this study was a question about

techniques such as state»wide committees, workshops, work

conferences, conferences, and the use of consultants as

methods of working that brought about improvement. The secs

tion summarizing workshops stated:

Workshops or work conferences were the mosc

widely used means chosen by State depart-

ments of education to secure curriculum im~

provement. A workshop was defined in the

questionnaire as a working situation in which

the participants, with excellent consultant

help, attempt to solve their problems by means

of a wide variety of activities. A workshop

usually lasts for a week or more. A work con;

ference was defined as similar to a workshop

in techniques used, but limited in scope to a

specific problem and limited in time to a day

or two.

The number of workshops reported over a fivemyear

period ranged from none (Arizona, Connecticut, Oregon) to

six hundred in the state reporting the largest number (Texas).

In summary: twelve states and territories reported from 1

to 10 workshops; nine states from 11 to 20; eight states

from 21 to 50; three states from 51 to 100; and six states,

plus Puerto Rico, listed more than 100.

These workshops and work conferences were used as a

means of dealing with a multiplicity of problems. From a

listing by state and subject area the range was from very

1Ibid., p. 27.

Ibid., p. 37.
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general and broad educational problems to miniscule topics;

from elementary through secondary level, from subject matter

to methodology.1 Only one conference was reported as based

entirely on questions raised by participants.

The time spent in any given workshop noted in the

study ranged: from two to ten days as reported by thirty;

three states; from one to nine weeks in thirtyzone states.

According to submitted reports on patterns for fine

ancing: in seventeen states they were paid for by state

funds; in twentyaeight expenses were met by local districts;

in twentystwo states participants paid their own expenses;

in thirtynsix states consultants were paid by the states;

in twentyseight states consultants were paid by organizations;

and in fifteen states consultants were paid by other methods.3

In evaluating this workshop program, the report gives

no details. The study simply stated;

In 39 States workshops and work conferences

resulted in innovations in school practices.

In 43 States workshops and work conferences

produced materials that were subsequently

printed or processed.

In a 1956 survey of in=service programs, Rehage and

Denemark limited their fact finding to only those programs

involving faceetowface relationships of at least two days

annually, and involving only elementary and secondary

Ibid., p. 45.
 

Ibid., p. 44.
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teachers. Concerning state departments of education and their

use of workshops they found: Illinois, Wisconsin and Missouri

giving considerable attention to their use: Wisconsin's and

Missouri‘s appeared to be especially conducted for school

administrators both in the summer and in the fall; the

Illinois program sponsored eightyssix workshops from 1947 to

1953 which were attended by more than 36,000 teachers, adm

ministrators, and citizens from all over the state.1

Current reports and surveys from states continue to

list workshops as an important means of carrying out their

responsibility for curriculum development. However, an

analysis of these curriculum activities show them to be prim

marily concerned With specific subject matter implementation,

new materials, teacher certification and its upsgrading,

finances, and physical facilities. The reports are not cone

cerned as much with process or means, but rather with ends.

Those means mentioned are primarily study groups and councils,

eXperimental and research programs, and organizational patm

terns such as One Hundred Man Curriculum Study Commission.2

Goodlad reports that there is clearly underway a mas-

sive reformation of what is to be taught and learned in the

schools of the U,S.A.; and that, though teachers are being

1Kenneth J. Rehage and George W. Denemark, "Area,

State, Regional and National In Service Education Programs,

InService Education, Fifty Sixth Yearbook of the National

Society for the Study of Education, Part I (Bloomington,

Ind.: Public School Publishing Co., 1957), pp. 224m263.

2John I. Goodlad, SchoolCurriculum Reform In The

United States (New York: Fund For The Advancement of Educam

tion, March, 1964), pp. 195.
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educated in summer and yeartlong institutes in new content

and technology:

It is dangerous . . . to assume that curricus

lum change has swept through all our 85,000

plus elementary and 24,000 public secondary

schools during the past decade of reform . .

. . Tens of thousands of teachers have had

little opportunity to realize what advances

in knowledge and changes in subject fields

mean for them.1

Current literature on curriculum revision also shows

a departure from the State department and grassaroot efforts

and approaches of the ”30's and 240's. The word "national"

tends to dominate the scene with such efforts labeled, for

example, National Science Foundation and National Defense

Education Act. There is a continuation of the involvement

of thousands of teachers and students but the involvement

is in terms of the preparation and trial use of new courses

of study: New English, New Biology, New Mathematics. The

described involvement and the bibliographies listed are for

the specialists, and for the advancement of specialization.2-"35'4

Carlson stated:

There are, for example, at least ten national

projects in science, eleven in mathematics,

one in English, two in foreign language and

Ibid., p. 10.
 

2Dorothy M. Fraser, Current Curriculum Studies in

Academic Subjects (Washington, D.C.: National Education

Association, 1962).

3The National Interest and The Teaching of English

(Chicago: The National Council of Teachers of English, 1961).

4The Revolution In School Mathematics (Washington,

D.C.: The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1961).
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four in social sc1ences that are currently

preparing curriculum materials and testing

them in schools.1

There appears to be a shift of interest from the

needs of

cesses re

the individual learner and the teacher, and the prom

lated to the teaching actsmmotivation, human growth

and development, group dynamics, evaluationwuto a nation‘s

concern growing out of Russia's first successful launching

of a sate

has been

of resear

problems.

have over

tion. :He

I

llite in the fall of 1957. A subsequent result

an intense focus upon research and the development

chers to help us find answers to our growing human

Miles, describing this situation, felt that we

“focused on the thingness of a particular innova~

stated.

think it is fair to say that there has been

an overuemphasis on the properties of a par»

t

a

icular innovation itself, its diffusion

cross systems, and its integration within

systemsw-without a corresponding degree of

interest in the dynamics and functioning of

the receiving organization as such . . . .

The currently widewspread emphasis on the

importance of dissemination of research finds

ings, and even the recent effort of the U.S.

Office to provide development and demonstraw

t

0

ion centers, likewise avoid the problem . .

. It seems likely that the state of health

f an educational organization can tell us

more than anything else about the probable

success of any particular change effort.

Economy of effort would suggest that we should

I

a

t

i

t

S

ook at the state of an organization's health

3 such, and try to improve itmmin preference

0 struggling with a series of more or less

nspired shortarun change efforts as ends in

hemselves.

o analogize with persons for a minute; the

neurotic who struggles through one unavailing

1Richard O. Carlson, "Barriers To Change," ghgggg

Processes In The Public Schools (Eugene, Oregon: University

of Oregon Press, 1965)o
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search for isomething newi after another will

never be genuinely productive until he faces

and works through fundamental problems of his

own functioning. Genuine productivitymwin

organizations as in personswvrests on a clear

sense of identity, on adequate connection

with reality, on a lively problemmsolving

stance.

Though workshops are listed in great number, and

state departments of education and national organizations

claim them as having top priority in order to bring about

curriculum change, there appear to be pronounced differences

in those attended today as compared to those designated as

Michigan's August Working Conference‘ differences in the

purposes for which they are being used, differences in the

methods employed; and, differences and discrepancies in the

expected results compared to what is in actuality happening

in curriculum development todaYo

1Matthew B. Miles, "Planned Change and Organizational

Health; Figure and Ground," Change Processes In The Public

Schools (Eugene, Oregon: University of Oregon Press, 19637,

p. 13.



 
 

CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The purpose of this chapter is to present those back_

ground conditions and events which gave new direction to cur»

riculum development and called for improved programs on both

the national and state levels. These conditions and events

provided a milieu wherein the Michigan August Working Conm

ference could be conceived and did become a reality as one

means of providing a process for secondary curriculum improve-

mento

In a soc1ety where changes occur with great rapidity,

it becomes imperative that the people affected have ways of

examining and evaluating these changes intelligently. These

changes need to be studied and perceived in such manner that

their use will promote harmony, balance and the perpetuation

of the "good" life. It may be that the greater the rapidity

of societal change, the greater the necessity for developing

and maintaining an historical perspective. This could be

especially so if history is to serve as an inquiry into the

Past to find solutions to contemporary problems, and to pron

ject present changes into the future with some hope of imm

proving the institutions sustaining that society.

The United States was the first nation of the world

to experiment with the concept of universal free education.

56
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This concept was predicated on the necessity of maintaining

and continuing an informed citizenry considered basic to

democracy. With this concept as its foundation, democracy

must not be looked upon as a static idea, but rather as a

process so flexible that it can evolve with the changing

needs of a society and its people. Within its flexible and

dynamic character is found its strength.

In the years from 1925 to 1940, there began to be a

decided increase in interest in the educational system of

the nation as a means of developing more and more children

of more and more people into effective citizens. McKim

stated:

[There was] interest in the study of the

learner as a dynamic organism, and . . . of

analyses of our democratic society and of

the needs of the learner in that society . .

. . In the 1930's, the depression years,

the motivation was strong to analyze the

role of the school in a democratic way.

Several national organizations established committees

and commissions to study these problems, and their reports

2,3,4
made a significant contribution to educational thinking.

1Margaret McKim, "Curriculum Research in Historical

Perspective, " Research for Curriculum Improvement, ASCD Yearw

book (Washington, DoC National Education Association, 1957),

p. 21.

2George S. Counts, et. al., The Social Foundations

of Education, Report of theCommission on the Social Studies,

American Historical Association, Part IX (New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1934).

 

3National Education Association and American Assom

ciation of School Administrators, Educational Policies Com:

mission, The Purposes of Education in American Democracy

(Washington, D. C. The Commission, 1938).

4The President's Research Commission on Social Trends,

Recent Social Trends in the United States (New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Companv, 19335
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One of these organizations attempting to keep the

educational system in step with the demands of living in a

democratic society was the Progressive Education Association

established in 1919. Its tenets had been given considerable

and valuable support With the publishing in 1920 of John

This was one of theDewey's Reconstruction in Philosophy.

most thorough early presentations of the experimentalist

position which claimed that values can be derived and tested

by research techniques similar to those used in studying

other aspects of experience. By 1930 the Progressive Educaa

tion Association was nearing the peak in its strength and

In a 1932 Speech to a group of the associationgsactivities.

members, Counts stated;

The Progressive Education Association includes

among its members more than its share of the

boldest and most creative figures in American

{Its beliefs] (a) focus attentionEducation.

squarely on the child, (b) recognize fundamental

importance of the learner, (c) defend the thesis

that activity lies at the root of all true edum

(d) conceive learning in terms of life

(e) champion the rights of the child

cation,

situations,

as a free personality.

Writing of educational needs and dilemmas a quarter

of a century later. Goodman described Progressive Education's

Purposes and values:

. midway in this transition from the old

tycoonmandmclergyman culture to the new manam

gerial organization, there was crystallized

a practical method of education with the de~

fects of neither extreme . . . and it was

given a sounding board especially by the darw

Progressive education drew oning twenties.

"Dare Progressive Education Be

1932),

1George S. Counts, ,

Progressive," Progressive Education, Vol. IX (April,

p. 259.
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every radical idea since the eighteenth cen=

tury, in pedagogy, politics, socialist and

communitarian theory, epistomology, esthetics,

anthropology, and psychiatry. It was as if

progressive education resolved that in the

education of the children there should be no

missed revolutions and no unfinished situam

tions.

. . . In its heyday, progressive education

Different schools laid thewas not sectarian.

emphasis in different places~aDewey was more

experimental, Russell more rational, Neill

more sexwreformist, the people around Goddard

and Antioch more communitarian, Berea more

'handicrafts', Black Mountain more creative,

MUste and Fincke more politicalaeconomical

But I think that almost all schools

would have accepted, in varying degrees, all

of the following positions;

To learn theory by experiment and doing.

To learn belonging by partiCipation and selfw

rule.

Permissiveness in all animal behaVior and in-

terpersonal expression.

Emphasis on individual difference.

Unblocking and training feeling by plastic

arts, eurythmics and dramatics.

Tolerance of races, classes, cultures.

Group therapy as a means of solidarity, in

the staff meetings and community meeting.

Taking youth seriously as an age in itself.

Community of youth and adults minimizing

'authority'.

Educational use of the physical plant (builds

ings and farms) and the culture of the

school community.

Emphasis in the curriculum on real problems

its geography, history,of wider society,

with actual participation in the neighboring

community village or city].

These statements present a picture of the leadership

and general educational policies of the Progressive Educau

tional Association.

two hundred of its members assembledIn April, 1930,

in Washington, D.C. at a conference called for the specific

cit., p. 83.
 

lGoodman, 22.
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purpose of considering ways by thCh the secondary schools

could better meet the needs of youth.

There was an urgency of purpose in view of the

Between 1900 and 1930 enrollment innational school scene.

American secondary schools increased from about 750,000 to

4,000,000 and by 1930 the prognosis was definitely that the

increase would grow at an even faster and greater rate.

Hamming stated.

The economic slump, although it had a depress~

ing effect upon almost every other branch of

the national life, served as a stimulus to the

development of the secondary school education,

because it lessened the inducement to leave

By 1935 the enrollment had goneschool early.

up another fifty percent—etc a grand total of

6,719,000.

Aiken described the situation by stating that the

country had seen;

. extraordinary changes in curriculum,

methods, and spirit of the elementary school

amounting almost to a revolution, and .

[had] observed also, many interesting, impor=

and stimulating experiments in the colatant,

leges, involving curriculum content, organizaw

tion, and method of procedure. [However, in

they were] sorelation to the high schools,

busy getting their students ingo college that

they saw this as the main job.

The conference started With its participants enthusi-

astic and confident about being able to produce a change in

curriculum for the secondary schools which would prove as

As the picture
successful as that in the elementary schools.

James Hemming, Teach Them To Live (2d ed.; London:
1

Longman, Green and Company, 1957), p. 16.

"The Purposes of the Eight=Year2Wilford M} Aiken,

Study," Educational Record, Vol. XVI (January, 1935), p. 1070
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evolved, and as they worked to find procedures for bringing

about the revisions, there develOped a pronounced atmosphere

of futility. Hemming stated the problem which was blocking

the program for action as follows;

If the student doesn't follow the pattern of

subjects prescribed by the colleges, he prOm

bably will not be accepted. Faced with una

compromising fact, not many, whether princia

pals, teachers or parents, were prepared to

take the risk of departing from the orthodox

. . . . The brick wall of the university's

demands stood rigidly athwart the line of

advance for secondary education . . . . The

universities, although the apex of the educa»

tional system, are a major obstacle to what

many believe to be the proper direction of

educational advance, because they tend to

force the secondary school curriculum into a

pattern that will serve their rather narrow

specialist demands, and so hinder the natural

growrh of secondary education in response to

its own problems.

At this time only about SiXteen percent of the high

school students went on to college or other postmsecondary

education. Since at first glance it would seem that only

sixteen percent were restricted to a college preparatory

program, it would not be logical to claim that the univerm

sities and colleges were hindering a revision of the seconu

dary curriculum. However, the college requirements were such

that most high schools, and especially the small ones, were

forced to concentrate their major resources in meeting them.

Hemming stated the secondary schools were faced with two disw

tinct purposes:

. . . to stand well with the colleges; to

break away from the narrow academic standards

. . . and to give the young people a broader

1 . .
Hemming, 92. g
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curriculum that will more effectively arouse

their interest and more completely meet their

needs in life.1

He further Stated that as the issue became clarified,

and the two distinct purposes were presented to the confers

ence:

One voice spoke out against the mood of dejece

tion and procrastination. The proposition was

put forward that: 'The Progressive Education

Association shall be asked to establish a Comm

mission on the Relation of School and College

to explore the possibilities of better coordinm

ation of school and college work, and to seek

an agreement which will provide freedom for

secondary schools to attempt fundamental recon-

struction.‘

This suggestion was the first step in the breaku

through. The CommiSSion was established October, 1930, with

Wilford M. Aiken, head of the John Burroughs School, Clayton,

Missouri, accepting the appointment by Mr. Burton Fowler,

President of the Association. Twenty~Six members were sea

lected: all were concerned with the revision of the secondary

school curriculum and aware of the necessity of finding some

way to overcome the barrier of rigid college entrance require-

ments imposed upon the students who wished to enroll: all

were representative of those directly concerned with seconm

dary education and college administrationmuhigh school and

college teachers, high school principals, college deans,

presidents, registrars, evaluation specialists, educational

Philosophers,and Journalists.
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By 1933 the plan was completed and the EightaYear

Study organized and ready to be implemented by action. The

Commission, after meeting various times over a period of

two years and at their own expense, gave full responsibility

and authority for the superVision of the Study to a Direct»

ing Committee whose fifteen members were to carry on the

work. Wilford Aiken, chairman of the original Commission,

accepted the chairmanship of the newly formed committee.

In turn, this committee established the Committee

on Evaluation and Recording to plan and carry out these two

processes vital to the Study‘s value for Others wishing to

use the results in future programs directed toward curricum

lar revision and improvement. This Committee's organization

consisted of a staff working on evaluation headed by Ralph

Tyler, Research Director, and aided by Oscar Buros, 1934m35;

Louis Raths, 1935-38; Maurice Hartung, 1938:42. Associates

were Bruno Bettleheim, Paul .Diedrich, lJilfred Eberhart,

Louis Heil, George Sheviakov, Hilda Taba, and Harold Trimble.

Three of these people are found listed as consultants in

the minutes of the later organized Michigan August Working

Conferencemeruno Bettleheim, George Sheviakov, and Hilda

Taba.1

A second committee designated as Curriculum Associm

ates, consisting of H. H. Giles, S. P. McCutchen, and A. N.

Zechiel, assisted at various times by Harold B. Alberty,

1Michigan Secondary Study, Compiled Records, Vol.

III, "Meetings and Conferences of the Study" (Lansing, Mich-

igan: State Board of Education, May, 1938~l945), unpaged.
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Paul Diedrich, Henry Harap, Walter Kaulfers, and John Lester.

A third committee was C. L. Cushman. Burton Fowler, Max

McConn, and Thomas Pollock. From this list, Harold Albertyas

name can be found among those serving later as consultants

at the Michigan August Working Conference.

Although almost every educational interest and point

of view was represented, all members agreed that secondary

education in the United States needed experimental study and

comprehensive revexamination in the light of new knowledge

of the learning process and of the needs of young people in

the United States. Aiken said of these leaders:

All . . . were conscious of the amazing devel»

opment of our secondary schools in the first

decades of the century . . . the number in

high schools had grown from less than one milm

lion to almost ten million . . . about 70 per»

cent of all American youth of high school age

are in school . . . . Billions had been inn

vested by states, Cities, towns, counties,

and townships in imposing buildings and modern

equipment; that these communities were gladly

taxing themselves to pay the salaries of near-

ly 300000 high school teachers. . . .

These educators were vividly aware of the

great achievements of our high schools. They

shared the peOple's pride in them, but they

were not satisfied. They were conscious of

defects and determined, if possible, to corw

rect them.2

At this point, it appears pertinent to examine this

Study's findings and procedures, for, while they were on a

national basis, the later Michigan Study's procedures for

alleviating their outdated educational conditions were very

Ibid.

 

2Wilford Aiken The Story of the Eighthear Study

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942), p. 2.
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similar. It is evident too that several of the leaders in

the Eighthear Study served to adVLse, and in some cases

became actively engaged in the Michigan Study.

When this committee began its work, of six who

entered high school, three would graduate and one would

go on to college. In the large city high schools there was

a wide choice range of subject matter. However, the college

preparatory subjects were classified as "most respectable"

and therefore chosen by many for whom they had little genuine

significance. In the small high schools the curriculum was

necessarily very limited and those subjects which the col»

leges prescribed dominated. Sixty percent of all high school

students were in the schools of two hundred or lessuna fact

which further emphaSized the influence of the college upon

secondary education.

A year's study by the Commission found the schools

inadequate in what were conSidered major aspects. These are

described by Aiken as follows:

(a) Secondary education in the United States

did not have clear cut, definite, central

purpose . . .|:with the result that] teachers

had no sure sense of direction and boys and

girls had no integrating, deeply satisfying

school experience.

(b) Schools failed to give students a sin»

cere appreciation of their heritage as Amer-

ican citizens . . . . [Thus] American youth

left high school with diplomas but without

insight into the great political, social,

and economic problems of our nation.

(c) Our secondary schools did not prepare

adequately for the responsibilities of com«

munity life . . . [they] were excellent ex-

amples of autocratic rather than democratic

organization and living . . . most students

left school without principles to guide their

action as they sought work and a place in

adult lifeo Not many had developed any strong
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sense of social responsibility or deep con~

cern for the common welfare.

(d) The high school seldom challenged the

student of firstnrate ability to work up to

the level of his intellectual powers.

(e) Schools neither knew their students well

nor guided them wisely . . . . Personal

guidance was futile, usually involving only

an occasional friendly chat; . . . . Few

schools were seriously concerned about those

who dropped out before graduation or about

what happened to those who did receive

diplomas.

(f) Schools fail to create conditions necesm

sary for effective learning . . . teachers

persisted in the discredited practice of ass

signing tasks meaningless to most pupils and

of listening to recitation . . . . Rarely

did students and teachers work together upon

problems of genuine significance. Seldom did

students drive ahead under their own power at

tasks which really meant something to them.

(3) . . . creative energies of students were

seldom released and developed . . . [they]

were so busy meeting demands imposed upon them,

that they had little time for anything else

. . . the arts . . . were looked upon as 'fads

and frills', non‘existent in many schools, ins

adequately taught in most others.

(h) The conventional high school curriculum

was removed from the real concerns of youth

. . . . The emphasis upon ‘credits' blinded

even the teachers so that they could not see

their real task.

(i) The traditional subjects of the curriculum

had lost much of their vitality and signifi-

cance . . . . The study of foreign language

did not often lead to extensive or searching

reading of the literature in that language;

history usually was quickly forgotten, leaving

no great concepts of human society, no deep

understanding of the forces which mold man's

destiny, science raised few fundamental ques-

tions of the nature of man or the universe;

mathematics seldom became an effective tool

0 O O 0

(3) Most high school graduates were not compem

tent in the use of the English language.

(k) [There was] found little evidence of unity

in the work of the typical high school . . . .

The program, especially of large schools, re-

sembled a picture puzzle, without consistent

plan or purpose. {The student'sj chief purpose
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was to collect enough pieces to graduate . . .

subjects of study were isolated, planned and

taught without reference to the student's Other

studies or to any unifying purpose. Speciali~

zation in teaching in the secondary school had

made it almost impossible for any teacher to

become himself a person of broad culture.

(1) The absense of unity in the work of the

secondary school was almost matched by the

lack of continuity . . . work of one year had

little relation to that of the preceding or

following year.

(m) Complacency characterized high schools

generally ten years ago. Elementary education

had been revolutionized since the beginning of

the century, but the high school was still

holding to tradition. It was rather well

satisfied with itself.

(n) Teachers were not well equipped for their

responsibilities. They lacked full knowledge

of the nature of youth . . . . Relation of

the school to society it should serve was only

dimly perceived. Democracy was taken for

granted, but teachers seldom had a clear con-

ception of democracy as a way of living which

would characterize the whole life of the

school.

(0) Only here and there did the Commission find

principals who conceived of their work in terms

of democratic leadership of the community,

teachers and students.

(p) Principals and teachers labored earnestly,

often sacrificing, but usually without any

comprehensive evaluation of the results of

their work. They knew what grades students

made on tests of knowledge and skill, but few

knew or seemed really to care whether other

objectives such as understandings, apprecia»

tions, clear thinking, social sensitivity,

genuine interests were being achieved.

(q) The high school diploma meant only that

the student had done whatever was necessary

to accumulate the required number of units

. . . [but] without longsrange purpose,

without vocational preparation . . . the

rich significance of duty done and responsim

bilities fully met.

(r) . . . the relation of school and college

was unsatisfactory to both institutions . . .

secondary schools were still dominated by the

idea of preparation for college. The curricu«

lum was still chiefly gcollege preparatory".
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What the college prescribed for admission

determined to a large extent, what the boys

and girls of the United States could study in

school.

In order to alleviate or remove these deplored condim

tions, the Commission set up its plan for cooperation of

secondary school and college. By 1932 it had secured the

participation of more than three hundred colleges and univer-

sities with the thirty secondary schools who were to engage

in controlled and experimental approaches to curriculum re-

form of the previously listed conditions.

The proposal stated

The Commission desires to bring about such

changes in the relation of school and college

as will permit sound eXperimental study of

secondary education. It is concerned with

all students, but especially with those who

plan to go to college, and it seeks to estaba

lish conditions under which schools may develop

more fully in all students a strong sense of

individual and social responsibility. The

Commission wishes, also, to make it possible

for schools and colleges to help each student

shape his course so it will be best fitted to

his needs, and so that his work will have

meaning and significance for him.2

In the fall of 1933, the thirty secondary schools bew

gan their new work. Each developed its own pattern of opera»

tion and made decisions for curriculum and organizational

change which were seen as best serving the youth of each

unique community. The action for reconstruction for all

Participants was based upon two major principles. The first

one stated:
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The general life of the school and methods of

teaching should conform to what is now known

about the ways in which human beings learn

and grow.

The comparatively new concept of learning, formed

from a new and grOWing body of information about how human

beings learn and grow, meant that humans develop through

doing those things which have meaning to them in all aspects

of their behavior; through an intellectual process, not in

isolation, but in combination with the physical and emotional

aspects of their being. Growth becomes a matter of each exa

perience emerging from a previous experience, building upon

it to form new understandings which in turn lead to new and

more intelligent ways of solVing problems. Schools operating

within this concept must be places in which youth work to:

gether after setting their own goals. This called for major

changes in a curriculum which formerly had been organized

for schools in which what was to be "learned" was planned

and executed and consummated by some supreme authoritymu

state department, superintendent, school board or principal.

Aiken, in describing the schools committed to this

concept stated:

Holding this view, the participating schools

believed that the school should become a place

in which young people work together at tasks

which are clearly related to their purposes.

No longer should teachers, students, or parents

think of school simply as a place to do what

was laid out to be done. Nor should schooling

be just a matter of passing courses, piling up

credits, and, finally, getting a diploma. The

school should be a living social organism of

which each student is a vital part. The Whole
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boy goes to school, therefore school should

stimulate his whole being. It should pro~

vide opportunities for the full exercise of

his physical, intellectual. emotional, and

spiritual powers as he strives to achieve

recognition and a place of usefulness and

honor in adult soc1ety . . . the student

would be seeking the essence and the substance

rather than the forms and husks of education.

The second major principle stated:

. . . the high school in the United States

should rediscover its chief reason for exism

tence.2

Along With produCing better learning conditions, it

was seen as equally urgent to determine what it is that is

most important for American youth to learn. As the Study cone

tinued in its search, it became conVincingly clear that while

the three "R's" together with the multitude of other subjects

are important, they are so only to the degree that youth be»

come able and wish to lead the life which is commensurate

With democratic principles.

Describing this emerging conViction, Aiken stated:

Year after year the conviction became clearer

and deeper that the school itself should be~

come a demonstration of the kind of life in

which this nation believes. The Commission and

the schools said that the most important serw

vice the school can render youth is to give

the understanding and appreciation of the way

of life we call democracy, and that the best

way to understand and appreciate is to live

that kind of life every day.

Later in his discussion of the Study, he claimed:

The chief developments in general school life

in the Eighthear Study grew out of this
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emerging concept of democratic life and edue

cation. It gave direction to changes in

school administration, in home~school relae

tions, in the teacher‘s role in the school,

and in the student's part in the life of the

school-society.

Throughout the years of the study there were carefully

planned investigations of each innovation before it was put

into effect, followed by carefully measured results. Results,

unsatisfactory in the light of the two major principles,

brought further discussion, investigations and changes in

procedure appropriate to what appeared to be a more intelli~

gent approach and to the basic philosophy explained in part

by the following statement%

In this sense the Thirty Schools were and are

9experimental‘1 and they believe that every

school in a democracy should be, also. No

aspect of any school's work should be so firm-

ly fixed in practice or tradition as to be

immune from honest inquiry and possible im«

provement. It is only in this way that life 2

and vigor are maintained and progress achieved.

The EightnYear Study, begun in 1932, closed in 1941.

The detailed reports of the activities, reactions to and re_

sults are collated extensively in a series entitled Adventure

in Education: Volume I is The Story of the Eighthear Study3

by Wilford Aiken; Volume II is Exploring the Curriculum,4 by

 

H. H. Giles, S. P. McCutchen, and A. N. Zechiel, the Curriculum

 

1Ibid., p. 33.

2Ibid., p. 19.

3Ibid.

4

H. H. Giles, S. P. McCutchen and A. N. Zechiel,

Exploring the Curriculum (New York: Harper and Brothers,

QA9_,
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Consultants; Volume Ill, Appraising and Recording Student
 

Progress,1 is written by Eugene R. Smith and Ralph W. Tyler

with the aid of the Evaluation Staff, Volume IV, Qid_Ihgy

Succeed in Collegeg'is a follow-up Study of the graduates of

the thirty schools written by Dean Chamberlin, Enid Straw

Chamberlin, Neal E. Drought and William E. Scott, and

Volume V, Thirty Schools Tell Their Story,3 is the collece

tion of the reports by each of the schools involved. The

last noted is so written as to present the uniqueness of

each program, its initial approach to freeing the curriculum

to meet their own student needs within their own unique come

munities.

Another significant contribution to the story of the

study9 Were We Guinea Pigs.4 was written in 1938 by the fifty-
 

five members of the senior class of the Ohio State University

School. It presents their perceptions of their involvement

in the Study, and the subsequent effect upon them from the

time they were seventh graders through their senior year in

high school.

1Eugene R. Smith and Ralph W. Tyler, Appraising

and Recording Student Progress (New York: Harper and

Brothers, 1942).

2Dean Chamberlin, g£;_§l., Did They Suceed in Cola

lege? (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942).

3EightaYear Study, Thirty Schools Tell Their

Story (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942).

4Ohio State University, Were We Guinea Pigs? (New

York: Henry Holt and Company,3 1938.
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The Study 5 application of the research method of

problemmsolving resulted in discoveries and growch based

upon verified proofs. These gave profound direction and held

great promise for curriculum planning and for those sincerely

interested in the development of practices of proven value

to the teaching=learning act.

However, the method of achieVLng curriculum revision

is of prime concern here. For the growth of Michigan's cure

riculum developments, the EightLYear Study revealed some

pertinent findings. In their conCIuding chapter, Giles,

McCutchen, and Zechiel stated“

. . . one impression stands out above all

others: a conViction that there is no pros

blem of organization, such as the making of

a schedule or the conduct of a custodian,

that does not have Significance in the curm

riculum. For the curriculum is now seen as

the total experience With which the school

deals in educating young people. Conversely,

there is no classroom activity or teacher

behavior not closely related to problems

that have been called 'administrative'.

This is due, in part, to the fact that it is

the total school experience which has most

meaning to a child. It is also due to the

fact that staffs are discovering tremendous

possibilities by means of cooperative work

and by the creation of a united, meaningful,

whole situation for themselves as well as

their pupils . . . . Real and thorough rem

organization . . . involves the general life

of the school as well as the work of the

classroom.1

The following characteristics in the nature of the

Study and in its conduct, helped to bring into sharp focus

those problems which continue to appear again and again in

education:

1Giles, 9;; al., op. gig., p. 293.
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the autonomy of the schools, which forced

each local institution to think in terms of

its own local needs and resources,

the fresh and vigorous energies of teachers

set free by college agreement so that they

were impelled to think about, and participate

in, policy making;

the stimulus and help of specialized assism

tance in putting programs into more effective

relationship with the purposes of the school;

the opportunity afforded by Workshops for

group thinking and the collection of materials

of all kinds as resources in new teaching;

the beginnings of relationships with the com-

munity as a wholemlas a partner in policyn

making and as a great reservoir of resources

for learning.

There was other evidence which came to light giving

impetus, guidelines and inspiration to Michigan's educational

leaders in their struggle to bring their state‘s schools to

a point of action for curriculum change. Again citing Giles,

McCutchen, and Zechiel‘

The study‘s experience . . . throws into bold

relief the need for greater understanding be~

tween community and school, and between seconm

dary and higher institutions of learning . . .

this study has made it plain that the teacher,

like the pupil is capable of continuous dew

velopment . . . teachers and teaching are not

good, bad or indifferent in isolation . . . not

a star act in a vaudeville. It is a product of

team work, as well as of hard or brilliant inw

dividual work . . . perhaps the greatest stimw

ulus of all was the sense of belonging to an

adventurous company which placed a premium upon

the contributions of each of its individual

membersamwhen an entire staff participated in

the process of defining goals, when parents met

to hear reports of new developments, wheE the

teachers shared in Workshop discussions.

Group planning and exchange of information

about work in progress, by means of periods

llbid., p. 297.
 

21bid., p. 302.
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devored to staff meetings and by summer Works

shops, resulted also in seeing objectives,

subjeCt matter, methods, and evaluation as

aspects of one process-wthe development of

human beings. {Staffs claimed] before the

Study it was rarely pOSSlble for them to work

together toward significant changes in the

curriculum. It may well be that never having

had the opportunity to participate, the coopm

erative process had never been learned, and

consequently never thought of as a means for

bringing about change in the curriculum. The

Thirty Schools discovered close cooperation

transformed not only their behavior, but their

attitudes about the value of this behavior.1

Hamming, describing this change in the behavior of

the teachers, stated:

with an

School after school remarks on the enhanced

teacher cooperation that developed with the

study. Formerly every teacher‘s link with the

school had often been narrowly functional.

The teacher as a speCialist had been subject

to the inevitable partial isolation of the

expert.

Consultation, however, extended in some areas

beyond the indiVidual schools. Teachers from

groups of schools met during their summer va-

cations in somcalled Workshops, where they

were introduced to new teaching methods and

material and enabled to solve, in joint con-

sultation, and with expert guidance, all sorts

of problems of scope, sequence, and method

. . . [and] to explore new ideas of study for

themselves in ideal circumstances. In Des

Moines, Bronxville and elsewhere these workw

shops acted as laboratories, teacher-guidance

clinics, and busy clearing houses for the give

and take of new ideas in democratic education.

Thus personal getting together was established

as one of the essential means to integrating

and revitalizing the curriculum.3

Thus the EightxYear Study was supplying the nation

abundance of information for the improvement of its

11bid., p. 306.

Hemming, op. cit.. p. 42.

31bid., p. 55.
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schools in terms of their curriCulum, their teachers, their

public relations, the learning process, and the genuine imm

plementation of the democratic process. In addition to the

significance for the Specific individual schools involved,

the Study gave both impetus and guidelines for the estab»

lishment of other similar studies.

While the University of Michigan is listed as one of

the institutions of higher learning giving consent to accept

students from the secondary schools involved in the Study,

none of the thirty secondary schools was from Michigan. Howe

ever, there is evidence that Michigan's Department of Public

Instruction was interested in the results of the Study. As

these results began to be eVident and published, Michigan

educational leaders, encouraged by the Department of Public

Instruction, instigated action necessary to launch a local

study and similar approach to improving its secondary school

program.

One effect of the EightuYear Study has been to

prompt other investigations along similar lines.

In 1937, the State of Michigan embarked upon a

12~year plan designed to transform High School

education so that it would meet the needs of the

modern child. An agreement with the Colleges,

such as that of the Eighthear Study, was ar—

ranged, and 54 schools were selected for special

experiment as representing a crossnsection of

all the State‘s High Schools.1

There was ample evidence of great changes taking

Place in both the national and state educational pictuream

changes which called for revision in all facets of the sys»

tem. A government pamphlet described the national scene as

follows:

—__
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During the last fifty years, enrollments in

public high schools have increased more than

thirtyufold. More than 7,000,000 pupils are

now enrolled in apprOXimately 25 000 high

schoolso This represents some 65% of the

youth of high school age.

Such growth in secondary school popUIation is

without parallel in the history of the world

. . . . The change is of great significance

because of the growth in numbers and because

of the Widening of the range of needs, inter«

ests, purposes, and abilities on the part of

pupilso In 1890 the secondary pupils were

characterized by great similarity of purposes,

interests, needs, and capacities. Five or

six of every seven Will probably never go to

college . . . . The changes in the secondary

school pOpulation and the changes in America

[and the world] pattern of living have been

accompanied by many changes in secondary edum

cation° Many, however, are of the opinion that

present secondary education is meeting inade-

quately the needs of the indiVidual and the

social group. It is generally assumed that

secondary schools could render more effective 1

services than they are contributing at present.

The conditions in the state of Michigan, as it em-

barked on its Study are described by Parker in his report

to the Directing Committee;

In Michigan in 1937 there were 704 schools

prOViding one or more grades from 9 to 12

inclusiveo By actual survey, it was reveals

ed that those schools were providing essena

tially the same instructional program as in

1920. A limited number of subject matter

courses had been added to the curriculum of

the larger schools. The courses were deter«

mined by the demands of college entranceo

High School enrollments had increased to the

degree that 65% or more of the young people

of high school age were in school. Michigan

was rapidly changing from an agricultural and

lumbering state to an industrial, economic

organization with nearly 60% of the populau

tion residing in industrial centers. There

1Biennial Survey of Education in the United States,

l934-1936 (Washington, D.C.: United States Government Print-

lng Office, 1937)o
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a large number of high schools in communities

located in cutnover timber sections with margin-

al or sub-marginal soil offering a strictly

college entrance program.

In the midst of these conditions, the State

Department of Public Instruction, the State

Secondary School Association, and numerous

individuals were aware of the necessity of re-

organizing the instructional program of the

secondary schools.1

The awareness held by educational leaders throughout

the state and by a forward looking State Department of In-

struction led Michigan to establish a twelve~year program de-

signed to improve the secondary curriculum of the schools

throughout the state-~The Michigan Secondary School Study.

The fundamental principles upon which the Study was founded

were stated by Parker, Menge, and Rice:

In the development of the Michigan Study a

statement of the point of view regarding the

improvement of education was formulated,

based upon four assumptions: (1) fundamental

im rovement is needed in secondary education;

(2§ a broad concept of general education is

necessary for the improvement of secondary

education; (3) basic orientation for the im-

provement of secondary education is found in

meeting better the needs of youth and the

community in our evolving democracy; (4) it

is necessary to develop clearly concepts of

processes or ways of working a5 the task of

improving secondary education.

The first assumption, fundamental improvement is

needed in secondary education, grew from the realization of

the rapidly growing and changing school population through-

out the nation generally and in Michigan specifically.

lJ. Cecil Parker, Wilmer Menge, Theodore D. Rice,

Ihe First Five Years Of The Michigan Secondary Study (Lans-

ing, Michigan: State Board of Education, 1942), p. 9.

Ibid.
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The second assumption, a broad concept of education

is necessary to the improvement of secondary education, was

based upon the conviction that secondary education must now

be not for the promotion of an educated elite, and not simply

available, but a totally essential and universal right. The

Study stated?

Education must be conceived as broadly as

life itself, as broadly as democracy itself.

Education is the process of becoming more

effective in meeting situations. Educational

policy must be formulated with reference to

the needs and the problems of society and of

individuals. The curriculum of the school

must be focused upon our culture, its values,

its conflicts, its possibilities, its stresses

and strains. Education is the process of

living through which individuals learn by don

ing. The competencies required of the indie

vidual to be effective as a personality and

as a member of groups must be the heart, the

soul, the backbone, and the framework of the

program of public education. Education must

accept the responsibility for, and make cons

tributions to, the improvement of life for

individuals in the community and in society.

Education must make a difference in the

realities of everyday living.1

The third assumption, basic orientation for the im_

provement of secondary education is found in meeting better

the needs of youth and the community in our evolving democracy,

was seen as relevant to that concept which maintains:

(a) the curriculum should consist of real,

basic experiences of living, (b) such experi-

ences must be found in the life of today, and

(c) appropriate experiences cannot be select-

ed except through consideration of the group

at hand.2
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The term "needs" as used here referred to personalm

social behavior characteristics necessary to the personality

development of a member of a democracy. The Study report

defined them ast

. . . an integral part of living events which

can be described as interaction between the

individual and the social situation . . . the

result of tensions in the already organized

personality, interacting with the demands of

the environment with its prevailing standards

or ideals.l

The fourth assumption, a point of view and plans rem

garding ways and means of working at the task of improving

secondary education are necessary, is the most pertinent to

this review of the background leading to the establishment

of the Michigan August Working Conference. The major concern

of the Study was to design, organize and carry through a co-

operative program for the improvement of secondary education

in Michigan. To design and organize an idea on paper is of

little value unless there is, in actuality, a means of

realization of the idea in practice. It is also of little

value to participate in a process unless the resulting de-

cisions for action can be carried out in a supportive climate.

The Michigan August Working Conference was one of the ways

and means, one of the processes Within the design of the

Study for improving secondary education. The Michigan State

Department of Public Instruction provided not only a climate

in which improvement could occur, but also interested, agm

gressive leadership in the activities for improvement.

1Ibid., p. 14.
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For an accurate piCture of the climate conducive to

the organization of a study, it is pertinent to look at statem

ments concerning the philoSOphy basic to the State Departm

ment's Operational procedures. By Constitution and by Stan

tute it is charged to give "leadership to education in all

its aspects."1 In his annual report to the state in 1935,

Dr. Eugene Elliott, Superintendent of Public Instruction,

stated:

The purpose of the Michigan Program of Inw

structional Improvement is that of helping

all those who are concerned with education

to review the task of the school today and

to plan the experiences and activities

through which desirable purposes of public

education may be realized more completely.

The state curriculum program proposes to

indicate desirable trends and emphases in

the planning of the curriculum for local

units by these units rather than to develop

Specific state courses of study for use in

all schools.2

The establishment of the Steering Committee by Dr.

Elliott in 1935 was the first step in the cooperative process

for curriculum building. In a letter dated November 30, 1936,

sent to the members of the State Association of High School

Principals, he stated?

. . . the Legislature has placed very heavy

responSibility on the State Superintendent

for the program of studies of Michigan schools,

the elementary as well as the secondary

schools. In order to meet this responsibility

in a thoroughly cooperative way I have ap-

pointed a curriculum committee which is repre-

sentative of the schools of the state. This

1Eugene B. Elliort, Ninety~Third Repgrt of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction of the State of Michi an for

EhezBiennium,l933m1936 (Lansing: Board of Education, 19365,

p. 1.
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Committee is known as the Curriculum Steering

Committee and consists of Dr. Paul T. Rankin,

Chairman; Dean J. B. Edmonson, Dr. E. L.

Austin, Dr. H. L. Turner; Superintendents

L. C. Mohr and David A. VanBuskirk; CommiSm

sioners Grace Walker and Herold Rader; and

Dr. Lee M. Thurston, Dr. Kenneth L. Heaton,

and Dr. George Fern of the Department.

Action sequentially leading to the formation of the

August Workshop is to be found in the Compiled Records of the

Michigan Secondarnychool Study.2 The following information

is presented here simply as a matter of record to show the

gradual emergence of the concept of the August Working Con-

ference in the minds and plans of educators dedicated to ac-

complishing curriculum reform in terms of action.

In 1937, two years after the Curriculum Program was

under way, Dr. Elliott, upon recommendation by the Steering

Committee, appointed a committee of seven educators to study

in depth the state‘s existing school conditions and needs,

and to make subsequent suggestions for procedures to bring

about curricular change. This committee was known as the

Directing Committee for the Michigan Secondary School Study.

This committee's first task was to obtain the ser-

vices of a director with qualifications for establishing the

guidelines for action and for creating and sustaining activi=

ties for their implementation. In New Orleans, February, 1937,

Directing Committee members Brownell, Rankin, Johnston, Well-

wood, Thurston, Heaton, and Koopman met with some members of

1Michigan Secondary Study, Compiled Records, Vol. 1,

"Minutes of the Directing Committee" (Lansing, Michigan:

State Board of Education, 1936w1940), p. 5.

2?bid-- (summarization)lulllll H
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the EightuYear Study. They discussed Michigan's plans and

a choice of director with Ralph Tyler, Francis Spaulding and

Robert Havighurst.

By June, 1937, criteria of characteristics necessary

for the directorship had been established: competence in the

field of secondary education; agreeable and strong persons

ality; good writer; good speaker; great vitality; keen obsera

ver and analyst; ability to get things done; knowledge of

Michigan; continuous availability for the years to follow.

The following men suggested for this office substan~

tiate the evidence that these educational leaders were prim

marily interested in strong and proven leadership and genuine

improvement: Harl Douglass, University of Minnesota; Samuel

Everett, Northwestern University; Edgar Johnston, University

of Michigan; J. G. UnStattd, Wayne State University; Francis

Spaulding, Office of Commission of Education; Louis Raths,

Associate Director of Progressive Education's Eight-Year

Study; Phillip Cox, New York University; R. D. Russell,

University of Idaho; C. L. Cushman, Denver Public Schools;

Paul Hanna and Harold Hand both with Leland Stanford

University.1

Following confidential discussions with "certain

trusted individuals" at the National Education Association

Convention, J. Cecil Parker of Fort Worth, Texas, was given

serious consideration. On July 21, 1937, it was moved by

Mr. Johnston, supported by Mr. Wellman, and carried that

lIbid., p. 44.
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Chairman Brownell be instructed to get in contact immediately

with Mr. J. Cecil Parker, and that he be asked, if interested,

to indicate his willingness to meet with the committee at the

earliest possible date. On August 10, 1937, Mr. Parker was

duly appointed for one year beginning September 15th at a

salary of $7,500.00.1

Mr. Parker, after making a study of other state pro-

grams then in progress, and holding conferences with Dr.

Havighurst and Dr. Paul Hanna, reported to the Directing

Committee. This report contains a list of items submitted

October 20, 1937, for consideration of policies. Item 5 con-

cerning the establishment of workshops stated:

Workshops: The subject of workshops was plac-

ed on the calendar of business for the meeting

of November 15. The Director was asked to sub-

mit to the members in advance of the meeting a

description of the PEA Workshop Plan as it may

be discussed after study of the proposition.3

First on the Agenda for November 15 was listed for

consideration:

A. Workshops

Need and Purpose

Location

Participants

Staff

Finances

Relationship to PEA Workshop

1Ibid., p. 45. [Mr. Parker served from 1937 to 1942;

J. Wilmer Menge served from 1942 to July, 1943; Theodore D.

Rice served from 1943 until June, 1945. The directorship

then became the responsibility of Roland C. Faunce who also

served as the Department's Chief of Elementary and Secondary

Education.]

2(a) Progressive Education Association Study, (b)

Southern Association Study, (c) New York State Regents Study,

(d) Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, (e) The

Ohio Study.

3Ibid., p. 60.
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The minutes state: After extended discussion

the committee generally agreed to explore

the use of the summer Workshop in connection

with the Study. Mr. Brownell was asked to

confer with Mr. Edmonson about general plans

for next summer.

The general plan for the Study arrived at during this

contains the following statement:

. . . the organization of a WorkshOp where

representatives from the schools may come

together for intensive work upon their pro-

blems and plans.

On December 27, 1937, definite plans were confirmed

for a summer workshop. The minutes, under Item IV, Discussion

of the Problems, part 3, stated:

Workshop

A. Dr. Brownell reported that he attended

PEA Workshops in New York City on Decem-

ber 6. He reported that there is to be

no PEA workshop in Michigan for 1938,

but that the PEA hopes to cooperate next

year and will give preference to Michigan

people in the PEA Workshop fellowships

during the 1938 session.

B. A letter from Dean Edmonson, Dean of the

School of Education, University of Michi-

gan, was read. This letter proposed vari-

ous cooperative steps in the organization

of a summer curriculum workshop.

C. The following motions were made and carried

concerning the workshop:

aa. Name: the name of the workshop is to

be: The Cooperative Secondary Curricu—

lum Workshop, under the auspices of

the Directing Committee of the Michi-

gan Study of the Secondary School

Curriculum in cooperation with the

Department of Public Instruction, the

State Board of Education, Michigan

Education Association, University of

Michigan, Michigan State College, and

Wayne University.

Ibid., unpaged.
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bb. Suggested provisions:

Place - Ann Arbor Public School

Length - Six weeks

Tuition - Dependent upon institution,

to be paid to the institution

Number of students - Approximately

100 to 125, 75 reserved for teach-

ers from selected schools.

cc. Next steps:

Director authorized to make contacts

with suggested institutions.

Authorized to make final arrangements.

In the summers of 1938 and 1939, workshops of six

weeks duration were held for, and especially geared to, the

needs of those schools participating in the Study. In Decem-

ber, following the second workshop, it became evident that

they were proving of such value to the participants that

others wished to benefit by joining in a workshop experi-

ence. In March, 1940, the Director was asked to make a com-

plete set of recommendations for a "special workshop to be

2

conducted by the Study in August."

The September 17, 1940, minutes of the Directing

Committee contained this item:

The meeting opened with a very favorable ap-

praisal of the Saugatuck Working Conference

(August, 1940) Mr. Parker submitted a one-

page summary . . . . The Committee agreed

that it would be wise to approach the Kellogg

Foundation for help in providing a working

conference for the next year.

In August, 1940, the Study had conducted its first

seven-day working conference in a camp on Lake Michigan for

11pm., p. 60.
 

2

Hbid., p. 436.

31bid., p. 485.
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one hundred and fifty-eight teachers and administrators

. . . . The participants worked with each other and with

other staff members on problems and plans in their own schools.

Thus the August Working Conference was born out of the past

experiences of meeting national curriculum needs and for

meeting present state curriculum needs; and, from the pro-

vision of helpful experiences for a small and select group

to the provision of similar helpful experiences for a hetero-

geneous and more broadly representative population.



CHAPTER TV

THE AUGUST WORKING CONFERENCES

The purpose of Chapter IV is to present the avails

able information fOCuSifig directly upon the AuguSt Working

Conference as derived from the records and materials pron

duced by the organizers and partLCipants of these conferences.

The presentation is in chronological sequence, a year by year

account of the problems and experiences which teachers and

administrators perceived as Significant in their commitment

to the improvement of the profesSion and its service to

youth; and, the process by which they attempted to meet and

solve these problems.

Following the 1938 and 1939 five week summer coopera

ative workshops held for the school personnel specifically

involved in the Michigan Secondary School Study and sponsored

by it, the institutions partLCLpating were requested to cone

duct workshops. The Study recommended a one week working

conference to prOVlde for a wider representation and greater

involvement in the concerns of the Study by teachers.

In the compiled records of the Michigan Secondary

School Study, plans for this conference were initiated at a

two~day meeting of principals of the Study's schools held

at the Porter Hotel in LanSing, February 9-10, 1940. The

minutes stated

88
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At the last seSSLon on Saturday afternoon

there was a workshop planned for the summer.

It was reported that tentative plans were

being made to hold a short workshop for the

teachers of one or more schools. This pr0~

posed workshop would have no relationship to

other regular workshops being held in the

state.1

The idea of a one-week workshop was approved by the

Directing Committee, and during the folloWing August the

First August Working Conference was held and "became something

. . 2

of an institution."

The foilow1ng information in tormat is taken directly

from the descriptive reports by Parker, Menge and Rice con»

cerning the August Working Conferences tor the years 1940,

1941, 1942, 1945, and 1944.5

 

 

 

I. 1940, The First. Saugatuck

Place? Westminster Lodge at Saugatuck, Michigan

Dates. August 18 to 24, 1940

Staff? J. CeCil Parker J. Wilmer Menge, David M. Trout,

Leland Jacobs. R.C. Faunce. and L. W. Kindred

ConsultantS' Dr. G. L. Maxwell, Dr. Fritz Redl, Dr. H. Y.

McClusky, Dr. Edgar Johnston, and Miles Palmer

Purpose; To enable participants to describe to one

another what methods and procedures are yielding

promiSing results in various schools, to aid

each other in the so.ution of b0th common and

p 1Michigan Secondary School Sgugy, Vol. III, Q2. 913.,

p 13:Parker, g£;_al., The First Fiye_1ga§§ . . . , 92..g;£.,



individua. protesSional problems which Will be

encountered during the coming year, to evaluate

descriptively and functionally various prac:

tices now in use. and to demonstrate through

participation and reflection ways of working

together with fellow educators and in leading

high school students. Opportunities were prom

Vided for partiCipants to secure assisrance in

planning improvements in their work with stu4

dents.

Organization' The conference was organized around four

types of actiVities (a) small group discus~

sions, (b) perSonal conferences, (c) individual

work_ and (d) general sessions. The six interest

or discu55ion groups formed were; Administration,

Core Courses and Problem Courses, English and

Reading, Guidance, Science and Mathematics, and

Social Studies. Staff members acted as leaders

of these groups. These discuSSion groups met

each morning.

The afternoons were given over to meetings

of small groups organized around interests, to

small conferences, and to consultation.

There were general meetings in the evenings,

at which time Dr. Maxwell, Dr. Redl, Dr. McClusky,

and Mr. Parker spoke to and conferred with the

group.

Number Present: 150
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Cost? $2,417.25. The Study paid all costs, includ~

ing partial tranSportation COSts of individuals.

In describing this first conference to the profes~

sional public, Parker stated.

II.

In August, 1940, a seven day working confer;

ence was conducred in a camp on Lake Michigan

for 158 teachers and administrators from 41

cooperating schoo;s. The partiCLpants worked

with each other and with Staff members on

problems and piars in their own schools. The

planning. organization and guidance of the

conference were derived from and characterized

by carefully selected purposes. These puru

poses were to enable partiCipants to describe

to one anOther what methods and procedures are

yielding promrsrng resu.ts in various schools,

to aid each other in the solution of both comm

mon and indLVidual profeSSLonal problems which

will be encountered during the coming year9 to

evaluate descriptively and functionally various

practices now in use. and to demonstrate

through partiCLpating and reflecting ways of

working together which COuld be used effec»

tively in sharing experiences with fellow edum

cators and in leading high school students.

19411 The Second. Cranbrook

Place“ Cranbrook School for Boys at Bloomfield Hills.

Michigan

Dates: August 21 to 27; 1941

Staff: J. CeCil Parker. J. Wilmer Menge, Russell W.

West

Consultants’ Dr. Harold Fawcett, Mr. George SneViakov9

Dr. Fritz Redl. Dr. Paul Rankin, and Dr. Rudolph

Lindqulst

1J. Cecil Parker, "The Mirhigan Study of the Secondary

SChool Curriculum " Eduiagional Method. Vol. XX, No. 6

(Columbus, Ohio: Stoneman Press} March, 1941), p. 316.

 



Purpose:
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To develop. to discover, to evaluate9 and to

promote understanding and the use of effective

modifications in secondary education.

1. To pr0Vlde opportunities for conference

members to develop increased interest and

desire to improve eXperiences of their stu:

dents.

To provide opportunities for conference

members to make progress with plans and tom

ward clarification and solution of problems

With which

To provide

members to

procedures

cisions.

To prOVide

members to

assiStance

To provide

members to

tances.

To provide

members to

they are concerned.

opportunities for conference

examine and to develop bases and

for planning and for making de~

opportunities for conference

find a wider range of sources of

for work on problems.

opportunities for conference

make new friends and acquaina

opportunities for conference

partiCipate in social and recrem

ational actLVities.

To provide opportunities for conference

members to consider carefully and critiw

cally a wide range of questions and issues

regarding poSSible directions in which seconu

dary education may (and should) progress.
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Organization Working groups were formed in the followa

ing areas informal classroom procedures, core

courses goidance. evaluationj language arts.

and pre schOoi conferences. These groups met

each morning and afternoon. There were general

meetings in the evenings With Dr. RankinJ Dr.

LindquLSt. Dr. Redl. Dr. Fawcett, Mr. Sheviakov

and staff members acting as speakers and con»

sultants.

Number Present: ll8

Cost: Total cost of conference . . . $850.25

Cost of Study . . . . . . . . 395.65

Each partiCipant proVided for his own transporm

tation and paid $7.50 toward his living expen»

ses. The Study paid $4.50 toward his living

expenses.

Additional information. An evaluation letter from

Dorothy Post, a member of the Core Group,

stated. "All impre35ions favorable, helpful,

and good." and, a statement by Parker, "There

was. on the part of practically every particle

pant, an expressed desire for a similar confer“

ence in 1942. in feet it was assumed that there

would be such a conference."1

111o 1942, The Third, Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School at Higgins Lake9

Roscommon, Michigan

Michigan Secondary Sghoglfl§tudy, Compiled Records9

92" £1.20, pg 20



Dates:

Stafft
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August 25 to 29? 1942

Jo Cecil Parker, Jo Wilmer Menge? Russell West,

To Do Rice? and Rupert Koeninger

Consultants; George SheViakove Chandos Reid5 Ruth Cunw

Purpose:

ninghamt Marion Rice; J. B, Edmonson, Russell

Martin\ Edgar Johnston, Leon WaskinS Ford Lemler9

Virgil Wiser Carl Horne Paul Rankin and Georgia

Hood

To give indiViduals an opportunity to work

with others on problems that concern him [sic].

To make plans for adjustments to the present

situationo

Organization: The Planning Committee organized the con»

ference into random groups of approximately

eight ihdiViduals that devoted Monday afternoon

and the follOWing mornings to the formulation

and discussion of a list of imperatives for

schools in wartimeo

The afternoons were devoted to consideram

tion of the problems of individuals in special

interest groupso There were groups concerned

with (l) guidance, (2) core courses} (3) English,

(4) mathematics, and (5) adjustment of subject

matter to the warn

Most of the evenings were devoted to meetm

ings, in which Dean Edmonson9 George Sheviakov,

Russell Martin, and J? CeCLl Parker spoke to the

group and led discussions” One evening tran~

scriptions on Citizenship were presented and
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another evening slides were shown. Friday

evening was devoted to recreation.

A feature of the 1942 Working Conference

was the prOViSion of opportunities for particiu

pants to engage in some arts and crafts experie

ences. The cost was small. and many particim

pated who had never done Such things before.

Another feature was the fact that some twenty

high school prinCipais held a conference at the

same place at the same time under the auspices

of the Michigan Secondary School Association.

Number Present' 100

Costf Cost to Study . . . . . . . . . $ 745.50

Cost to PartiCipants . . . . . __232;;2

Total . . . . . . . . $1,294.89

The Study paid lfic per mile or one»half the bus

fare toward the cost of transportation for each

indiVLduai. The individual paid $7.00 and the

Study paid $525 toward the living expense.

Additional Information. The Conservation Lodge is a

superb location for such conferences!

Summary of Representation of Schools at

the August Working Conferencesl

 

Cooperating Schools 1240 123; 123;

Allegan 3 2

Ann Arbor 4 2 1

Bad Axe 1

Battle Creek 5 5 3
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Big Rapids 5 3 1

Birmingham ‘

Boyne City 1

Cassopolis
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Coldwater

Cranbrook
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In conjunction with this August Working Conference,

the Michigan Secondary School Study sponsored a conference

for principals. In the years following, these two conferm

ences were merged and held under Joint sponsorship. In exc

Planation, Rice and Faunce stated“

This feature indicates a step toward the pure

pose of general dissemination of promising

practices, as planned for the third phase of

the Study. Another eVidence of more general
. \i U

AgnnnmgnfiQL-QA“ T1flfi {-ho nwaflawa‘ annwagaa A;
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representation from schools not listed as

partiCipants in the Study.1

Details found in the Compiled Records add pertinent

information to this brief outline of the 1942 Conference. A

brochure bound into the records and advertiSing the Michigan

Department of Conservation Training School presents a picture

of the kind of setting conSLdered a valuable environment for

a successful working conference. The brochure stated"

The Michigan Department of Conservation trains

ing school is located on the north shore of

Higgins Lake, SlX miles northwest of Roscommon

. . . . Every proviSion has been made at the

school for faCilitating instruction and for the

comfort of the students (participants). The

buildings are of concrete and frame construcw

tion with comfortable dormitories with showers,

a modern kitchen and dining room and a recrem

ation hall . . . . A recreation field in=

cludes a pistol and rifle range, a baseball

diamond, and tennis courts. Bathing and boats

ing are to be had in Higgins Lake, one of

Michigan's finest inland waters . . . .

Located in Higgins Lake State Forest, the

school is Within a fifteen mile radius of a

wide variety of actiVities and projects . .

. . Field trips . . . are prov1ded to the famed

Hartwick Pines, the Grayling Fish Hatchery, the

game refuge . . . the Forest Fire Experiment

Station, the Dead Stream Waterfowl PrOJect, the

Higgins Lake Forest Nursery and the Higgins

Lake Forest. AdJOLNLng the school are interest»

ing trails through some of Michigan's finest

forests.2

A letter sent out by the directing committee to schools

in Michigan and dated July 20. 1942 noted

The responses received from schools and

teachers indicate that these late Summer

1Theodore D. Rice, Roland C. Faunce, "A Report of

the Michigan Study of the Secondary School Curriculum 1937a

1945," The Michigan Sggondary_§tudy (Lansing, Michigan:

State Board of Education, 1943). Po 16»

, . ‘2 J .3 v

2 School For the Consgryatignist
in Michigan 5

s, bound into Michigag_§egonda
ry School Study,

*‘M‘* ”A'. III. op. cit., unpaged.
‘fllh "(IID a
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conferences, Such as were held at Saugatuck

and Cranbrook, have a definite and valued

place in the varied way in which we have

learned to work and play together.1

An information sheet mailed out to prospective partiw

announced.

Higgins Lake, 6 3O P.M., August 23 - 2.00 P.M.,

August 29, 1942. State Department of Conser“

vation Lodge, Higgins Lake.

Nature of the Contererce The program will be

planned almost entirely by the participants.

The major reason for an lflleldual participat=

ing in the conference is to take advantage of

this opportunity to work with Others on a prom

blem or problems that concern him. It is ex:

pected that small groups will be formed on the

basis of interests to work together informally.

Plans are being formulated for consideration

by all partiCipants of speCific problems of

educating for Citizenship in a democracy in

time of criSLS . . . . Definite time will be

planned for recreational activities.

, I . . .

The minutes also contained a resume of the actiVitieS

were scheduled.

The Planning Committee organized the Confer-

ence into random groups of approximately eight

individuals that devoted Monday afternoon and

the following nornings to the formulation and

discussion of a list of imperatives for schools

in wartime.

The afternoons were devoted to consideration

of the problems of individuals in Special

interest groups, Guidance, Core, English, Math,

Adjustment of Subject Matter to the War.

Sunday, Dean Edmonson discussed the impact of

the war on schools.

Tuesday, Parker discussed wartime economics

and the role of the school.

Wednesday, Russell Martin presented conservam

tion slides.

 

lMichigan Secondary School Study, Compiled Records,

V°1- 111. 92» sit.
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Thursday, SheViakov discussed guidance pro-

blems in wartime.

Friday, recreation.

From the twenty-five imperatives for schools in war“1

time, eleven were conSidered of primary significance by the

group, and the fOLIOWLng three were given priority for exm

ploratione

concern ourselves1. We believe that we should

better understand»with how to bring about a

ing of the Negro problem.

2. We recognize the need for stability among

ourselves and children and at the same time

we realize that we are liVing in a changing

world and that, therefore, curriculum re-

adjustment is necessary.

3. We feel that it is imperative to make our

work more practical so that every American

youth has something SOCially constructive

to do.2

IV. 1943, The Fourth, Higgins Lake3

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon, Mich~

igan

Dates: August 22 to 28, 1943

Sponsors: Michigan Secondary Curriculum Study and

Michigan Secondary School Association

Staff; J. W. Menge, R. C. Faunce, Carroll Munshaw,

T. D. Rice, Noreen Sahlen

Consultants, Georgia Hood, Carl Horn, Edgar Johnston,

Rupert Koeninger, LUCie Ann McCall, Howard

 

11bid.

21bid.

 

gig.) _U.13_St11d , "Supple...

I

3Michigan Secondary_§ghggl Cur _l

(LanSing, Michigan:mentary Archival Materials, 1942:1945"

State Board of Education, 1945), p. 9.
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McClusky, Marion McClench, Russell Martin, Inez

Musson, Chandos Reid. Dr. Frank Tallman, Dr.

Norman Westiand, Fred Walcott, Ann Wheeler

Purposes. To plan and continue certain specific develops

ments within SChools participating in the Study;

to orient teachers and administrators from new

schools to developments and to help them plan

for the school year, to synthesize activities

and plans of the Study and the Association.

Organization: Informal planning procedures were used

throughout. Principals and teachers met together.

An interactive atmosphere was obtained in which

recreation, informal group work, interviews,

and general deliberations were carried on. The

Arrangements Committee prior to the conference

set up general plans. A Planning Committee and

a Finance Committee carried on daymbyaday plan~

ning to meet develOping needs within the confer=

ence o

The program consisted of the four phases:

1. Seven working groups were set up on the basis

of a canvass of the interests and problems of

participants. These were“ Wartime Guidance

and Curriculum Problems, Curriculum Organim

zation, Working Relationships in Schools,

Citizenship and Student Morale, Public Rela-

tions, Intercultural Education, Followmup of

High School Dropouts and Graduates.
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2. InterViews and school group meetings.

3. General seSSiuns on "How Human Are Childm

ren? " Dr. Tallman, "Hazards to Mental

Health in Schools in Coming Years," a panel;

"Trends in Postwar Planning and Implications

for Schools " Dr. McClusky; "Intercultural

Relations " a panel.

4. Arts actiVity. conservation, and field trips.

Number Present Representatives from -

Schools in the Study . . . . . . . . . . 51

Other Schools . . . , . . . . . . . . . 18

Colleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Staff, consoltants, and others . . . . . 18

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _;;

Costfi To Study . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 588.86

To PartiCipants . , . . . . . . . 502.14

Total . . . . . . . . . . $1,081.00

In the Compiled Records is eVidence of a detailed

evaluation of the 1943 Conference carried out by the members.

The following presents the summarizatlon of the answers re»

ceived from the participants as they reacted to questions

Posed by an evaluation committee making an obvious effort

to improve the 1944 August Working Conference. (See Appendix A)

V. 1944, The Fifth, Higgins Lakel

Place; Conservation Training School, Roscommon, Micha

igan

Datesr August 20 to 26. 1944
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SponsorS‘ Michigan Secondary Curriculum Study and

Michigan Secondary School ASSOCiation

Staff: T. D. Rice. R. C. Faunce, Margaret Krauss

ConsultantS" Mary Aceti. C. O. Arndt, Mildred Biddick,

Georgia Hood, Edgar G. Johnston, Marion McClench,

Howard McClusky- Inez Musson, J. Cecil Parker,

Chandos Reid, Bienvenido Santos, Fred Walcott,

Katherine Winckler. A. N. Zechiel

Purpose: Some of the characteristics of the August cone

ference are

1. It is so planned as to prOVide an opportun~

ity for participants to work on real pro-

blems which grow out of their own school

p.anning. .1: is a working conference.

2. It proVides a maXimum opportunity for per-

sonal growth through interchange of ideas

with others. -It is an informal conference.

3. It prOVides a rOunded experience which sam~

ples, insofar as possible, all worthwhile

areas of liVing.~ It is an actiyigy conw

ference.

4. It prOVides for continuous, cooperative

evaluation by all partiCLpants and constant

adaptation to changing needs.welt is a

5. It prOVides an opportunity for participants

to live, work, and play with persons of dif-

ferent ethnic, religious, social, and econ
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6. it tends to make resource persons of all

partiCipants, regardless of pOSition or

title.~ It is a demogragig conference.

Organization; Similar to those of 1943.

1. Small discuSSion groups Unified Studies,

PoStwar CurriCulum Changes, Democratic Exu

periences. Pre-School Conferences, Teacher

Morale Problems. Core, Evaluation-wStandardsnw

Reports. Work Experience, SchoolmCommunity

Problems, and Adult Education.

2. InterViews-—school grOups.

3. Art actiVities. conservation.

4. General seSSions "Wartime Economics for the

Citizen," Parker, "Youth in Michigan," Youth

Guidance Field Committee, a panel; and others.

Number Present Representatives from -

SchoOIS in the Study . . . . . , , , , . 46

Other Schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

cell-e883 O ‘J 6 O 0 r‘ .‘7 O O O O O O 0 O O 4

Staff, conSultants, and others . . . . . 26

Total 0 O 0 O 9 O O U O O 0 0 0 O 107

Cost: To Study . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 500.00

To PartiCipants . . . . . . . . . 724.59

TOtal o 0 O o n a 0 o O O $1,224050

From answers to questions asked for evaluative pur-

Poses, the following favorable comments were made most fre~

quently:

1. There were a number of outstanding res

source people available for the entire

...... -1-
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2. The week's work got underway in a very ef~

fiCient manner.

3. The expanded opportunity for intercultural

understanding was one of the highlights.

4. The fleXibility of the groups contributed

in a large meaSure to the Success of the

conference.

5. The democratic spirit which prevailed was

an outstanding feature.

6. The recreation was the beSt ever.

(Other Significant features mentioned frew

quently)

Camp newspaper very valuable.

Frequent opportunity for personal inter~

views and casual rewarding conversations.

PartiCipation by more than one from a

school very valuable in morale building.1

There were two suggestions frequently given for future

consideration by the planning committees first, there was an

expressed need throughout the week for advance announcement of

the day's activities second, and commented on by almost every

evaluation group, the need for a more effiCient means of make

ing appointments for conferences with individual consultants.2

It was for this conference that The Higgins Handbook3

was first prepared. It appears to be a brief orientation to

the workshop method, and to this speCLfic workshop. It inn

cludes a listing of the partiCLpants and the problems pre=

sented for conSideraticn during the week.

The primary source of information about the 1945

August Working Conference con5ists only of "Summary Reports

——.———.--——

 

Vol. III, 92. gig.
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From Certain Working Groups" as compiled at the Higgins Lake

Conference. The usual format formerly written by a staff

member for a report incorporated into the Study's minutes

was no longer found for 1945 nor for any of the ensuing

years. The writer, however, will continue to use this for»

mat as a framework for presenting the information collated

from available sources. In many instances the information

called for was not found in any available records, correspon~

dence or materials produced by those attending the confer“

ences nor in any other resource and is not noted.

Additional information has been added whenever it ape

pears to have value as eVidence relevant to understanding

the significance of the conference concept.

VI. 1945, The Sixth, Clear Lake and Higgins Lake1

A. Clear Lake

Place: Clear Lake Camp

Dates: August 12 to 18. 1945

Staff: Not listed.

Consultants. Not listed.

Purpose: Not Stated.

B. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon,

Michigan

Dates: August 19 to 25, 1945

Staff: Not listed

, 1The Bulletin of the Michigan Secondary School Assom

£$é£i229 Vol. IX, No. 6 (LanSing, Michigan: Michigan Edum

cation Association, October. 1945), p, 43,
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Consultants: Dr. Howard Lane, John Boyles, Denby High

School; DaVld Barrett, East Lansing; Paul Bar~

rett, EXtenSlOn SpeCialist in Soil Conservation

Purpose: Not stated.

Organization

Planning Committee: The following persons served in

this capaCity for both conferences listed above;

Don Randall, Chairman, H. M. Rosa. River Rouge;

Guy Hill. Michigan State College, Theodore D.

Rice and Roland Faunce. Michigan Secondary

School Study, Bernadean Flynn, Godwin Heights

High School, James Lewis, Dowagiac; Don Dolan,

Western Michigan College, Lucille Kerber, Detroit

Redford High School, Edgar Johnston, University

of Michigan

General Sessions- At both conferences the Sunday

evening seSSion was devoted to a problem survey

as a basis for building a program for the week.

Small Groups: Small working groups were formed in

the folLOWing areas*

A. Clear Lake

Guidance

Posthar Curriculum

Conservation

Intercultural Education

In Service Education

Student Participation

Education for Peace

0
O

0
0

Q

N
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‘
U
J
N
r
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B. Higgins Lake?

1 Intercultural Education

2. In~Service Training

3. Guidance

4

E

O

Pupil Participation

h---.~..---ad—.‘ a.“

O
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General seSSions were held on these tOpics in

the evening. built around the discussions of

the working groups.

Number Present:

A. Clear Lake; 52 - 21 teachers, 19 principals

and superintendents, 7 college represenm

tatives, 9 state agency members.

B. Higgins Lakes 51 s 16 teachers, 18 princiw

pals and superintendents, 7 college

representatives.

Cost: No evidence was found for either conference.

Additional Information One outstanding evening program

at each conference was given over to a discusa

sion of the G. I. Method. This was led by a

group of Michigan schoolmen who had recently

toured the various military and naval instalc

lations.

There was a pronounced emphasis in the area

of arts and crafts. both in their use in the

classroom and by members while in attendance

at the conference.

The 1945 August Working Conferences were

sponsored by both the Michigan Secondary School

Association and the Study. For the first time

there were two one at Clear Lake Camp to serve

those in the southwestern part of the state;

and one at Higgins Lake to serve those from

the eastern and central parts of the state.

This division came about as a result of the
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Office of Transportation convention ban, a part

of the war travel regulations.

The two conferences were judged highly suce

cessful by the partiCipants in their final eval-

uation report which States

The evaluations on Saturday morning

revealed that the conferees Judged

both conferences to have achieved much

success. A SpeCiaL tribute was paid

to the informality and freedom of the

planning, which permitted maximum opw

portunity to work directly upon school

problems. It was urged that the Assow

Ciation and the Study consider sponsorm

ing at least two Such conferences next

year.

Two small group summaries resulting from these con=

ferences are presented in the Appendix because they are re»

presentative of the kind of thinking and conclusions arrived

at in the small groups. They also are indicative of that

which concerned the participants. Because they are reports

with identical titles, Intercultural Education, they are exm

amples of how groups arrive at unique decisions and conclu~

sions when allowed to follow their own purposes and work tow

wards solutions to problems through their own structuring.

(See Appendix B.1 and B.2)

VII. 1946, The Seventh, Higgins Lake and Indian Lake

A. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon,

Michigan

Dates: August 12 to 23, 1946

Staff: Dr. Leon Waskin, State Department of Public In-

struction, Director of Study; Mr. Ralph Guyer,
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Consultants: Dr. Charles M. Toy, Director of Western

Purpose:

Michigan Children's Center, Dr. L. J. Luker,

Michigan State College, Russ Martin, Director

of the State Conservation Training School;

Mr. Otto Yntema, Western Michigan College;

Mr. Carl Horn, Walter Bradley, Dr. Charles Boye;

two members from the staff of the Michigan State

Library.

Not stated.

Organization?

Planning Committee~ Mr. Clarence Crothers, Chairman;

other members are not listed by name, but "Each

working group alerted a permanent chairman who

became a member of the permanent Conference

Planning Committee together with the groupmseleced

l
recorder."

General SessionS‘

1Roland

Sunday; Problem listing session

Monday; Dr. L. J. Luker and Panel=="What Are

the Barriers to Effective Curriculum

Change?"

Tuesdayi Russ MartinL«Slldes, "Michigan Wild

Life"

Wednesday“ Carl Horn and Walter Bradley ~"Imm
 

plications From Business and Indusa

try for Education"

Faunce, "The August Working Conference," Edum

cational Leadership, Vol. II. No. 5 (December, 1945)9

pp. 21].”215.
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Thursday Mr. Otto Yhtemas "A Study in Black

and White" and open forum discuss

Sion

Eriggxd Fun Night

Small GroupS' Interest groups were organized about

the follOWing tOpLCS‘

. Democratic Procedures

. The Core Curriculum

. Implications of the Atomic Age

IndividualiZing Instruction (Guidance and

Counseling)

. Health Education1

0

U
1

.
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Number Present; 100 persons and 19 schoolsw~3ay City,

Center Line, Barbour Intermediate, Denby High,

Dowagiac. East Lansing, Godwin Heights, Holland,

Kalamazoo, Marion, Marshall, Muskegon, Petoskey,

Livonia Township, River Rouge, Van Dyke, Alpena

Cost: No information foundf however. the following rem

ference was made concerning the responsibility

for expenses

At Higgins Lake 78 percent of those

attending, excluSive of consultants

and resource persons, reported that

their expenses were paid wholly or in

part by their local board of education.

This included seven members from the

Barbour Intermediate whose expenses

were paid by the Detroit Citizenship

Study.2

Additional Information A major factor contributing to

the success of the Higgins Lake conference was

1Leon Waskin, "AuguSL Working Conference Successful,"

The Bulletin, Volo XI, No. 6 (Lansrng Michigan Education

Association, November. 1947), p. 54.

2Ibid.
——“——
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the fact that partiCipants came from the most

part as members of teacher administrator school

teams. As a result the conference was so orm

ganized as to prOVide those attending opporm

tunity to work as members of school groups as

well as in interest groups. Greater interest

than ever before in this kind of conference may

be inferred from the evrdence presented by corw

respondence between Dr. Leon Waskin and schools

seeking reservations after camp accommodations

had been filled.1 About fifty applications

could not be accepted, and for this reason a

recommendation was made that for next summer

the possrbility be explored and consideration

be given to holding two such conferences in the

Lower Peninsula. In fact the response was " . . .

so wholehearted and the support so strong that

before the firSt conference had closed . . .

(the) Executive Board went on record to approve

2

three such conferences for August, 1948."

B. Indian Lake

Place: Iron County Youth Camp (also called Camp Batam

wagama)

Dates: August 12 to 23, 1946

Staff. Dr. Leon Waskin, Department of Public Instruction

 

1Records Group 65 s 23, 230 F9. Archive Record Center,

Lansing, Michigan.

Zing.
f . err-
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Consultants. Dr. Harold Hand, Dr. Fred Walcott, Dr. Ruth

Cunningham. Dr. Charles Boye, two members from

State Library staff.

Purpose? Not stated.

Organizationi

Planning Committee; Miss Frances Smith, teacher in

Ironwood, chosen by the conference members to

be chairman; other members were those chosen as

chairmen and recorders of the small interest

groups.

General Sessions~

Sunday' Problem listing session

Monday~ Dr. Harold Hand-w"The Significance

of the Atom Bomb"

TEEEQQX‘ Dr. Fred Walcott and Open Forumam

"Problems of Intercultural Relations"

Wednesday‘ Health Groups-Role Playing, "Problems 

of Health Education"

.IQEEEQQXT Dr. Ruth Cunningham and Panels»

"What Should We Know About How

Children Grow?"

Friday; Fun Night

Small Groups:

. Cooperative Planning

Intercultural Relations

Problems of the Elementary School

Understanding Boys and Girls

Health Education

0

U
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Number Present: About 100

Cost: Registration fee, $5.00; Meals and Lodging,

$18.00. (57 percent of participants reported
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Additional Information A resolution was adopted urging

the MEA to proVide a year round camp for use by

teacher groups. Faunce stated

It is interesting to note that par-

ticipants at both conferences be~

lieve more SChUUlS shOuld participate,

and that more representatives from

each SChOOl should attend. The obs

vious import of these suggestions for

the sponsoring organizations is the

need for more Such conferences, since

the fac11ities of the two held in

August, 1946 were completely filled.1

Faunce also stated

. . . that for the first time in the

history of these conferences elemenm

tary teachers attended in considerable

numbers. The problems raised by these

teachers resulted in a special working

group which numbered thirty persons.

About twenty lay workers from the Upper

Peninsula Health Department working tow

gether on a specral program for the

schools Joined the conference using con~

ference resources. both materials aEd

people, for help in their planning.

Faunce's article also notes that in the final

evaluation session this group of thirty elemen»

tary teachers who had lnSlSted upon remaining

together agreed this number was too large for

effective work.

1947, The Eighth, Indian Lake and Higgins Lake

A. Indian Lake

Place: Camp Batawagama-Jlron County Youth Camp

 .———.

1Faunce,"You Andlhe . . . ? op. gig., p. 26.

2Ibid.

Ibid.
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Dates; August 17 to 23, 1947

Staff: Leon Waskin, Chief, DiviSion of Instruction,

Department of Public Instruction; K. W. Schulze,

Superintendent, Crystal Falls, Michigan

Consultants Juanita Melchior} Fred Walcott, Dean Lesa

singer. Collins J. Reynolds. Serving as staff

consultants from the Department of Public Ins

structioni Kenneth Bateman, Elementary Educam

tion; Mary Blair. Consultant for Teachers of

Physically Handicapped; Ruth Freegard, Chief,

Homemaking DlVlSlon. George Gilbert, Marquette

Regional SuperVisor5 Georgia Hood, Health Edu»

cation, William Ryder, Conservation Education;

Julian Smlthi Health? Outdoor Education and

Recreation

Purpose? To provide an opportunity for cooperative work

for those teachers who~ (a) are, or will be9

working on a curriculum problem; (b) will be

in key positions in curriculum development;

(c) need broadened Views regarding the purposes

of education, and? (d) need revival of morale.

Organization"

Planning Committee; Ralph Guyer> Chairman; Louise

Parrish. Mary Acetig Edgar Johnstong J. Wilmer

Menge? Leonard Luker, Richard Stauffer, Elizam

beth Jones, Leon Waskin_ secretary, Kenneth

l ' 2

Bordine, Russell lsbisterg and Don McNassar.

1Records Group 65 w 23. 320 F9. Archive Record Center,

Lansing, Michigan.

ZRecords Group 65 . 23¢ Bo 20_ F9. Letter from Guyer
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Number Present; 95 ~ The local newspaper stated: If

advance registrations are any indication of

interest, the camp will be filled to capacity

for the week long period, only one of its

kind to be held in the Upper Peninsula.1

Cost? Food and Lodging, $18.00, Registration fee, $5.00°

Additional Information' At this conference The Wahgg,

a daily news sheet.came into eXLstence. It

presented the necessary information concerning

the daily schedule, events to come, and "newsy"

and humorous items about the participants. For

example, on page one of the week‘s final edition

was;

Kitchen Note, One bit of informas

tion contained in the recipe for

pasties was wrong. Boiled potatoes

are not used. The potatoes are

sliced raw and baked with the pasty

as a whole.

Indian Lorei The nearby Pentoga

Park was named after the wife of

the Indian Chief of this area. The

English translation of this long

name is Edward. The translation of

Pentoga is "Bull Head."

B. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon,

Michigan

Dates: August 13 to 19, 1947

1Ibid., Crystal Falls Diamond Drill.

2Records Group 65 u 23, B. 2l. Fl, Indian Lake Conn

ference, August 17~23, 1947. Archive Record Center, Lansing,

Michigan.
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Dr. Leon Waskin, Department of Public Instruca

tion; Mr. Ralph Guyer. Michigan Secondary

School Association

Consultants: Not listed.

Purpose: To meet the needs and problems of the teachers

and schools partiCipating.1

Organization;

General SeSSionSi Mr. R. R. Penhale. an address

emphasizing the need for instructions in wise

money management, a panel discussion, "Educam

tion as an Emotional Experience" by Toy, Peters,

Luker, Margaret Koopman, McCloud, Belcher,

Baldwin, and others.

Small GroupS’

1. Guidance and Counseling

2. Core

3 School groups from Fitzgerald, Van Dyke,

Godwin and River Rouge.

The conference news sheet Higgins DigginsJThe

Second was issued daily and contained the prom

gram for the day. Volume I, No. 2, August 14,

1947 stated'

Program For The Day

9:00 - 9‘20 General Session

9:20 - 11 00 Interest Groups

11;OO _ 12 00 Movies, Subject to be ans

nounced

12.30 ~ l.$0 Arts and Crafts

1,30 ~ J 50 School Groups

3:30 w 6“OO Field Trip (Timber cutting

operation) Recreation

6 30 ~ 7.30 Planning Committee

7:30 w 9 00 General Session (panel

noted above)

9_OO s CurfewscRecreation

 

1RecordsnGroup 65 f 23: B. 20. F9, Minutes of the Meetm
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Quick ReView of the Week: More Later

Thursday- Ballgame at 3 30, (men and
women) turn out at the park.

Friday‘ Stunt Night (Each school group
and those unattached Will prem
pare anything in the way of

entertainment such as stunts,

charades, tricks, etc.l

Number Present; No information located.

Cost: Food and Lodging, $4.00 per day, Registration

fee, $5.00.

Additional Information. Correspondence reveals a cone

certed effort on the part of the prewplanning

staff to encourage the attendance of Negro

2

teachers.

In the early fall, "Just after school opened

in 1947," the first Western Michigan Curriculum

Planning Conference was organized. It was an

outcome of the successful August Working Cone

ferences held at Higgins Lake and Indian Lake,

and was "patterned after the Higgins Lake Cons

ferences."3 From the conference news sheet,

ngg§_291ng§ we find the follOWing information:

Place; Muskegon State Park, consisting of 1300

acres (with) a frontage of four miles

23, 3. 21, F1, Filed Records, MiCha1Records Group 65

Archive Record Center, Lansing,
igan Secondary School Study.

MIChigan.

2Ibid., Leon Waskin and Roland Faunce Correspondence,

May 26, June 20, 1947.

3Dunes Doings, Vol. I, lst ed., from the files of

Charles A. Blackman.
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on Lake Michigan directly north of

Muskegon Lake channel. It was acquired

by the state in 1926 . . . . The CCC

built the camp and used it for a time.

(It has) an amphitheater With fireplace

. . . (and) twelve miles of foot trails.

Friday. Saturday. and Sunday, "Just

after school opened in 1947."

Ralph Guyer, Muskegon, General Chairman.

Committees: Membership from teachers

and administrators from Muskegon, North

Muskegon Muskegon County, Muskegon

Heights being responsible for: equipment

and grounds, inVitations, registration

and finance, publicity, publications;

commissary, recreation.

Consultant Dr. Earl Kelley, Wayne State Unis

Purpose.

verSity

The West Michigan Curriculum Planning

Conference has been patterned after the

Higgins Lake Conferences which have been

so successful for several summers. The

conference plan has been built around

the idea of partiCipation on the part

of all attending teachers. In other

words, it is built to fill the needs of

those who come.

It has been planned so teachers of

this area can have the same opportunity
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for group discuSSion that teachers in

other parts of the state have found so

valuable. Informality and participation

have been found helpful in other confer~

ences and will be the policy here.

Organization;

Planning Committee See above under staff.

General Ses5ions

£££QEX (Evening) Selection of sub;

JeCE areas for discussion

Sagurgay Discussion groups in session

Sunday General summarizing of inform

mation from all the groups

Small Groups

1. Democratic Procedures

. Core Classes

3. Intercultural and International

Relations

Developing Good Attitudes

Curriculum Modification

Programs for Potential Dropouts

Competition vs Cooperation

The Homeroom

Community School Relations

Determining and Stimulating Physical,

Mental, and Emotional Growth

11. Reading Problems

12. Audio-Visual Education

c
.
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Number Present: 117

COStf Not noted.

In 1948 there were three August Working Conferences

Sponsored by the Michigan Secondary School Association and

the Michigan Secondary School Study. Several colleges, unia

versities and school systems cooperated by sending consuls

tants.
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IX. 1948, The Ninth, Sand Dunes, Indian Lake, and Higgins Lake

A. Sand Dunes

Place.

Dates:

Staff:

Muskegon State Park Camp. In addition to the

description given in the Dunes Doings for the
 

three day conference in the fall of 1947, we

find these added attractions noted; Two ex-

ceedingly beautiful golf courses are within four

or five miles of the camp. Fish in various lakes

and rivers should be good, and bridge, square

dancing, and evening sessions in an unusual

fire bowl amphitheater should offer a variety of

recreation to Suit all tastes.

August 15 to 21, 1948

Ralph Guyer, General Chairman, was noted as hose

pitalized in Crystal Falls following a heart

attack. Floyd Slentz, local chairman; Robert

Ferris, chairman of camp equipment. Other staff

responSibilities carried out by local teachers

who worked on the pre planning committee.

Consultants: Dr. M. W. Stout, University of Minnesota;

Dr. Phillip S. Jones, University of Michigan;

Dean Ivan C. Crawford, UniverSity of Michigan;

Dr. John Winburne, Michigan State College; Don

Dolan, Western Michigan College, Caroline Austin,

State Department of Public Health; from the State

Department of Public Instruction Albert Anderson,

 

1Dunes Doings, Vol. II_ lst ed., p. 3.
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Harry Nesman, William Carter, Mary Blair,

William Ryder. and Julian Smith, and from the

State Library. Louise Reese. Others included:

Dr. Charles M. Toy, Director of Western Michi-

gan Children s Center, Mr. Robert Whitley,

Clinical Psychologist, and. Miss Madaline Half,

Chief SOClal Worker from the Center.

Purpose: PartiCipation by all attending teachers in

working out solutions to professional problems

as suggested by the members themselves.

Organization;

Planning Committee. Floyd Slentz, Chairman, Muske-

gon; Charles A. Blackman. North Muskegon; and

local chairman selected by conference members.

General Se55ionS'

Sunday: Selection of subject areas for disc

cuSSion and planning the conference

week

Monday: Discussion group meetings

Other items for the program as publicized in

the Michigan Secondary School Association letter

dated July 2, 1948; and addressed to Dear Fellow

Teachers, stated.

A demonstration by the staff of the

Children 5 Center of an actual case

conference in which real data is used

and during wnich demonstration the

findings of the various staff members

and school people involved is reported.

These findings are analyzed by Dr. Toy

and a program of remedial procedures

recommended. This demonstration should

prove very helpful to elementary as

well as secondary teachers.
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Another unusual feature could be a rem
port of the Summer air tour being
taken by a group of school administra~
tors and eXLending from coast to coast
over a period or more than a month
this summer. Superintendent Bemer of
the Muskegon Schools has consented to

report on his observations.

The Freedom Train which is touring the

country Will be in Muskegon on Sunday,
August 15‘ the day on which our confer»
ence opens. This will be a splendid

opportunity for individuals to visit

the train during the day and then dur~

ing the conference week to discuss the

implications of the American heritage

program and make plans for its continua

ation during the school year. It would

seem that every school teacher and ad-

ministrator in the Muskegon area would

be interested in such discussion and

plans for one of the most vital movem

ments originating in recent years.

Number Present: 80

Cost? Registration Fee, $5.00; Meals and Lodging,

$25.00

B. Indian Lake

Place; Iron County Youth Camp, Crystal Falls

Dates: August 8 to 14. 1948

Staff: Sponsored by the Department of Public Instruction

and the Michigan Secondary School Association.

Specific names not stated.

Consultants: Members of the staff from the State Depart-

ment of Health, Department of Public Instruction,

UniverSity of Michigan.i Western Michigan College

of Education, out-of state consultants Helen

Appeldoorn, psychologist, Ohio State University;

 

1Dunes Doings, Vol. I, lst ed.. 9p. gig.
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Fred V. Hein of the Bureau of Health Education,

American Medical ASSOCiation, Chicago; Howard

J. Ivens of the IllinOis State Normal University.

Purpose; To prOVLde an opportunity and consultants to

help both secondary and elementary teachers work

on curricuLum problems of their choice. This

purpose was not so stated, but was implied by

the writer after reading the following pre—

planning committee s minutes.

Organization

Planning Committee- Schulze, Chairman; Wixson;

Sutter, Hoppes. Edwards, Maynard, Skinner;

Gicky, Stenson, and Gilbert, secretary.

The minutes from the first meeting, Tuesday,

March 2, 1948. State the following decisions:

(a) Problems for work groups would be deter~

mined at camp this year as . . . in the past;

(b) Efforts should be made to get two outstandw

ing consultants in both elementary and secona

dary fields, (c) There should be one consultant

for evening general seSSions on "Education for

World Cooperation,” (d) There should be consulw

tants in the fields of arts and crafts, visual

education and nature lore, (e) That the expenses

for the conference including camp fees, would

(f) The Conference would be

held during the week commencing August 8th.1

not exceed $25.00,

18, F2, Filed Records,1Records Group 65 ~ 25, B.

Archive Record Center,
Michigan S-gcpndary S-ChUOl Study.
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No information found.

Small Groups

Number Present‘

Cost:

Additional Information:

Developing an Integrated Program of Mental

and PhySical Health

Preparation and Use of Records

Democratic Methods in the Classroom

Adjusting the Smal; School to Meet Indi~

vidual Needs and Differences

CryStal FailsklEngiish and Language Arts

Curriculum

p
.
.
.
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ApproXimately 50 teachers and adminis-

trators, "almost all of whom were from the Upper

Peninsula." Schools represented were from

MuniSLng, Clio, Crystal Falls, Escanaba, Stamw

baugh, Alpha. Kingsford, Iron Mountain, Allegan,

Ironwood, Rock. Newberry, and Stephenson.

Meals and Lodging, $21.00; Registration Fee,

boards were urged to pay all or$5.00. School

most of the costs of the expenses of teachers

partiCLpating.

Part of planning and program

specifically geared to elementary teacher.

 

 

C. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon,

Michigan

DateSt August 15 to 21, 1948

Staff: SpeCific names not listed, sponsored by the De~

partment of Public Instruction and the Michigan

Secondary School ASSOCiation.

1Ibid.

2
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Consultants~ From Michigan State College; University

of Michigan, Central Michigan College of Edu~

cation, Western Michigan College of Education;

Michigan Department of Public Instruction,

Conservation, and Health, Michigan State Library;

Mr. Haskell Lazere of the AntiwDefamation League.

Purpose; To provide an opportunity for secondary

teachers, individually or as teams, to work on

curriculum problems of their choice.

Organization;

Planning Committee. Present April 1, 1948: Mr. Ralph

Guyer, Chairman; Floyd Slentz, Clarence Crothers;

Harry Nesman, Don Dolan, Leonard Luker; and Leon

S. Waskin, secretary.

Conference Committee; Henry Schoensee, Center Line,

assumed responSibility of chairman upon being

chosen by the partiCipants at the opening meet~

ing which was chaired by Fred G. Walcott.

General SeSSlonS? No information found.

Small Groups:

Secondary SchoolsCollege Agreement

Democratic Classroom Procedures

Guidance

Follow-up Studies

Intercultural Relations

School Groups
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Number Present 100 teachers and administrators from

Denby High School, Dearborn Schools, Bay City,

Lakeview High in Battle Creek, Dowagiac, Cena

terline, Wyoming High School, River Rouge,

Buckley, Everett School in Lansing, Montague,
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Ann Arbor. Inkster, Sturgis, Quincy, St. Joseph,

East LanSing, Olivet, and Grand Rapids.

Cost: $30.00, Meals and Lodging, $5.00 Registration

Fee.

Additional Information The participants took initial

steps in making a film strip as a visual aid

that w0uld portray the work done in such a con~

ference. A number of pictures of the confere

ence were taken by Russ Martin in the hope that

they might eventually be used in the prepara—

tion of the film Strip. The project was to be

discussed by the Board of Directors of the

Michigan Secondary School Association at their

next meeting.

At the three curriculum conferences held in August,

1948, the attendance reached an all—time high of 285 parti~

Cipants. Higgins Lake Conservation School facilities were

completely filled and more teachers came to Iron County

Youth Camp on Indian Lake and to the Muskegon State Park

Group Camp than in any preVious year.l

X. 1949, The Tenth, Indian Lake, Higgins Lake, and Sand Dunes2

A. Indian Lake

Place: Iron County Youth Camp

Dates: August 6 to 12, 1949

Staff; Robert Martin, Department of Public Instruction;

Ken Schultz, Crystal Falls
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Consultants: Fred WaICott, Guy Hill, Mildred Peters,

Roland Faunce, and Fred Miller

Purpose None stated.

Organization

Planning Committee“ Clarence Crothers, Principal of

Busch High School, Centerline, Chairman. This

committee was chosen to do the prewplanning for

the three 1949 August Working Conferences.

Membership list not found. Committee at conferw

ence not listed.

General SeSSions- No information found.

Small Groups,

UtiliZing Resources

Societal Demands of the Child

Communicative Arts We Want to Know

Developing a Philosophy of Education

. School Camping

Techniques of Democratic Action
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Number Present. 55

Cost: No eVidence found.

B. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon

DateS? August 14 to 20, 1949

Staff: Not listed.

Consultants; Not listed.

Purpose‘ Not Stated.

Organization:

Planning Committee: Dr. Leon Waskin, Department of

Public Instruction, secretary, sponsored by

both the Department and the Michigan Secondary

1

School ASSOCiationo
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General SeSSionsr Film, "Miracle on 34th Street,"

picnic supper on lake Shore, arts and handle

crafts exhibit. No other information found.

Small Groups‘

Core

Curriculum Improvement

Guidance

Subject Matter Areas

Evaluation of Present School Problems

Problems of Unifying the Faculty

Outdoor Education

Child Growth and Development
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Number Present: 104

Cost: No eVidence found.

Additional Information. The Michigan Secondary School

ASSOClatlon gave authorization to make a film

strip of the conference, as suggested by the

conference members attending the previous year.

Those volunteering to work on the project were

Russ Martin. Mary Aceti, Al Loving, Ray LaFrey,

Bob Granville. The film Strip was to include

the processes "from thinking Stage through rem

ceiVing inVitational letters by superintendents;

the arrival of participants, all the activities

1
around the camp, the departure."

C. Sand Dunes2

Place: Muskegon State Park

Dates: August 10 to 16, 1949

1Higgins Digging, Vol. III, No. 1, from the files of

Roland Faunce.

2Dunes Doings, Vol. III, lst ed., from the files of

Charles A. Blackman.
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Dr. Leon Waskin, Department of Public Instrucw

tion, Clarence Crothers_ Chairman, Principal

of Busch High School, Center Line.

Consultants; Carolyn Austin; Roy Cromer; Ruth Rogers;

Purpose

Elizabeth JukeS, State Health Department; Tom

Kerry, Department of Public Instruction, Vocaw

tional Agriculture, ESther Middlewood, Director

of Mental Health Education, Helen Appledoorn,

psychologist, Ohio State University; Lois

Johnson. Michigan State College; Mildred Peters,

Wayne UniverSity, ViVian Puhek, Child Growth

consultant.

Not stated.

Organization_

Planning Committee Charles Blackman, Director:

Robert Ferris. ASSiStant Director; Floyd Slentz,

ASSiStant Director, Joseph Mulready, Recreation;

Dora Partington, Hostess, Kay Kellor, Handi-

crafts, MyrnaVLeve Voegts, Song Leader; Rever-

end Wright, Food, Shirley Slentz, Clerk.

General SeSSionS:

Monday' Bonfire and Sing

Thursday- Square dancing

Friday. Graduation ceremony

Other programs not listed.

Small Groups;

IndiVidual Differences

Audio-Visual Aids

Reading

Mental Health

Core
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Number Present: 115

Cost: No evidence found.

Additional Information: As requested by the general

preaplanning committee, this conference was

planned by the Muskegon area teachers and ad-

ministrators.

1950, The Eleventh, Indian Lake, St. Marys Lake and

Higgins Lake

A. Indian Lake

Place: Iron County Youth Camp near Crystal Falls

Dates: August 6 to 11, 1950

Staff; George Gilbert, Department of Public Instruc-

tion representative for the Upper Peninsula;

others not listed.

Consultants* Individuals not designated as such.

Purpose: None Stated.

Organization; Conference Director, Alvin Loving;

Chairman, Helen Barsack, elected by partici«

pants.

General SeSSionS:

Vgungay Keynote speech by Dr. Carl Gross,

"Let's Make Education Functionalw~

Let's Meet the Needs of Children"

Monday' "The Teachers' Role in the Present

Crisis," (World Peace)

Thursday: Film, "The Quiet One"

Small Groups.

1. Teaching Aids

2. Nature Study

3. Special Education
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. PhySical and Mental Health in Special
Education

Mental Health and Human Relations

Homeroom Guidance

Nature Study

0

\
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\

Field Trips

Horserace Rapids

Michigamme Falls

. Power dam project

. Open pit iron mine

Number Present 99 - 32 from the Upper Peninsula, 29

from the Lower Peninsula.

Cost: No costs listed, however

1 had their transportation and lodging paid

paid all their own expenses

had their transportation paid

paid half their own expenses

had their registrations paid only

were from the State Department

w
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were from Colleges

Additional Information; Smoke Signals, the Indian Lake

Conference‘s usual daily news and information

sheet, was re edited with the week“s work and

recreation put into a more sophisticated and

final form. It was dedicated to Al Loving, "Our

genial, understanding, and capable Conference

Director." Sent to the conferees, it contained

these suggestions to them- (I) Revive your

memories and enthuSiasms by rewreading these

pages, (2) Pick a couple of your friends or

associates that you know would enjoy Indian Lake,

and (3) Let a little smoke from the accompanying

signals get in their eyes.
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B. St. Marys Lake

Place; Lodge and dormitories operated by Kellogg Founm

dation (located near Battle Creek), with later

ownership transferred to the Michigan Education

Association.

Dates: August 13 to 19‘ 1950

Staff; Maurice McClure and Robert Martin, State Departm

ment of Education

Consultants; Not deSignated as such: Listed under

favorable aspects, "Resource people stayed a

part of grOup, So I couldn't be sure who were

resource and who were not." Listed under unm

favorable aspects, "Should have resource people

other than educators."

Purpose: Not Stated.

Organization~ Dr. Leonard Luker, Chairman; Planning

Committee made up of those members chosen as

chairmen and recorders of each interest group.

General SeSSions. No information found.

Small Groups;

Arts and Crafts

Core (two sections due to number of para

tic1pants interested)

Democratic Procedures _

Techniques in Elementary Education

0
0

0
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Number Present" 74

Cost; No information found.

Additional Information: The enthusiasm generated dur=

ing this week's conference resulted in a final

general seSSion of evaluation at which conferw

ence members agreed that a followeup weekmend
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conference was in order midway through the school

year. This would serve the purpose of a selfa

evaluation session. Groups could correlate

resolves of the summer seSSion with their actual

functioning in the school Situation. The plan

was carried out in a weekxend conference in

January, 1951 at St. Marys Camp.

From an evaluation sheet totaling the re»

actions of the participants to the conference,

the folloWing items were listed as most helpful:

discuSSion groups, individual conferences with

consultants, arts and crafts, meeting new people,

helpfulness of resource people, democratic prin«

ciples, committee work, good fellowship, visual

aids, how to obtain materials, being given an

active part in conference, library exhibits, and

physical setsup of camp.

C. Higgins Lake

Place:

Dates:

Staff;

Conservation Training Camp, Roscommon

August 13 to 19, 1950

Lawrence Hayward appointed by Planning Committee

as permanent chairman of the year‘s conference,

PrinCipal of Memphis High School; Clarence

Crothers, Chairman of PreuPlanning Committee

and representative of Michigan Secondary School

Association.
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Consultants; Identified in the camp news sheet:1

Polly Mostellar, Esther Belcher, Clyde Vroman,

and Esther Middlewood

Purpose: None statedo

Organization: Preplanned by the Michigan Secondary

School Association and the Department of Public

Instruction Chairman, Lawrence Haywardo

General Sessions:

Monday: ADM", General Planning Session

Others not listedo

Small GroupSf

Mental Health

Followwup

Counseling and Guidance

Core and Social Living

Curriculum Planning

Warren School Group

Camping and Conservation

0
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Field Trips;

. Beaver dam

Oil fields

Deer year and drive

Nature hike to boiling springsJ
—
‘
U
J
N
v
—
I

Number Present; 83

Cost: Specific amounts were not found listed for meals,

lodging and registration fee; "It was found that

of the members attending, 65% had all of their

expenses to this conference paid for by the

local board; 23% were partially reimbursed;

the remaining 12% personally paid the entire

cost,"2

lHiggins Diggins, V010 1v, No. 1, from the files of

Roland Faunceo

fl
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Additional information= Because so many members were

also interested in the Subject "Admustment to

World CriSis_" from 25 to 30 participants met

for discuSSion of the subject in the afternoon

sessions. Leadership was given by Wilbur Brook-

over, Bill Hawley, Kent Leach. Another feature

not preViously noted in the various sources of

information was the use of two evaluative int

struments, one mid conference in addition to

the usual final questionnaire. This extra one

served the planning committee in such a way

that it could alter plans or procedures that

appeared to be receiVing unfavorable reactions.

Questions asked with space for comments, were:

1. Are you enjoying the conference?

. Are you getting what you came for?

. Are you benefiting from the conference?

a Do you like the conference procedures?

. Are the general sessions profitable for you?

2

3

4

5

6. Are the group sessions profitable for you?

7. Is the recreation program satisfactory?

8. Are you personally happy here this week?

9. Is the amount of free time appropriate?

0. Are your expenses paid for you by your school?

11. Are you here as an official consultant?

Recommendations and observations of the

evaluation committee:

1. Clarify the purposes, plans and procedures

in the use of consultants.
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2. Each group seSSion should summarize its

accomplishments and program before adw

Journing.

3. General seSSions are a continual problem

and challenge to make them efficient and

profitable.

4. The structure and processes of the confer_

ence require continuous study and refinea

ment.

1951, The Twelfth. Indian Lake, St. Marys Lake, and

Higgins Lake

A. Indian Lake1

Place: Iron County Youth Camp

Dates; August 5 to 11, 1951

Staff: Not listed.

Consultants Twenty-five resource people are listed

as present. From summaries of interest group

discussions the folIOWLng are listed as con:

sultants Paul ChallahCin, Department of Con»

servation, with Conservation Education Group;

Mr. Lamb, Child Growth and Development Group;

Mr. Fritz Lehmann, State Consultant for Come

munity and School Relations; Robert Martin,

Department of Public Instruction with Home and

School Relations Group; Dr. Roland Faunce with

the General Education Group; and Miss Virginia

Vernier, Gladys Simpson and Helen Powell with

the Teaching Aids Group.
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To give partiCipants an experience commenw

surate With that philosophy expressed in Earl

Kellyls {sic} latest book, The Workshop Way of

ngggggg, (which) Above all . . . implies a

faith in the worth of the individual and his

ability to contribute to the common good . . .

cooperation as a technique and as a way of

life . . . superior to competition . . . .

(and) The most important learning at any time

has to do with the individual's current problems.

Learning leads to more learning and the human

organism is infinitely curious.

Organization: Conference Director, Al Loving; Camp

Director, Ken Schultz. The usual plan of or“

ganization‘ a general opening session for prom

blem census and small group establishment; each

follOWLng day s time given to work in small

groups on problems of personal interest, general

sessions, recreation in arts and crafts, field

trips and Just for fun -marshmallow roast on

the beach. bridge, cribbage, square dancing,

swimming, canoeing, field trips and stunt night.

General SBSSLOHS. Keynote speaker, Roland Faunce

traced the history and development of the

Michigan Secondary School Association and its

more than twenty camp conferences which had been

attended by some 1500 teachers and state agency

members. Faunce pointed out that the reason

for the success lay partly in the lack of
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extrin5ic mOtivation, and in the seriousness of

purpose of the partiCipants.

Small Groups

1. What ShOuld the Teacher Know About the

Child?

2. Home and School Relationships

3. General Education

4. Teaching Aids

5. Staff Evaluation

Number Present 84

Cost: Registration, $5.00, Meals and Lodging, $24.00

Additional Information? Again at the end of the con_

ference, Smoke_§ignals was re~edited from the

daily news sheets and put into bound form.

For the partiCipants it was an excellent vehicle

for referral to not only their own group activiw

ties and dec15ions, but to the work of other

groups. It was also intended as a means of

giVing those who had nOt attended a picture of

how "we live, work and play together."

At this conference there was an obvious and

conSLderable drop in attendance. In a list of

suggestions for improvement can be noted for

the first time a questioning of why so many adu

ministrators and so few of their staff; why not

more teacher participants, school teams, more

lay people? There is also the comment that re-

source people tend to group themselves together

for living quarters and activities; that cliques

should be avoided.
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B. St. Marys Lake

Place: Kellogg Foundation Camp

Dates: August 12 to 17, 1951

Staff: Not listed.

Consultants: Not listed.

Purpose: Not stated.

Organization: Dr. Leonard Luker, Conference Director

Small Groups;

1. Arts and Crafts

2. Core

No others found listed

Number Presenti 55

Cost: No evidence found.

C. Higgins Lake

Place: Conservation Training School, Roscommon

Dates: August 12 to 18, 1951

Staff: Dr. Leon Waskin, Department of Public Instruc-

tion

Consultants: No partiCipants identified as such.

Purpose: Not stated.

Organization: Mr. Robert Granville, Conference Chair—

man; Mr. Arthur H. Cansfield, Co-Chairman.

General Sessionst

Monday: Conservation Department Panel-w

"Ways and Means of Improving the

Public Attitude Toward the Conserv-

ing of Human and Natural Resources"

Tuesday: French Films
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Wednesday' Intercultural Relations
 

Thursday; Beach party followed by film, "Anna

and the King of Siam"

Friday Stunt Night

Small Groups

Mental Health of Pupils and Teachers

The Hotding Power of Schools

School Camping and Conservation

Guidance

Adapting the Curriculum to IndiVidual

Differences

. Adapting the Curriculum to Community

Needs

. Spectal Meetings for School Librarians

0
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School TeamSH

1. Dearborn

2. Plymouth

3. Dowagiac

4. Bay City

Number Present. Not stated.

Cost: No statement found.

Additional Information The conference planning and

evaluation committees conducted the evaluation

on an informal baSis as a round‘table discusa

Sion. The discuSSion was taped so that the

recording could be made available to the fol:

IOWing year's preiplanning conference coma

mittee. The reactions to evaluative questions,

recommendations and suggestions made during

the evaluation session ranged in scope from

the very general ”enjoyed the conference very

much," to such speCific requests for "better

lighting in the cabins" and "camperships."

Complete tabulation of the evaluation results
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for Indian Lake, St. Marys Lake, and Higgins

Lake are included in the Appendix. (See Appen~

dix C.1, C.2, and C.3)

XIII. 1952, The Thirteenth

For the year 1952 there are no records or other evi_

dence of an August Working Conference being held. Dr. Leon

Waskin, at that time the Director of the Study and Chief of

Secondary Education was on leave or absence. The Michigan

Education Journal contains only a notice Stating 'Tourth

Annual Regional Workshop, Indian Lake, August 14 to 19,

1952."1 Leonard Luker, DireCtor of the 1950 and 1951 August

Working Conferences at St. Marys Lake Camp, stated that he

also directed one there in 1952. and he felt certain that

if there were only one conference it would have been at

Higgins Lake.

XIV. 1953, The FOurteenth, Higgins Lake

Place; Conservation Training School, Roscommon

DateSE August 10 to 15_ 1953

Staffv Dr. Leon Waskin, Chief, Division of Elemen~

tary and Secondary Education

Consultants. Registration directory did not designate

anyone as consultant.

Purposer Not stated.

Organization' Miss Ruth Boot, Coordinator of Guidance,

Paw Paw Public Schools, elected Chairman by

partiCLpants.

General Sessions Program not listed.

1
Michigan Education Journal. Vol. X.X
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Small Groups:

1 AdminiStration and Staff

2. IndiViduaiizing InSLruction

3. Core Curriculum

4. Citizenship

0

Number Present 43 . lO administrators, 8 college

Cost;

faculty_ 6 State Department staff members9

19 classroom teachers. counselors,2 librarians.

No eVLdence found.

Additional Information After reaching the point at

which for three consecutive years, 194949519

it was necessary to hold three conferences in

order to accommodate interested participants,

only one August Working Conference was sponm

sored by the Michigan Department of Public In~

struction in 1955. In comparison, it was poorly

attended. Three days preceding this conference,

the Principals‘ Chewing Match was held at Higm

gins Lake. This may account for the number of

educators, other than classroom teachers, in

attendance. Many of the administrators stayed

on for the curriculum conference, but did not

have teams of teachers from their schools join

them in the endeavor to work on curriculum prom

blems.

1954, The Fifteenth. Higgins Lake

Place;

Dates:

Staff:

Conservation Training School. Roscommon

August 7 to 14_ 1954

Dr. E. Dale Kennedy, Michigan Secondary School

Association
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Consultants- Louise Rees, Michigan State Library,

Polly Mosteller. Arts and Crafts Consultant.

Flint, George Mlllét. Wayne University; Robert

Winger. Department of Public Instruction; Leon

S. Waskin Department of Public Instruction;

Russell Broadhead. Wayne UniverSity, Don Ran»

dall, Clear Lake Camp, Marion Haller, Handy

High School, Bay City

Purposet To prOVide an opportunity for teachers and

administrators to meet under Circumstances conm

duCive to the exchange of ideas and practical

suggestions.

Organization' Conference Chairman. Loren Disbrow,

Princ1pal, Rockford High School

General SeSSions No information found.

Small Groups

1. DlSClpllne- Mental Hygiene, Morale, Juvenile

Delinquency

2. Core Curriculwn

3. Reading in Secondary Schools

4 Mental Hygiene

Number Present. 65

Cost: Registration $5.00, Meals and Lodging, $5.00 per

day for teachers and $8.00 per day for none

teachers.

Again in 1954.as in 1953, the August Working Conferm

ence at Higgins Lake was the only one organized. During the

same week three other organizations met conCurrently here;

 

lHarold Logan, "August Conference Plans Made," Mich-

igan Education Journal, Vot. XXXII (LanSing? Michigan Edum

cation Association. May 1, 1954), p. 440.
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the Executive Committee of the Michigan Secondary School

Association, the annual PrinCLpalS‘ CheWing Match; the

Military Information Committee.

The fact that these groups could all be accommodated

at the same time gives eVidence that attendance at the conm

ference under consideration was at an unusual and unprecem

dented low.

Details such as those given for the preVious confers

ences are lacking. The little evidence available and prew

sented is from a two page resumé by the August Conference

Committee,1 Arthur H. Cansfield Chairman, Ernest Blohm,

Derby Dustin, Roland Faunce. Hyrtl Feeman, Lyle Hotchkiss,

Dale Kennedy, Ray LaFrey, Kent Leach, Harold Logan, Leonard

Luker, Dale Musselman, Ed Ray, Robert Smiley, Leon Waskin;

and an article in the Michigan Education Association Journal

for May, 1954.

In contrast to the preVious conferences this confera

ence had a definite theme, "Developing TeachersPupil Attim

tudes." Logan stated.

The concern of the country over the evident

unrest of many members of the teensage group

inspired the selection of this particular

theme.

Seven additional pre conference suggeStions

for discuSSion were made. also in contrast to

the former procedure of uSing participant inn

spired suggestions for the formation of groups.

The following list of recommendations made by the

1954 Planning Committee was for possrble improvement in

n;

 

1
Roland Faunce files.

Logan id 92° ELI."
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organization and related matters for future conferences.

It may contain some clues as to why the August Working Con«

ference disappeared from Michigan‘s educational picture

following this conference. A handwritten noration at the

top of the mimeographed Cpr States. "Not adopted by either

Plan {sic} Committee [Sicl or cont.‘ but not rejected either."

Following is a list of recommendations of

the Planning Committee of the 1954 Curriculum

Conference at Higgins Lake in regard to pose

sible improvements in organization and related

matters for future conferences. As the list

is in this present folm tentative, no attempt

has been made to organize the items as to area

or importance. They are rather presented as

they were brought to the attention of the comm

mittee and the recorder.

1. More notice should be given of the Confer:

ence, and better public relations estabm

lished in the spring. in an effort to ex~

pand intereSt and attendance.

2. Members of MSSA. current Planning Committee,

or appOinted representatives should ans

nounce and interpret the Conference in MBA

fall meetings and county institutes.

3. Conferees should be encouraged to remain

for the full term of the Conference, to

gain the greatest possible good from it.

4. Other groups should be discouraged from

meeting at the same time, or scheduling

should be improved to correct the situau

tion, as, although valuable and interesting,

such groups diStract from the main purposes

of the Conference.

5. Workshops should be redefined to the

teachers attending. The workshops appear

to be suffering because conferees attend

expecting pat answers to their problems,

and not an interchange of ideas and exm

periences, which the Planning Committee feels

is the real goal.

6. Resource people should report on use made of

their materials, so that the resource pros

gram can continue to improve.

_

1Roland Faunce files.

Ibid.
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7. Tape recorder and public address system

should be lnCluded in audio-Visual sup:

plies.

8. Continuity of experience is needed from

year to year on the directnplanning level.

To that end. a definite organization

should be set up at or shortly after the

present conference, and given these and

other recommendations. At leaSt some of

the members should be from the present

conference. It is further felt by the

Planning Committee that the Chairman of the

next year’s Conference should be elected at

the conference preceding, so that leaderm

ship and knowledge of the conference could

play a large part. The presplanning and

planning committees, in that way3 could be

better integrated_ and more closely related

to the actual functions of the Conference.

From these recommendations tum! could advance the

following questions

What happened to the leadership which had formerly

given much thought to promote interest and attendance at

these workshops by providing several kinds of advance noticea-

letters to administrators. announcements and articles in

bulletins and JOurnalS; and continual follow up correspon«

dence?

Why were other groups, which might have been an inn

tegral part of these workshOps enc0uraged and scheduled to

meet at the same time and same place?

Why was there a breakdown in the orientation to the

workshop method? Did the use of the same leaders and con»

sultants year after year help establish habits of procedure

which eventually led to a loss of insight into the necesm

sity for redefining purposes and processes for new partici-

pants?

Did the leadership continue to invite varied rem

source people representing both general and specific
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competencies in both educational and related fields? Or

did it resort to the same. familiar. and most easily avail~

able ones year after year?

Summary

The August Working Conferences. initiated by the

Michigan Secondary'Schooi Study. incorporated workshop prom

cedures whereby the partiCipants could strive to find soluw

tions to problems of curriculum improvement. At these con~

ferences Michigan followed the plans earlier found to be

highly successful by the Progressive Education Association

workshops held throughout the nation.

They were organized by leadership in the State De-

partment of Public Instruction which in turn developed and

utilized local leadership from all areas of the state.

Beginning in 1940. they were held for one week each

August for the next fourteen years, reaching a peak in 1948,

1949, and 1951. During these three years three such confer~

ences were sponsored so that the growing number of people

interested could attend. have adequate facilities. and be

within a convenient geographical area.

That these conferences were found rewarding to those

attending was shown by the evaluation instruments and by the

continued growth in numbers and attendance.

The Eight Year Study's Workshops were to help

teachers to work toward and understand what constituted a

secondary education which would:

. . . (be) flexible. responsive to changing

needs, and clearly based upon an understandm

ing of young people as well as an underu

standing of the qualities needed in adult
10".
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. . . develop students who regard education

as an enduring quest for meanings rather

than credit accumulation; who desire to inm

vestigate, to follow the leadings of a sub»

ject,3 to explore new fields of thought;

knowing how to budget time. to read well9

to use sources of knowledge effectively

and who are experienced in fulfilling

obligations which come with membership in

the school or college community.

It is reasonable to see the purposes of the Michigan

Study as similar if not identical. Did the Department change

its concept of what the curriculum should do or be; of what

constitutes an effective means for bringing this about?

Did it find a different method of approach? Or did it View

its role as now different?

lAiken, The Story of the . . o , 22. cit., p. 144.



CHAPTER V

A REVIEW OF PURPOSES RESULTS,

AND WORTH OF THE MlCHlGAN

AUGUST WORKING CONFERENCES

The focus of Chapter V is upon the relationship of

the purposes and accomplishments of the Michigan August

Working Conferencesa and upon the evaluation procedures

used and judgements made by the pafElClpantSo Implications

are drawn from these purposes and evaluations which illusm

trate the unique value of this particular conference apw

proach°

Through the Michigan Secondary School Study the

educational leaders initiated and organized the Michigan

August Working Conference” Their major purpose was to prom

vide a means of involvement open to the entire teaching

profession interested in secondary curriculum development°

Within this conference concept was incorporated the work»

diop procedure whereby ideas_ experiments; and research

evidence could be introduced studied disseminated and

used by the partiCipants in solVing their own curriculum

problemso In turn: the participating teachers and adminisa

trators, together With the community they served, could

more ably perceive and organize the curriculum as an on~

going and ever becoming processo As their experience in

150
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problem solVing grew they c0uid more eaSily discard the idea

diat curriculum is a static and ordained course of Studyo

As their experience in a cooperative enterprise grew. they

could more easily share ideas and become more open to new

ideaso

Those leaders involved in initiating the Study were

concerned about establishing a sound procedural baSis for

bringing about change. They were not promOting specific

changes but rather a framework conduCive to action for change.

Parker, the original director of the Study. saw the August

Working Conference as serVing the following objectives; to

open up much needed channels and sources for ideas; to bring

about more and more people interacting With each other with

time enough to get past the mere periphery of their problems;

and)to introduce stimulatOts of ideas.

HaVing prov1ded the opportunity. Parker then saw

the Department's responSibiiity to be that of letting the

resultant aCthltleSV changes. and ideas grow. Its role

was not to condemn or Sit in Judgement but to support and

help develop whatever the partiCLpators deemed importanto

From Parker's statement it may be assumed that he saw the

Department as a change agent; that which attempts to effect

a change. but not one With definite changes in View.

The records show the evaluation process to be an in-

tegral part of the August Working Conference's organization.

At the close of each week‘s work a time was set aside for

consideration of What had been accomplished, the strong and

1Interview With J. Cetil Parker, March; 1964°
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positive aspecrs of the conference, the negative aspeCts

with suggestions for their improvement, and. changes which

might be effective in bringing about better conditions and

experiences for the next year's meeting.

This evaluation was done in small interest groups,

in the general assembly, and by means of both written and

oral reactions. At times it was structured by a committee

appointed to the task and at times it was a round table,

spontaneous approach. Often b0th ways were utilized.

From these written evaluations produced by the con_

ferees, it can be seen that. though there were always sugm

gestions for improvement the conferences were rated over~

whelmingly valuable in all areas phySical, environment;

leadership; consultant aid, an atmosphere where all were

accepted as potential leaders With Worthwhile contributions

to make; and, a place where new ideas were plentiful and

shared. (See Appendix D)

From a study of the general seSSion programs and the

problems studied in small groups, it is eVident that the

teachers and administrators did work on problems of concern

both locally and nationally helping children in a nation

and world at war, liVing in an atomic age, developing intern

cultural understanding and interaction, integrating teachers

of minority groups into a united profession, building atti»

tudes for maintaining peace, putting into action and giving

meaning to theories of learning through the core curriculum;

promoting good Staff relationships, and. operating on a

truly democratic basis in the entire operational procedure.
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A research project thCh gathered information about

leadership found that leaders attain this favorable position

because they meet certain psychological needs of othersmm

support, reassurance goal setting and acceptance, rather

than because they had such traits as forcefuiness and

l V . . .
energy. If we can transfer these characteristics to organw

izations, we may infer that Michigan's August Working Con_

ference gave leadership to effecting change in the curriw

culum because in these evaluarive remarks recorded at the

conferences there can be seen a definite affective change.

The milieu was supportive. reassuring. goal setting, and one

of acceptance.

Parrish, a classroom teacher, writing of her reacm

tions fOIIOWing attendance at a conference, expressed the

following feelings and how they led to specific changes in

her attitudes and consequently to definite Changes in her

teaching processes

In attempting to express what conferences

have done for me. I find my thoughts returning

to the first one I ever attended in 1946. It

wasn't a very Successful conference in the

opinions of more eXperienced conferenceegoers,

so I was to learn later but I left it with

greater eXCitement and entthLasm and hope for

education than l had ever felt before. I felt

that here at laSt were some people who were

talking an educational language that really

made sense. Our car full of people, all of us

teachers of many years' experience. was vibrant

with enthuSiasm all the way home. We had all

had a tremendous professional boost, and some

of us were pretty Staid people who were not

likely to "go off the deep end" on any subject!

 

1Kenneth F. herrold "SCientific Spotlight on Lead-

ership," Selected Readings S§£l§§,TWO Leadership in Action

(Washington, D.Co Rational Trainings Laboratories, National

Education ASSOCiation. 1961), p. 5.
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This very first Conference actually afa

fected my classroom teaching to such an extent

that l have never Since gone back completely

to my earlier and more traditional methods of

teaching. On the folloWing Monday morningm~

incidentally. in an old fashioned, tootsmall

classroom With small aisles and fixed seats~w

I helped my classes to organize into groups.

They were infected With my own enthSiasm, and

I began to observe development in initiative9

resourcefulness, responSLbllity. and interest

such as I had never been able to inspire bem

foreo I had picked up rhrOugh personal parw

ticipation, the rudiments of group procedure,

and I felt confidence in the outcome. Why was

it that I had never acquired such inSight in

any of my training reading or attendance at

meetings in all of my teaching experience?

In all subsequent conferences I added technie

ques, as well as inspiration and confidence,

in the process.

At the first conference I sat in a small

group of peOple who were all strangers to me.

I later learned to recognize some of them as

leaders in Michigan education, and I was amazed

at the friendly atmosphere and my own feeling

of freedom to express my own ideas. Had I

known I was in such an august group, I uh-

doubtedly Would not have said a word! I have

since seen this release from self conSCiousness

and feelings of inadequacy happen to so many

classroom teachers that I now recognize it as

one of the phenomena of conferenceS” the

breaking down of Status barriers between

people, thus releaSing each one for his best

working and thinking, It is a real satisfaction

when classroom teachers begin to realize that

the same techniques and atmosphere can be esw

tablished in a classroom With even better re~

sults.

I shall attempt to Summarize some of the

benefits which I have had from conferenceSf

l. A new Concept that democracy can and must

work in every phase of every day living

2. A belief in the mora; obligation of teachers

to help Students to .earn the concept and

the practice of democracy

3. A new set of techniques for making democracy

work in education

4. A firm belief that people, young and old,

can work and accomplish together With the

right kind of leadership and atmosphere

5. An acceptance of every person as a resource

---_7
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6. A new self confidence that gives me greater

ease and relaxation in group relations

7. An enrichment solidification~ and re en~

forcement of my own educational philosophy.

I know that I am a happier teacher, a more

skillful teacner and a better teacher. This

growth had not been achieved through any previous

experienceS' not through my original training9 or

my years of teaching or my professional reading.

or any administrative Leadership. Conferences

were wholly responsible. They made education for

me a thrillin involvement. and I am proud to be

a part of it.

In the folloWing article. Toy a psychiatrists and

consultant at several conferences. expressed his reactions

and impressions of the emotiona. aspeCLs. relationships,

and personalities he found to exrst and to develop because

of the organizational framework for action.

The folloWihg summary is an attempt to com»

ment on the Higgins Lake Conference from the

standpoint of the psychiatrist as an observer

and parttcrpaht. The Conference constituted a

kind of educational procedure for the particiw

pant9 and the emotional aspects of this procee

dure are Singled out in the summary below.

From this observer's standpoint the cute

standing characteristics of the Higgins Lake

Conference was the orientation of the resource

persons. The entire group of resource persons

oriented itself in a striking way to the topics

under discuSSion in terms of the interpersonal

relationships involved. The orientation was to

the emotional aspect of the Situation and was

verbalized in terms or teacher pupil relationship9

teacher pupil planning, and pupllupupll relam

tionship. The teachers, administrators and

other participants appeared to me during the

course of the week to grow increasingly comfortm

able when thinking out loud in the presence of

the resource people so that a kind of personal

acceptance} each of the other; took place. Then

at this time when friendship and acceptance be-

came conspicuous there seemed to be a real ex-

change of ideas and a movement of the thinking

‘-_‘_-_.—  

1Louise Parrish; "The Value of the Workshop Confer-

ences," Michigan Education_iguggal; Vol. XXXIII (Lansing:

Michigan Education ASSOCiation, September 1, 1955). pp. 18-20.
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away from preVLOus.y held ideas. 0he could

almost feel the teachers and other partici~

pants taking hold of some of the ideas and

feelings of resource people, while the latter

seemed to be cooling down to a practical classm

room level as a Substitute for more theoretim

cal thinking on curriCuium.

Some teachers and adminiStrators spontanew

ously described this process as like "a melt:

ing of icebergs around the person" or the "res

laxing" or "warming up of the people." The

spirit that dominated the conference was the

privilege of each to parLLCipate. the demand

that each person‘s ideas be received With re-

spect and in good faith, and the complete rem

Jection of the "eXpert" in favor of selfweval-

uation of ideas involved.

From a personal standpoint I was struck by

the conference's world orientation. These men

and women were purposeful and idealistic as

they seemed to see and feel their classroom

teaching building world attitudes and making

some real contribution toward the ultimate soluw

tion of Such world problems as the control of

atom power the better development of interm

cultural relations and movement toward the great

goal of world peace. On the baSis of my per~

sonal contact. I found most of these people to

be idealists of a practical kind; belieVing

that we can have a better world and believing

that education can make a mighty contribution

toward this goal.

One of my observations which was quite

striking to me personally developed from pars

ticipating With those who were discussing core

curriculum. The author feels himself fully in:

adequate because of his limited experience to

evaluate the education procedures described under

the title of core curriculum. The same author9

however, feels much more confident in the evaluw

ation of the personality of the people who were

interested in Core curriculum and tending to

identify themselves With it- In this regard I

was particularly struck by the fact that these

people for the most part were happy people with

warm pleasant personalities. They had an air

of permiSSiveness about them_ that made you

feel they would allow you to be different and

still like you. They were easy, relaxed people.

They did n0t "have to be right" and they were

often pleasantly Silly With a nice sense of

humor that was tuned to camp life and camp exe

periences. I liked these people and I felt so

strongly that if I were a student of theirs I

would learn well from them no matter What edum

cational procedure they used. As th >°k went
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on at the lake it was comforting and reassure

ing to find more and more of the participants

responding lLKe this. Indeed. as an educa«

tional procedure the Higgins Lake Conference

was for almost all of the partiCipants a good

emotional experiencer-ali of those who had

some fun at the Conference seemed to let go

of some of their own thinking and in place of

these thoughts tucked under their belts some

of the slants that they got from him and her.1

Waskin 5 study of the effect of Michigan‘s confers

ences upon peOple and the Curricuium Stated:

One cannot measure in any way the farwreacha

ing influences conferences have had upon edu~

cation in this State. Just as one cannoc

measure the influence that an indiVidual

teacher or school syStem has upon the children

in a given class or school system. One way

to determine just how conferences have in:

fluenced persons who attended them is to

question them directiy regarding their reac»

tions.

In order to make this kind of determination. a ques~

tionnaire was sent to a representative group of administraw

tors, teachers, and college and university faculty members

who had attended many conferences. The tabulated answers

in her study presented eVidence of very positive results

and changes in the relationship of teachers with other staff

members, their educational philosophy, their teaching, and

specific aspects of the curriculum. (See Appendix E for

tabulated results.)

Waskin drew the folloWing conclusions from the queSw

tionnaire resultS'

—

1Charles M. Toy. Mimeographed sheet from the files

of Roland Faunce.

2Yvonne Waskin, "Curriculum Conferences and Their

Contributions To Improved Education In Michigan" (unpub«

lished masters thesis, Wayne State University. 1950),

p. 16.
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10 That Curriculum conferences build more

friendly relationships both SOCially and

profe55ionaily among teachers, adminis-=~

tratorsfi and col;ege and university

faculty memberso

20 That participants have been inspired to

examine their philosophies and methods in

the light of their own Situations and to

experiment with different methods of

operation in classroom Situations, in ads

ministrative positions, and in the capaw

City of consultantso

30 That curriculum changes on the local level

have been brought about by participation

in curriculum conferenceso

40 That better relationships between the

colleges and univerSities and the seconc

dary schools have resulted from partici~

pation in curriculum conferenceso

50 That the curriculum conference movement is

one of the most Significant deve10pments

in the history of education in this state

and the most potent factor leading to im—

proved education in Michiganol

In 1955 the August Working Conference convened for

the last timeo Waskin stated that. (it) proved to be a very

fine vehicle for bringing about change and implementation

of the curriculum, but it was felt by the State Department

that this process c0uld and should be carried on by the

local school systems concerned and working on their own

particular and unique problemso The conference was eStabv

lished originally to be of serVice to school teams with

their own problems, and with the idea that eventually these

people, who gained the experience in the workshop method,

could and would go back and use this new skill and underm

standing in the areas of group dynamics} and leadership in

building such an enVironment into their own School situations

lpido, pg 350
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in order to solve problems on a cooperative basis and with

all participating, He further claimed that this is just

what happened and consequently the State Department no

longer needed to sponsor state Wide conferences, but could

continue to act on a consultant basis to indiVidual schools

at their own pre school conferenceso In servtce education

on a local level came to be accepted and the need for this

particular approach was no longer necessaryo

It may be that the original goals as established by

the Study and Stated by Parker had been changed through the

years to become those stated by Waskin, and that by 1955

many schools were buSily engaged in their own premschool

workshopso However, as Broudy pOinted out;

Often when changes in a Situation have been

achieved we rest on our oars and feel that

the job has been completed, Later upon exw

amination we may be surprised to find the

old situation had gradually returned and the

changes need to be made all over againo

Whenever change is planned one must make sure

that the new condition will be stableo We

need to develop in our analysis as clear a

picture as possible of the forces which will

exist when the new condition is achievedo

If the latter goal was achieved as reported, Broudy's

last sentence needs to be emphasizedo The forces which came

into existence in 1956, combined to undermine the security

of the profession and subsequent ability to proceed intelli-

gently to bring about desirable change: the worlduwide threat

1Personal interView Wlth Leon Waskin, August, 1966.

2Harry So Broudy, "Criteria For Curriculum Decim

sions," Address reported in ASCD News Exchange, V010 V111,

No. 3 (Washington, DOC,” April, 1966)°
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of Russian power and their advances in the conquest of space;

the unprecedented criticism of the nation's schools; the

resultant flood of innovations and attempts to alter the

curriculum in View of the criticisms; and, the clamor for

meeting the nations' needs to the exciuSion of individual

needso

The following data Show the extent and kinds of

changes occurring since 1955: elementary schools reported

"much change" in 29%, "some change" in 53%o The highest

ranking changes were defined as; emphasis on subject matter

areas, 30%; methods and techniques, 28%; and, teaching

materials, 14%o Among other changes noted: 21% of all dism

tricts and 51% of large districts had introduced foreign

languages with many more planning to by 1966: 46% increase

in grouping by ability and or achievement; 10% decrease in

all segfiucontained classrooms from 1956 to 1961 with a

further decrease of 21% by 1966; 51% of the principals bem

lieved their schools expected more work from their pupils

than five years agoo The secondary administrators reported

much the same and included a great increase in the use of

television and team teachingo All these administrators rem

porting indicated a high degree of satisfaction with their

programso1

These kinds of changes and expressed satisfaction

with them are concurrent with a growing dropwout rate;

1William M, Alexander, "Assessing Curriculum Pr0u

posals," Curriculum Crossroads, Edited by A0 Harry Passow

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1962), p. 12.
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increasing mental illness and alcholism; now considered as

becoming the number one social problem; youth in conflict

with themselves and society; and an increasing depersonali-

zation and complexity in our daily lives.

Within the past ten years, and since the termina-

tion of the August Working Conferences, there appears to be

a national reinforcement of the view that;

. a a content or demonstrated efficacy of a

particular innovation, as such; is the crum

cial thing in determining whether or TOt it

will be adOpted and used effectivelyo

The many national projects listed in Chapter III as

presently underway seem to reflect or provide proof to what

many people are saying wthat we are in the midst of an edu»

cational revolutionn However, as Carlson pointed out:

In spite of all the current activity it seems

fair to say that there is quite widespread

pessimism about the ability of public schools

to make rapid and adequate adaptation to our

fast changing times,2

If teachers are going to help in the development of

citizens who can solve these problems, and if schools are at

present engaged in bringing about the changes as reported

and are "happy" about their activities, there is a frightenn

ing discrepancy in what needs to be and what iso

Wiles suggeSLed that one of the big reasons for so

little curriculum improvement and for education's predica~

ment is because teachers are unacquainted with educational

research.3

‘-

lMiIes, Planned Change and . . . 3 22. gig., p. 17.

ZCarlson, 92. 313., po 30

3w11es, gg. giro, p0 2570
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Robinson, in Vierng the role of organized fields of

knowledge in the educative process with children and youth9

questioned our use of educational researcho He askedfi

Is not our habit of transplanting into our

educational plans the technical divisions of

scientific research chiefly responsible for

our many disappointments?

Cohen, however; added two important aspects for conm

sideration of the problem of change based upon research:

Awareness of an idea is prerequisite to change

in school practices and that contrary to agri~

culture and medicine, fields in which change

seems to keep up With and in line with research9

education has no change agent operating.2

The point here is. not that there is a dearth of lit»

erature to be read or lectures to be heard concerning research

in education, but rather that "awareness" and "acquaintance

with" connote a degree of actualization and realization not

achieved only through reading and listeningo

Carlson, in explanation of the slowness of change in

our public schoolsa presented three barriers to change: the

absence of a change agent; a weak knowledge base; and, the

"domestication" of the public schools, which condition places

them in a situation where both clients and services rendered

must be accepted by both mthey cannot be rejected by either.3

1James Harvey Robinson; The Humanizinggof Knowledge

(New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1928)° As quoted by Hollis

Caswell, The Great Reappraisal a o o 3 23° gigoy p. 111.

2Arthur A. Cohen (edo); Humanistic Education in

Yestern Civilization (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

964 .

3Carlson, Q o gigo, po 50
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Obviously, these barriers would be removed if: a

change agent were introduced; if teachers and administraw

tors could achieve a Strong knowledge base; and, if the

society which sponsors and protects the school can be inm

volved at least to the degree that it sees innovation in its

school's curriculum as vital to the services it renderso

The primary and secondary sources used for this

study seem to indicate that through the August Working Con»

ference the Department of Public Instruction acted as a

change agent. By means of the processes employed, the para

ticipants were able to extend their knowledge base in per-

sonal and meaningful ways, Those attending became increas-

ingly representative of the SOCiety which the schools served,

more aware of soc1ety's needs, and returned to their local

schools with renewed enthuSiasm for their work and with

changed attitudes, values and abilitieso

The purposes and dynamics of the conference as stated

by Parker, the Study's first director, and by Waskin, the

final director, represent what Miles called the "processual

view"o He claimed that it is the degree to which the pro»

cess (described in the workshop way, Chapter II, and shown

in the description of the conferences in Chapter IV), takes

place which enables us to evaluate the health of an organm

izationj’ According to M1188“

Genuine productiveness in organizations as in

persons« rests on a clear sense of identity,

on adequate connection with reality, on a

lively problemwsolving stance . o a attention

1Miles, Planned Change and D o 0, pp, gi§., p. 130
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to organiZation health ought to be priority

one for (those) seriously concerned with

innovativeness in today‘s eduoational en»

vironment.1

It is, therefore, not the "properties" of a particu-

lar innovation, not research evidence that state departments

should become involved in or concerned about, but the pro-

cess by which these innovations, researCh and related infor-

mation may be examined and given meaning by those who will

be accepting or reflecting them. If a state department wishes

to bring about change, it must incorporate this role into its

functions for through the participation in acceptance or re-

jection of concepts and values peeple begin the process of

changing their behavior.

Gardner, Commissioner of Health, Education and Wel-

fare, has asked the profession "to step back and look at

our schools, our society, and our predicaments." He listed

the following as major issues, and asked:

Although education is only one item, just

about every item on the list has a strong

educational component. If you don‘t teach

the next generation to cope with these

problems who will?

Building an enduring peace,

Population control,

Equality of opportunity,

Bringing new life to the cities,

Keeping the natural environment unspoiled,

Government organization for accomplishing

our shared purposes,

The relationship of an individual to

society,

Sustaining a high rate of economic growth,

6
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9. And, the reiated problem of creating an

educational system to provide maximum

individual fulfillment for all Americans,

a system that will :ift them up.

The Department of Public Instruction gave the leader-

ship necessary for bringing about curriculum change when it

established the Michigan Secondary School Study. The Study

established the August Working Conference which the class-

room teachers, administrators, and members of related pram

fessions reported as an effective and significant means of

helping them to gain understanding necessary to the initia—

tion of changes. Related evidence supports the operational

procedures used in the August Working Conferences as ful~

filling the requirements which break down barriers to change.

As Michigan steps back and looks at its own schools

and their predicaments, it may prove of worth to look back

into the history of its curriculum development program and

to give specific attention to its August Working Conference

as again having value in solving current problems and pre-

dicamentso

1John W. Gardner, "Ten Major Issues," Michigan Edu-

cation Journal (Lansing, Michigan: Michigan Education Asso-

ciation, September 1, 1966), p. 37.
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APPENDIX A

MICHIGAN STUDY OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Summary - Evaluations of Higgins Lake Conference, 1943

GENERAL EVALUATION.

This report is based on evaluations written by forty-

five participants in the conference who were present Saturday

A.M., August 28.

"Highly satisfactory" 33

"Satisfactory" 12

"Unsatisfactory" O

45

A breakdown of the above reactions in terms of

teachers, administrators. college representatives and others

revealed a similar percentage of each group who considered

the conference "satisfactory" or "highly satisfactory."

a. "How would you suggest that the use made of

resource people be improved next summer?"

FAVORABLE COMMENTS;

1. Better use was made this year than last.

2. Enjoyed them and gained much from them.

3. Highly satisfactory. (Three mentions)

Fine. (Two mentions)

As good as possible.

Satisfactory. (Two mentions)

Well-done.

Technique is tops.

Cannot suggest a way.

. They practiced what they preached.
4

5. It has been a swell conference.

6 It has been the best conference I have ever attended.

7 AAA 1: ‘5',mmmmmmmmmmm .nnnnnnn 1A 141"; 41-h AAAAAA kaA
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SUGGESTIONS

Make greater use of them.

Place them in assembly programs more often. Assign a
general seSSion to each one.

Assign one to each group. (Two mentions)

Give more specific pre conference information about
them; pre Conference listing. bulletin, etc.
(Eight mentions)

Introduce them at first seSSion. (Three mentions)

More time needed to interVIeW resource people.

More informal interviews.

More machinery for interVIews.

Bring more of them to the conference.

Use more out OfLState people.

More circulation by rescurce people.

Post meeting places more clearly.

Let them give the facts before questioning. (Two mentions)

Early conference of resource people on the techniques

to be used in conference-

b. "How could the determination of areas of interest

improved next summer?"

FAVORABLE COMMENTS_

Well:done, very satisfactory, excellent. (Seven mentions)

0. K. (Seven mentions)

In intercultural group. O.K.

There appears no better way.

I would object to advance delineation.
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SUGGESTIONS‘

1. Compile list of areas ahead of time, use questionnaire

method, choose from a list. (Twelve mentions)

2 Should be done orally. not in writing.

3 More creative expression.

4. Too much red tape. Time is too chopped up.

5 Stick to first units decided. (Three mentions)

c. "How could the scheduling of morning and after-

noon group meetings be improved next year?"

FAVORABLE COMMENTS’

1. Excellent, fine. (Two mentions)

2. O. K., satisfactory. (Ten mentions)

SUGGESTIONS:

1. Set plan first9 fix schedule. (Three mentions)

. Shorter and more meetings.

. Hold to same groups for week.

2

3

4. More time for groups. (Two mentions)

5. Fewer general meetings. (Five mentions)

6 . Chairmen more responsible for fiXing time and place of

meetings.

7. Rotate the groups.

8. Earlier use of the bulletin board.

9. Have breakfast at seven o‘clock. then start group meet-

ings at eight.

10. Make the classrooms more attractive.

11. Each group report each morning and at end of week to

general session. (Two mentions)

12. Sharper distinction between morning and afternoon types

of meetings: "working" or "discussion", for example.

(Two mentions)
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APPENDIX 8.1

Summary submitted by the Intercultural Education Group,

Higgins Lake Conference, 1945; Summary Reports From Certain

Working Groups (From the files of Roland Faunce)

Intercultural Group

Suggested principles for a program of intercultural res

lations.

It is important to recognize?

1. That enforced or voluntary segregation retards a

desirable cultural fusion and that society for its

own good must promote the diffusion of cultural

resources and utilize the contributions of all

ethnic groups.

That the fundamental concept underlying intercul-

tural education is the worth, dignity, and unique

potentiality of the individual, irrespective of

race, color, or creed.

That one must consider the nature of stereotypes;

he must understand their origins, their subversive

uses, and their effects both upon those who foster

them and those who are victimized by them.

That it is inconsistent to insist upon political

selfadetermination in other countries while enter-

taining undemocratic practices at home.

That the accepted documents of the American people

(the Declaration of Independence and the Constitu-

tion) already provide the authority needed for

promoting democratic processes; the only need is

for implementing the principles already established.

That the concept of an unimprovable human nature

is a fallacy, and that prejudices and stereotypes

are the effect of environmental influence and are

therefore subject to change or elimination through

educational procedures.

That economic opportunity is the necessary basis

of social improvement and that the stereotypes

commonly associated with underprivileged groups

arise from adverse economic conditions, rather

than from any fundamental defect in the peOple.
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That the effects of pLEJudlLeS, and the persecuw

tions that generate from them affect adversely both

the grOups who entertain them and those against

whom they are directed.

II. Specific suggestions of things schools can do.

They can proVide

10 An interCultural committee to survey problems and

resources in the loca. school Situation, to stimuw

late and to coordinate the porential contributions

of various inleldualS or groups.

An appreciation of the cultures of ethnic groups

through a study of their folk muSic, art, and

literature.

Assembly programs presenting the positive contri»

butions of different groups or illuscrating some

phase of intercultural education. Among types of

programs suggeSted are talks by outstanding repre-

sentatives of minority groups or recent immigrants;

motion pictures, Student panels or forums; programs

of folk muSic. or dance in costume; dramatization

of stories thCh present minorities in a favorable

light.

Exhibits contributing to intercultural understandw

ing such as those indicating origins of common

things, pictures taken by camera fans; The Negro

in America; books about the Negro; arts and crafts of

thefhnnfliAmerican countries, dolls of all nations;

collections made by local travelers.

 

Decoration of various classrooms to exemplify the

art and culture of speCific ethnic and national

groups, particularly those represented in the

school community. Such as a Mexican room, a Polish,

or a Finnish room. Curtains_ pictures, wall hangs

ings, books. furniture. etc. may be used.

Social events, suth as an all nations party, a

series of dances or parties uSLng individual

countries as a theme, to be carried out in decoraw

tions, food, etc.; a school or community dinner in

which national foods are featured; faculty teas

carrying out these same ideas, fun nights with

minority groups.

Planned trips and excursions which might include

trips to nearby cultural institutions representative

of various minority groups. housing projects, and

the like.



10.
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Classroom activities directed toward an understand-

ing of other cultures as well as toward definite

local problems in the intercultural field. Most of

the suggestions given for all school activities

may be used in the classroom equally well. Among

the possibilities are directed reading of contribu¢

tions from various nationality groups; written

discussion of intercultural problems; original

storiesS playsq essays; documentary plays based on

a study of intercultural relations (They See For

Themselves, by Spencer Brown); preparation of clip-

ping files from current periodicals and newspapers;

elementary research into sources of stereotypes and

the origins of prejudice; Junior Red Cross Corresw

pondence Clubs.

Community education against prejudices through P.T.A.

functions9 community forums.J recreational activi-

ties9 cooperation with church9 and other adult groups.

Pertinent materials in the school library. The li-

brarian is in a strategic pOSition to help teachers

to know materials, calling attention to books, pam-

phlets9 clippings, and periodicals useful for dif-

ferent grade levels and ability groupings; by pre-

paring book displays for special occasions or groups;

making available audio‘visual aids; publicizing

these materials.

III. Some pitfalls to avoid.

1.

2.

All activities must be carefully studied and planned;

otherwise ground may be lost rather than gained.

Not all of the activities suggested above are appro-

priate to all grade levels. Teachers will need to

select in terms of grade levels and local community

situations.

Emphasis may be well placed on positive rather than

negative areas of the problem; similarities in the

group rather than difference should be stressed.

Instructional materials, courses of instruction,

and library collections should be examined care-

fully to discover possible omissions, distortions,

or treatments which might offend some elements

in the community.
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APPENDlX 5.2

INTERCULTURAL EDUCATLON GROUP

We proposed the following creed as an appropriate

basis for work With Students toward intercultural underm

standing‘

I believe that Americanlsm is not based on race9

color, nor creed but upon the inherent worth and dignity

of the individual.

I believe in fair treatment and equal opportunity

for everyone.

Therefore. I will take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to improve cultural relations by learning the truth

and applying its principles through logical thinking, by

familiarizing myself with the needs of minority groups, and

by taking a stand at all times againSt thoughtless or inn

tentional acts of discrimination; thus practicing the same

fair play with others that I would like for myself. Know-

ing that all races contribute to my own in the common good,

I will seek friendship With all people.

As a member of a world community, I will accept the

responsibility of upholding and cherishing these ideals in

order to safeguard democracy for me, my country, and all

mankind.

Basic Principles for the Qevelopmeng

Qilntercultural Education

1. The principle of the Golden Rule is basic to the

democratic way of life, in that democracy must be

achieved by conscructive action on behalf of others.

Implications for Education

a. Our behavior toward others should be governed by

the way in which we would want them to behave

toward us.

b. Our speech should reflect a true respect for the

feelings of Others.

c. We should insist that any group in which we find

ourselves be governed also by a sincere respect

for the feelings of others.

2. A basic step in the achieving of democracy is the

understanding of and respect for persons as indim

viduals.
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Implications for Education

We must accept each individual for what he can

contribute Without prejudice or pre-judgment,

based on types such as the Jew, the Legionnaire,

the Communist- the Negro- the Rube.

We must show respect for individuals by avoiding

the practice of name calling. (Nigger, Kike,

Wop, Chink, Mex.)

We must accept the individual for what he can

contribute without sentimental biases, either

favorable or unfavorable to him, based upon

ethnic and social differences. I

Intercultural education is basically directed toward

changes in human behavior; therefore such changes must

be preceded by the development of constructive atti-

tudes.

Implications for Education

Teachers have a strategic role in shaping attitudes,

insights, and reactions. Therefore, they have a

definite responsibility for the development within

themselves of such attitudes.

All education has for its primary purpose the de-

velopment of improved habits of human behavior.

It is our responsibility as teachers to study and

apply techniques for the identification and analysis

of human attitudes.

As teachers we have the responsibility for the de-

velopment and application of school procedures

which will result in constructive changes in stu-

dent attitudes.

We also have the responsibility of furnishing

leadership in programs for the development of con-

structive attitudes on the part of adults in the

community.

The legal structure upon which our democracy rests in-

cludes fundamental guarantees of the political and

civil rights of every citizen.

Implications for Education

We should know the legal and constitutional pro—

visions which are intended to protect the indivi-

dual against discrimination.

As teachers we should observe these provisions

ourselves.

As citizens we should vigorously insist upon en—

forcement of such provisions.
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d. As members of community and professional groups we
should take such group action as may be desirable
in securing enforcement of such provisions.

e. We should help our students to understand and
work for the enforcement of legal provisions against
discrimination.

f. As citizens we should advocate and support such
additional legislative provisions as are needed
for the protection of individual rights.

American culture is a rich composite of many minority
cultures, each of which should be treasured for its
contribution.

Implications for Education

a. The older "melting pot" tradition implies a loss

of valuable ethnic contributions to our culture.

b. American culture is not jeopardizedtnn:actually

strengthened by the preservation of minority

cultural differences. This is the true "American

dream."

Democracy because of its very nature cannot be achieved

for us. Democracy is most effectively and efficiently

attained through group planning, group execution, and

group evaluation.

Implications for Education

a. It is imperative that the techniques of group

planning and action be emphasized in all phases

and at all levels of education.

b. Those affected by such policies should participate

in their formulation, execution, and evaluation.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

What suggestions do you have for improvin
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APPENDlX Col

EVALUATION CENSUS m [NDIAN LAKE

Have you enjoyed the conference?

Very much (51) Some (6) Little (1)

Did you get what you came for?

Very much (20) Some (29) Little (2)

Did you benefit from the conference?

Very much (40) Some (16) Little (2)

Did you like fhe conference procedures? '

Very much (36) Some (20) Little (1)

Were the general sessions profitable for you?

Very much (26) Some (21) Little (8)

Were the group sessions profitable for you?

Very much (37) Some (22) Little (0)

Was the recreation program satisfactory?

Very much (46) Some (7) Little (1)

Were the field trips profitable?

Very much (21) Some (8) Little (3)

Was the amount of free time appropriate?

Too much (2) Just right (53) Too little (1)

Was the time of this conference best?

Just right (49) Too late (1) Too early (4)

Were the group sessions too large for best participation?

Yes (3) No (5) At times (2)

Have you reviously attended workshops like this one?

Yes (40 No (17)

How does this one compare with others?

Better (9) About the same (27) Less valuable (4)

Would you return next year? ...

Yes (37) No (4) Donlt know (16)

g this conference

next year?

A. Participation

Where are the staffs of the administrators
in atten-

dance?

More classroom teachers
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Better distribution of resource personnel

More participants

More lay people

Better ratio participation to resource

More school teams

B - .R__.esoutsss

Core teachers

Key note speakers

Nature study

More in elementary

More quiet games

Resource people tend to group themselves together

for living quarters and activities

C. Group Process
 

Some kind of leadership training for chairman (1 day

per conference session)

Training in group process. Devote first day to this

Better orientation to group process for new enrollees

Continuous evaluation throughout conference

Graphic demonstration of need for leadership training

Discussion of hgwchairman should be chosen

Did problem census really bring out needs?

In large group - define problem then break up ac-

cording to interests~-rejoin periodically

Better division for groups

D. Organization

Mirrors in girls“ dorm

Better beds

Better lighting in cabins-~no place for reading

Shorten conference by one dayu-lengthen time for

group meetings

Longer conference

Open time for audiomvisual

E. Socialization

Opportunity for gyeryong to go to "Bolero"

Avoid cliques of special groups

Table arrangement to get everyone acquainted

How can we get better representation from all areas in the

Upper Peninsula?

1. Representatives from each school, grade and high (1)

2. N.M.C.E. should publicize conference to teachers (2)

3. Send pictures and films of the workshop to

schools not represented
(4)

4. Publicity by conference members
(4)

5. Publicity by principals, superintendents
(4)

6. Boards of education should pay costs (6)

7. Additional communications to chairmen of

Teachers' Clubs in rural and urban schools (1)

8. Publicity to classroom teachers
(6)

9. Plans for conference should be announced earlier (3)
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Administrators should discuss conference with

teachers

Resource people should tell schools about it

Offer camperships

Give college credit

Consultants in various fields

Educate school boards to send groups

Interpret the program to administrators

Voluntary participation

Meeting of superintendents to plan conference

Have teachers report to M.E.A. meetings

Send Gilbert around to organize school teams

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

H
H
H
H
H
N
H
H
H
H
w

W
W
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

What specific help did you get from this conference?

\
O
O
O
\
1
0
\
U
1

5
(
A
N
N
—
-

0
O

O
O

H O O

11.

12.

Teaching techniques and aids (not reading)

Reading helps

Understanding human behavior (self and/or

others)

Suggestions for improving home-community

relations and staff relationships (

Improved knowledge regarding democratic process

Working as group on problem

Improved relationships in group situation

Increased sense of professional unity

Valuable contact with others: lay people

resource people

general (

Increased information: Library

Conservation

State services

Education in Michigan

College Agreement

Began problem to be worked on throughout year

Also: New stories

Competency in bridge

Ten pounds of avoirdupois

New dance steps

Etching metal

Lots and lots of fun

Relaxation

H
N
N
N
N
N
O
-
F
U
N
O
‘
O
‘
V
O

\
l
U
N

V
v
v

“
A
A
A
/
N
A
H
A
A
A
/
\
A
A
H

A
A
A

V
V
W
W
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
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APPENDIX C.2

EVALUATlON CENSUS m ST. MARYS LAKE

Participants say that The conference has been valuable to

them in the foslowing ways:

3 F 335.342.111.32 Frequency of Comment

w
.

Ideas and information gained are 15

worthwhile

Good relationsnips exist among 13

participants

Group participation is valuable 7

Conservation programs stimulate 4

thinking

Field trips are interesting 2

Physical facilities and accommodam 2

tions are good

Food is very good 2

Good prewplanning of conference 3

Daymbymday planning good 2

Craft facilities are very good 2

Evening snacks add enjoyment 2

School groups are working on local 2

problems

Helping to improve teachermadminism 2

trator relationships

Resource peOple are helpful 2

Conference is inspirational
2

Materials from state agencies are 1

helpful

French films were interesting
1

Guidance group is making progress 1

Followmup group is worthwhile
1

1
Recreation is very good

Participants state that the conference could be more

valuable if:

It were possible to attend more than 3

one group

More people were here who are in my

area of work

3

L
E
I

‘
_
A
“

v
‘
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Stagemetts_ Frequency of Comment

There had been a better recream 1

tion program the first night

More attention were given to mix» 1

ing and getting acquainted in

dining room

The responsibility for preparing 1

snacks were shared

Planning were more structured l

A field trip could have been plane 1

ned for Monday

An evaluation were not made so early 1

Experts talked more in the groups 1

There were fewer personal anecdotes 1

recited and more discussion by

experts

There were more space available for 1

crafts

More time were devoted to discussion 1

of core and time block techniques

Prospective participants could have 1

received more detailed information

about the conference in advance

1A reception committee had been or»

ganized to aid in the adjustment

of new participants

Twentwaive participants handed in evaluation logs

Fifteen participants listed commendations and suggestions

Nine participants gave favorable comments but offered no

suggestions

One participant offered a suggestion but did not give any

commendations

All of the evaluation logs are available at the office in

the lobby; participants should feel free to examine them.

One or two programs had not been quite 1

so long considering the few who originm

ally professed interest in them
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APPENDIX C.3

EVALUATION CENSUS a HIGGINS LAKE

Sixtywthree persons were present and filled out the quesm

tionnaire on Friday noon when it was presented. In response

to question fourteen 43 said they had previously attended a

conference workshop like this one while 20 said this was their

first experience of this kind. Since there was no outstanding

difference in the responses of the two groups, no effort is

made herein to report their answers separately.

Very Much Some Little
 

1. Are you enjoying the conference? 60 3 O

2. Are you getting what you came

for? 46 5 O

3. Are you benefiting from the conw

ference? 53 6 0

4. Do you like the conference prom

cedures? 5O 11 O

5. Are the general sessions profit-

able for you? 36 25 O

6. Are the group sessions profitm

able for you? 56 5 O

7. Is the recreation program satism

factory? 47 13 O

8 Were the field trips profitable? 26 7 O

9 Were the evaluation projects

helpful to the conference? 51 8 O

10. Is the amount of free time appropriate?

Just right _§Q_ Too little 3Too much 0

11. Is the time of this conference best?

Just right 43 Too late 5 Too early 7

Would it be better to have more "school teams" attend the

 

12.

conference?

Yes _46_ No 8

13. Were the group sessions too large for best participation?

Yes 2 No ‘28_

14. Have you previously attended workshops like this one?

Yes 43 No 20

15. WOuld you return next year?

Yes 54 No __Q_ Don“ t know 8

Would you”recommend the conference to a friend?16.

Yes 61 No 0“

ThirtyAfive persons gave written comments as follows:

(They have been condensed somewhat.)

1. Field trips should be planned and posted early in the

conference.

2. Consultants' special fields should be announced early

in the week.

Do not make such a fuss about the consultants.



14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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Let's abolish the word "consultant" and call everyone a

"participant."

From a consultant's standpoint, the materials I brought

have been used.

different song leaders so as to get different ideas.Have

Less song sheets - more teaching songs to audience -

have singing at meals.

A good song leader is essential; we couldn‘t find a better

one than we had.

Have home addresses in the directory.

Mail out in advance the list of those enrolled in the

conference so as to facilitate sharing transportation.

Also list the fields of special interests.

Build up the Sunday night program.

There needs to be a better understanding of "group pro-

cess" by all those attending.

Use more Conservation Department personnel. Have an

evening in addition to field trips.

Adjourn the group sessions at 11:00 A.M. to permit special

meetings of small groups.

General sessions need more pep.

Orientation for newcomers on procedures, purposes, etc.

{More publicity to arouse teachers missing all this.

Include present members on pre-planning committee.

ParticularlyReally use the evaluations in pre-planning.

liked the constant evaluation. Liked the addition of the

Evaluation Committee.

School teams should spread out into various groups rather

than work by themselves.

Audio-visual program excellent and should be continued.

The planning committee should get on the job as soon as

possible and the permanent chairman take over at the

first possible moment.

Newspaper was exceptional.

Everyone should send to his chairman on March 1 a report

on how much of his ideas on curriculum have jelled and

been used, and a copy of the combined reports returned to

schools as of May 1, 1951.

Reasons why this conference was "better" than others

(Question 14) were:

Planned for individual benefits of a specific nature.

Varied topics. Resource people, Films, Picnics, Friendliness.

Willing to analyze procedures. Particularly liked constant

evaluation.

Greater effort to keep finger on pulse throughout rather

than look for "bugs" when things are "cold.”

Interest continued throughout the week.

Everyone participated and enjoyed the group.

A more definite purpose in groups - the attention to

evaluation is beneficial.

Reasons why this conference was "less valuable than others"

(Question 14) were:

Discussion more confessional.

Initial tone of the conference was confusing rather than

ins irin .

p 8 I did not take part enough.Slower getting going.
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APPENDIX D

REPORT OF EVALUATION COMMITTEE

Higgins Lake Working Conference, August, 1944

The following pages summarize the evaluation reports

secured through discussion in small groups at the close of the

1944 AUgust Working Conference sponsored by the Michigan

Secondary School Association and the Michigan Secondary Study.

The summary has been drawn together by the Evaluation Commita

tee .

Favorable Comments

Certain of the favorable comments which appeared most fre-

quently in the reports were:

There were a number of outstanding resource people avail~

able for the entire week.

1.

The week's program got under way in a very efficient

manner.

The expanded opportunity for intercultural understand-3.

ing was one of the highlights.

4. The flexibility of the groups contributed in a large

measure to the success of the conference.

The democratic spirit which prevailed was an outstand-

ing feature.

The recreation was the best ever.

The figures after the following comments refer to the

evaluation groups, each of which included about 10 persons.

1, Recreation was the best ever (8)

2. Visual aids _ excellent (7)

Expanded opportunities for intercultural understandings

3. were a highlight (7)

4. Informality _ the outstanding feature of the conference (4)

5. Arts and crafts — excellent program (6)

6. Resource people were exceedipgly helpful a very effective

use made of resource people
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There was a general feeling that: (1) still more effeCm

tive connection between resource persons and participants

with problems could be established, (2) the daily schedule

could be better posted. (3) Negro women teachers would con=

tribute much to the inte cultural understanding in the cone

ference9 and (4) leadership cculd be rotated even more ext

tensively.
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II.

III.
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Appendix E.

Tabulated Results From Waskin's Study

Teachers

A. Miss Marian Schaeiding, East Lansing High School,

East Lansing, Michigan.

D. ‘ Miss Louise Parrish,Central Junior High School,

Luskegon, Michigan.

C. Hiss Elizabeth Jones, Selina School, Dearborn,

Michigan. I.

D. Miss Genevieve Merger, Jackson Intermediate School,

Detroit, Michigan. _

13. Lisa Grace Harris, Muskegon Public Schools, ..

Muskegon, Hiohigan. I '

Adainistrators

A. Principals

1. Mr. Carrol Munshaw, River Rouge High School,

River Rouge, Michigan.

2. Iir. Ralph T. Guyor, Central Junior High School,

Muskegon, hichigan.

3. Hr. Paul Halverson, Battle Creek Senior High

School, Battle Creek, Michigan, . - .

4. Mr. Clarence Crothers, Busch High School,“

Center Line, Michigan.

5. Dr. Don Randall, Wayne High School, Wayne,

Michigan.

B. Superintendents

1. Mr. Russell ISbister, Center Line, Hichigan.

2. Hr. James Lewis, Dearborn, Michigan.

3. Mr. Arthur Kaeohele, Allegan, Michigan.

4. Dr. Virgil Rogers, Battle Creek, Michigan.

College and University Faculty Members

'A.

B.

0.

Dr. Roland C. Faunce, Wayne University, Detroit,

Michigan.

Dr. Leonard Luker, Hichigan State College, East

Lansing, fliohigen.

Dr. Fred Welcott, University or Ilichigan, Ann

 

. I
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1.1:. In what ways have curriculum conferences affected your relation.-

ships with other teachers? . . _

A.

B.

. c .

D.

 

———_

- ' Arbor, Michigan.

 

I). .Dr. Edgar Johnston W ~e Universi D

Hichigan. ' m . t?" pletroit,

E.~ Hr. Otto ream, Western Michigan College of

, .‘ Education, Kalanazoo, Michigan. .

1‘“. Wire. Gladys Saur,’ Western Michigan College

' of Education, Kalamazoo, Hichigan

- osssnomm TO imam:

.

r
.

2
1
'
-
a
~
h
¢
t
m
M

I have felt much closer to and have had better rapport.”

with those on our own faculty. There has been a better '

understanding following conferences. - However, I feel

that this feeling must be fostered or it will die. ' Un—

I
l
t
'
w
j
fl
h
e
u
4
1
k
‘
m
‘
5
"
“
!

less continued action, conferences, and meetings are

encouraged, that feeling of good fellowship does not

always last.

I have found a very stimulating contact with teachers.

outside my school system. Some of best, most workable

ideas and greatest inspiration has come from teachers

interested in the same problems I am, when I have met

at conferences. ‘

I On the negative ‘side, I feel very annoyed with teachers, ~

who refuse to attend conferences. .1 should be able 'to

"sell" them some of my ideas, but always feel rather a

. hepeless about it. ‘

Closer relationships-o-fricndlier.
hany of them .

"let their hair down"--—but, unfortunately, the ones

who need this do not attend.

1. There is better understanding and a more.

sympathetic feeling toward teaching problems. .

2. Identifying my problems with those of others

gives me reinforcement and at the some time makes me

feel that I want to support others.

3. Conferences offer a roal picture of what can

be accomplished by cooperative efforts 'of a school:

faculty. -

‘Reei friendships with teachers in other systems have

bean developed.. There is a chance to really know

others with the same problems and trials and tri- .

unphs you» have. I cu learn to work with others. ~ _
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E. “I have become acquainted with teachers from other -

sec tions wno have problems similar to mine. In ny own

school, I find that the conferences offer opportunities

to discuss and plan work, oppor‘mnitios which do not

often exist in the school day. Also when we are meet-

ing with people from other schools, we together fre-

quently get new slants on things. Our personal rela-

tions are often improved because of the chances to

meet informally that we had at the conference.

II. In what ways have curriculum conferences affected our relationshi

with your admnistrators? y ’ P'

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

I have felt closer to the ones who have attended confera‘

ences and more ready to discuss problems with them. I

have felt more exasperated with the ones who refuse to

take the time to go and felt that the gap between us

has widened as a result of my having gone.
I

I .
I 0

None

Ilene, in reality, since I attend the conferences with-

out the knowledge or approval of the administration.

However, they inspire me to work toward a time. when the

administration of Detroit schools will be involved in

working with teachers to improve curricula. - “

1. Better understanding of their problems.

2. An opportunity to know them as real people.

3. -'-.’o are new friends working together rather

than being teacher and administrator with

he teacher taking orders from above.

The informality has helped to meet the administrator

person-to-person, not hireling to boss. It helps

focus problems, too.

, III. Will you please tell what specific clmges have taken place .in the

methods you employ in your classroom as a direct result of your par-

ticipation in curriculum conferences?

A.

B.

I use small group techniques very extensively. I have

learned more about the true meaning of "democratic pro-

005303 in the classroom." I've used practically every

conference technique at some time or another, for I

have never returned from a conference without new ideas.

' I've acquired ideas for better. group rapport, for defin-

ing the roles of Various members of the group, for bring-

ing in‘the shy persons, for stimulating discussions, for

recognition of the minority, and for evaluating—- to

mention some. I've been impressed with the necessity

for relaxation to stimulate better work, the value of

playing together, eating together, singing together, as

well as working together. ' e , . ,

I have obtained some very valuable help from resource
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0.0.

D.

13.

people. (I am not a classroom teacher.)

I cannot say definicely that the conferences have

made changes since I have taken part in other like

activities. These have also influenced me. How-

ever, I would say' keeping anecdotalrecords, coun-

selling techniques, core, and follow-up studies are

the areas I have gained the most in. It was a con.-

feronce that first introduced me to socicmetrio .de-_

vices.

l. ' Changes from "-'traditional" practices to prob-

lam—solving and interest-centered classroom.

2. Workshop methods used in the classroom. - "

o. Teacher-pupil planning.

4. Pupil leadership. ‘ ‘

5. Self—evaluation. ~

6. Resource units. ' m

7. Group cooperation. . _ r .

Democratic procedures in class.

Revising curriculum to fit individual needs of

students.

IV. In what ways has your attitude toward teaching and your education-

- a1 philosophy changed as a result of your participation in curri-

. culum conferences?

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

From the rut and dissatisfaction with results that

I was in before attending my first conference, I have

been completely released. Subject matter approach has

become less important, and the development of the whole

child has become of primary importance. Teaching has

become a really exciting profession, and I didn't ex— _

pect that! I have a better understanding of youth; 11V

knowledge of psychology is something to be applied every

day rather than kept within the covers of a book.

My philosophy has not changed, but I have learned new

techniques for getting it across. Conferences have in.-

tensified my feelings and have given me more self-assur-

ance that I am right in my thinking. .

I participate in curriculum conferences because of xv

philosophy of education. The philoseplwcameBefore

the conferences .

I teach new under the policy that it is more important

for the student to feel the worthwhileness of any learn-'

ing activity than the teacher. ,

I started attending conferences almost as seen as I hit

Michigan. I hate to admit it, but I had been teaching.

school for years without av philosopr of education

crystallized in any way. hithout the conferences, I'd 0

still be doing it. They promote thinking on an overall, -

long-term basis. ' .‘ .

\
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V. Please state briefly your opinion concerning the value of curricula

conferences to improved education in Michigan.

A. Vemfivaluable-o-if you can get two groups to attend:

I 11. Those administrators who need it and

2. those classroom teachers'whoneod it

and have not attended.

It goods to be our only hope for helping the indi-

vidual child. ' '

B. I believe that if every teacher in liichigan could be

exposedtto conference experience, enough of them would

be vitally affected to improve the philosophy and teach-a

ing techniques of education in the whole state of Michi-

gan. Six of us from our faculty attended our first week--'

end conference. Five out of six came back so inspired ‘

and self-confident that we changed our teaching methods

and our whole attitude toward education on the following.

lionday morning. ' 4. V .
 

C. We ought to have a definite conference program which

would involve more people. How else can education im-

prove unless we develop means for working on the prob.-

lems together?

D. Personally I think that every teacher 'inliichigan who

‘- has not attended at least one confel once has missed a

very important part of his education. '

E. The fact that Michigan has made the progress in currin

culum revision that it has I attribute largely to the -_._

conferences. What 'is done in one situation can in this

way be a leavening factor thoughout the state. The.

mere fact that teachers and administrators can work to-

ggther on educational policies andproblems is a big
1p.. .

. QUESTIONNAIRE T0 ADMINISTRATORS

l0 ramsIPALS :

I. In what ways have curriculum conferences affected you in your rela-

tionships with the teachers on your staff? ‘

A. They have provided an atmosphere of freedom and cama-

, raderie in which both teachers and administrators find

that the other half are real people. They improve tre-

mendously the ease of intercemmlnication and provide for

~ a congenial .and constructive cooperative solution of

school problem. ' ‘ '

. ‘ I 3' Th9 Participation in conferences of teachers and ad...

ministratcrs together tends to break down stratifica-

I

w
.
”
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